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Countries have made years of significant progress to improve access to health services. However, important gaps in equity of access to high-quality health care remain due to fragile primary health care systems. And now, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic has put decades of progress at risk. The question we all face now is how to reclaim pre-pandemic gains while accelerating equity and progress for greater impacts and health for all.

Financial incentives or performance pay to frontline health facilities and workers were rolled out in many countries in the mid-2000s as an innovative approach to confronting the challenge of poor health outcomes in low-income economies. It was a significant departure from previous financing models, which had little link to outcomes and results. Performance-based financing (PBF) projects included such financial incentives as well as other critical reforms related to transparency and accountability. Moreover, these new projects were accompanied by an extensive portfolio of impact evaluations funded by the World Bank’s Health Results Innovation Trust Fund.

These programs—and, indeed, this report—would not have been possible without the unprecedented multidisciplinary collaboration between client governments and World Bank research and operational staff, spanning 15 years and nearly 40 countries, driven by the desire to not only inform country programs with rigorous evidence but also contribute to the global dialogue on improving health systems. Improving Effective Coverage in Health: Do Financial Incentives Work? builds on this substantial investment in knowledge and evidence in this critical area to examine the results from PBF. Although focused on low-income countries and primary services, the scope of the studies is impressive. The largest programs studied here, such as those in Argentina, Cameroon, Nigeria, Tajikistan, Rwanda, and Zimbabwe, each covered millions of households. The report collates
this work and brings additional analysis to provide an assessment of the evidence on performance pay specifically as well as of the broader results from PBF projects.

Several powerful, high-level findings emerge from this report. The report documents that PBF projects produced gains in health outcomes compared with the status quo, although these gains did not necessarily result from the specific financial incentives and associated monitoring components of projects. Whereas transparency, accountability, and direct frontline facility financing produced results, the evidence does not show additional benefits that outweigh the costs of performance pay to frontline workers. Specifically, many aspects of quality care improvements are well outside the control of health workers. Thus, impactful health financing reform might mean pivoting from performance pay while retaining other important aspects of PBF projects that do yield similar results. The report also looks at the demand side, emphasizing that cash transfers and vouchers can be part of the solution for more effective coverage in low-demand settings.

The operational and policy messages in this report are compelling, as detailed in the concluding chapter. Health facilities can deliver better results when they have budget autonomy, flexibility, and unified payment systems, and health facilities’ budgets can be output oriented and impactful even without explicit performance pay. In contexts in which the time might be right for performance pay, emerging technologies can be used to reduce implementation costs of rollout and monitoring.

Although the analysis in this report draws on evidence that predates the COVID-19 crisis, the findings are more critical than ever as the world navigates recovery and has an unprecedented opportunity to rethink the way countries build health systems, finance them, and deliver services toward the goal of health for all.

Carmen M. Reinhart
Senior Vice President of Development Economics and Chief Economist The World Bank

Mamta Murthi
Vice President Human Development The World Bank

March 2022
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Overview

Key messages

1. Financial incentives or performance pay to frontline health facilities and workers emerged as an innovative means to improve the quantity and quality of health services delivered. This approach to health financing arose from the frustrating status quo of poor health outcomes in low- and middle-income countries despite increased service utilization.

2. This report provides new evidence and reviews the existing literature to assess the results from the introduction of such financial incentives.
   a. The report pays special attention to impacts on effective coverage, a measure that adjusts simple coverage of care with the quality of care provided.
   b. It asks which constraints to poor quality of care can be addressed by financial incentives for health workers.
   c. It further asks what has been the impact of such incentives in general on utilization and quality of care.
   d. Finally, it asks how offering these incentives compares with some key policy alternatives: cash transfers, vouchers, and direct financing of frontline facilities.

3. A range of rigorous studies show that performance-based financing (PBF) projects, which include performance pay among other critical features, including transparency and accountability reforms, resulted in gains in coverage but far fewer, if any, improvements in the quality of health services delivered.

4. Compared with business-as-usual, PBF projects offer gains of a similar magnitude as those from direct facility financing (DFF) approaches, which transfer equivalent funds and have transparency and accountability reforms as do PBF projects but do not have specific incentives for health workers and the associated monitoring.
5. Policy makers may find PBF appealing because of the accountability provided by its link to results. DFF reforms should thus incorporate measures like portals or dashboards that track the flow of funds and provide timely information on the quality and efficiency of health care delivery. In addition, performance pay or household targeted cash transfers may supplement the financing of improvements in selected indicators.

Outline of the report

*Improving Effective Coverage in Health: Do Financial Incentives Work?* is arranged as follows:

- **Overview**—The Overview provides a summary of the key findings and messages of the report.
- **Chapter 1: Introduction**—Chapter 1 describes the lay of the land in the service delivery of maternal and child health care, focusing on how care is financed with and without additional demand- or supply-side incentives. It also introduces the conundrum of increasing coverage but persistently poor health outcomes, which motivates the need to look at effective coverage and financial incentives for effective coverage.
- **Chapter 2: Effective Coverage: A Framework Linking Coverage and Quality**—Chapter 2 attempts to answer the question “What is effective coverage, what are its implications for efficiency?”
- **Chapter 3: Quality of Care: A Framework for Measurement**—Chapter 3 focuses on the question “How does quality of care relate to effective coverage, how to measure it, and what constrains it?”
- **Chapter 4: Decomposing the Constraints to Quality of Care Using Data on Antenatal Care Consultations from Five Sub-Saharan African Countries**—Chapter 4 presents new evidence on the constraints to quality of antenatal care.
- **Chapter 5: Performance-Based Financing Improves Coverage of Reproductive, Maternal, and Child Health Interventions**—Chapter 5 presents evidence on the impact of performance-based financing on service delivery, quality of care, human resources, and equity thus far.
• Chapter 6: Policy Alternatives to Performance-Based Financing—
Chapter 6 offers key counterfactuals, including demand-side incentives and direct facility financing, using a systematic review and pooled analysis. It presents a deep dive into direct facility financing.

• Chapter 7: Performance-Based Financing as a Health System Reform and Cautionary Evidence on Performance Pay and Irrelevant Care—Chapter 7 describes the role of performance-based financing in the development of health systems: avoiding nonindicated care and wasted resources, integrating quality measurement into health systems, and measuring the broader impacts of health financing reform.

• Chapter 8: Conclusion and Operational Implications—Chapter 8 operationalizes key aspects of performance-based financing given the evidence presented.

Introduction

Financial incentives or performance pay links payments to health facilities and workers to the quantity and quality of services they deliver. These performance incentives came on the scene in health financing as a consequence of a frustrating status quo: health outcomes have remained poor in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) despite sustained investments in health service delivery and concomitant increases in the utilization of services over the past two decades (Eichler and Levine 2009). Performance-based financing (PBF) projects—which include performance pay among other critical features, including public financial management reform, health facility autonomy, decentralization, supportive supervision for the frontlines, and community engagement—held appeal for development agencies and donors because of their explicit links to transparency and accountability. Since the late 2000s, more than US$2.5 billion has been invested in PBF projects in primary health service delivery in low-income countries. This report examines the evidence on the impact of performance pay specifically, and PBF projects more broadly, on coverage, effective coverage, health outcomes, as well as clinical and infrastructure quality.

Much of this report uses effective coverage as a measure of performance. Effective coverage is a metric that combines simple health coverage with minimum content and quality. Considering the content and quality of care is crucial to understanding why service utilization increases may not
translate into improved health outcomes. While the content and quality of care may seemingly be in the locus of control of frontline health facilities and workers—after all, it is up to the health worker to provide relevant care in any patient-provider interaction—there are other constraints to quality that are not under the facility or worker’s control.

To understand why the content and quality of care might be inadequate and the scope for performance pay to improve it, the report delves into the constraints to content of care through a theoretical framework and an empirical application to antenatal care (ANC) in five Sub-Saharan African countries. This framework decomposes the constraints to quality of care and describes the various levels at which they lie (Ibnat et al. 2019). These constraints can include inadequate physical capacity at the health facility level; health worker knowledge, which is typically produced further up the health system, in medical schools; and health worker effort, which is the only component that is directly in a health worker’s locus of control and thus potentially responsive to performance pay to the worker. For instance, in a centralized health system where frontline health facilities do not receive an adequate operating budget—which too often is the institutional reality in many low-income countries—if a piece of equipment breaks or there is a drug stockout, a health worker may not be able to provide necessary care because they lack the infrastructure to do so. Performance pay can incentivize frontline health facilities and workers, but it only addresses constraints to quality at these levels. However, the data show that gaps in physical infrastructure and the availability of drugs and supplies are substantial. In other words, many constraints to quality are not within the health facility or worker’s locus of control, suggesting that performance pay may only have limited potential in improving coverage, effective coverage, or the quality of care.

Next, the report takes a broad-based look at the impact of performance pay and broader PBF projects in high-income country and LMIC health systems and provides new evidence from multiple rigorously designed impact evaluations. The evidence shows that PBF projects have led to gains in primary health service delivery even in low-income, centralized health systems. However, questions of comparative efficacy and effectiveness arise when the impacts of PBF projects are juxtaposed against other interventions related to financial incentives on the demand and supply sides. On the demand side, the report considers conditional cash transfers (CCTs) and vouchers, while on the supply side, it considers direct facility financing (DFF), which shares many features of PBF projects in terms of providing
an operating budget to the frontlines as well as autonomy over how to disburse that budget, but does not include performance pay.

The results show that financial incentives on the demand and supply sides can increase coverage. However, such incentives typically work on the margins, while large gains in effective coverage remain an elusive goal. The discussion and interpretation of these findings highlight the importance of the institutional setting. Performance pay may make sense in decentralized, high-quality health systems that already support facility financing and autonomy as well as accountability and transparency. In contrast, its potential may be more limited in centralized, under-resourced health systems that have key gaps at various points. The report further shows that incentives on the demand and supply sides may work on margins that complement each other by addressing different constraints. It highlights the role of baseline coverage, content, and quality; the provider’s effort response to price; and task complementarity as key determinants of the impact of performance pay on purchased indicators. The report also provides cautionary primary evidence that performance pay can incentivize the provision of inappropriate, unnecessary, or irrelevant care. It argues for the integration of health care quality and efficiency measurement into health system reform, with attention paid to both the underprovision of needed care as well as the provision of unnecessary or irrelevant care, which can become an important dimension of quality as health care systems mature. Taken together, these findings shed light on how program teams and policy makers may fruitfully combine demand- and supply-side financing and highlight various questions they should ask when selecting the indicators for which performance pay may be used. The report concludes with a consideration of the operational implications of these findings, especially with regard to the design of a sustainable and scalable health financing reform that aims for substantial improvement in effective coverage.

**Why effective coverage?**

The ultimate goal of development efforts in health is the production of better health in LMIC populations. Such investment is still much needed because all over the developing world, coverage for health services remains low, especially among the poor, notwithstanding progress made during the push toward the Millennium Development Goals (Wagstaff, Bredenkamp, and Buisman 2014). For example, equitable access to affordable health care
is not a reality for many women, men, children, and adolescents in the developing world, resulting in more than six million deaths from preventable causes each year (WHO 2020). This is true both for basic services, such as maternal and child health, as well as for services aimed at preventing and treating the emerging threat of noncommunicable diseases. Indeed, Kruk et al. (2018) show that the majority of LMIC neonatal and maternal deaths are “amenable,” which is to say that they could be prevented by improving the quality of care.

This assessment is even starker if, beyond access to medical services, effective coverage is considered, that is, coverage with effective services at a minimum level of quality and content. A framework for effective coverage presents how this concept can be decomposed into the product of coverage (those in need getting care) and quality (correct or successful treatment among those getting care). Estimates of effective coverage and its two components for six conditions (pregnancy, child malaria, child diarrhea, hypertension, tuberculosis, and HIV) using household survey data first establish that effective coverage—and by extension, quality of care—is currently still shockingly poor for many health conditions in many environments. Figure O.1 illustrates with the example of ANC how looking at coverage versus effective coverage provides a very different perspective. It shows the effective coverage contours and their components, coverage and quality, for ANC for a large set of LMICs using data from the Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys. Each dot represents a survey with the name of the country abbreviated and the survey year. Coverage, on the horizontal axis, is measured as the percentage of women giving birth who had at least one ANC visit. Quality is defined as the proportion among them who had at least four ANC visits, with at least one of those visits with a skilled provider, and for whom, during their ANC visits, blood pressure as well as blood and urine samples were taken. Many countries are situated in the upper right corner of the figure, indicating both high coverage and quality and thus high effective coverage. However, there is another group of countries lower down, on the right side of the graph, for which coverage is high but quality is lower (20–60 percent).

The estimates in the report further explore whether it is coverage or quality that is the bottleneck to better effective coverage varies by condition and country. Using the example of HIV treatment, the results also indicate substantial variation by household wealth and that although over the past decades, there has been substantial progress in coverage of the poor—often
more than wealthier households, even if the levels remain too low—
important gaps in quality translate into stark inequity in effective coverage.

**Regional and topical focus of the report**

Driven by the burden of disease in low-income countries and the fact that most care in LMICs is provided at the primary level, the introduction of financial incentives has mostly focused on frontline health workers—those at the primary level—and specifically maternal and child health services.

**Figure 0.1** Effective coverage contours for antenatal care

*Source: World Bank, using data from Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys.*

*Note: Coverage: percent of women giving birth who had 1+ antenatal care visits. Quality: of those covered, the percent who had 4+ visits, 1+ visits with a skilled provider, blood pressure taken, and blood and urine samples taken (correct treatment). EC = effective coverage. ISO 3166-1 alpha-3 codes are used for the country abbreviations (https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/comtrade/Country+codes+In+ISO+3166).*
Thus, this report focuses on maternal and child health services, with most of the primary evidence coming from Sub-Saharan Africa. This is because evidence suggests that poor quality, over and above access, is the key constraint to improving maternal and neonatal mortality—including for antenatal care, as discussed in figure O.1. In addition to most maternal and neonatal deaths being “amenable” to improvements in quality (Kruk et al. 2018), maternal and neonatal diseases are among the top two contributors to the burden of disease in low-income countries (IHME 2020). Indeed, the five Sub-Saharan African countries that are used for detailed analysis in this report—Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo—contribute almost 20 percent of the global burden of maternal mortality (Kassebaum et al. 2014). The report also reviews and spotlights relevant evidence from high- and middle-income countries (for example, Argentina, Armenia, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, the United Kingdom, and the United States) and includes evidence related to the impact of financial incentives for curative care as well as the prevention of noncommunicable diseases.

Of the 26 completed or ongoing impact evaluations of World Bank–funded PBF pilots in health, 19 focus on maternal and child health service delivery in Sub-Saharan Africa (RBFHealth website). This report draws on 22 of these 26 studies, albeit to varying degrees. The analysis focuses on a subset of eight countries, whose selection was driven by data needs. The analysis of the constraints to quality of care requires direct clinical observations of patient-provider interactions for ANC provision. Most of the impact evaluations did not include these data, but the analysis in this report relies on the five that did. Similarly, comparison of PBF with the key policy counterfactual of DFF draws on impact evaluations from the five countries (Cameroon, Nigeria, Rwanda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe) in the impact evaluation portfolio that included this alternative. Thus, not only do the analysis and evidence presented here represent a lion’s share of the contributors to poor health outcomes, but also, they provide evidence that is relevant for a number of low-income country contexts.

**Performance pay**

A large set of interventions has been proposed and implemented to address the twin issues of low quality of care and inadequate access to high-quality care in low-income countries. But little progress has been made, particularly in terms of health outcomes. Due to frustration with the status quo of
substantial gains to service utilization but a persistently high and stagnating number of preventable deaths, performance pay gained prominence (Eichler and Levine 2009). Promising early evidence of the effectiveness of financial incentives to health workers in the form of performance pay came from high-income countries, including the United States, the United Kingdom, and many other countries (Doran et al. 2006). In addition, the early evidence on the PBF package—performance pay combined with public financial management reform, health facility autonomy, decentralization, supportive supervision for the frontlines, and community engagement—from two low-income countries, Burundi and Rwanda, was also promising. Donors and governments were attracted by the transparency, accountability, and link to results espoused by PBF programs (Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014), and significant investments flowed into PBF projects in primary health, with US$2.4 billion in International Development Association financing (Gergen et al. 2017). Notably, these donor finances also included a significant level of funding for rigorous impact evaluations. This report takes a step back and looks at all the evidence, relying heavily on the impact evaluations of PBF pilots in low-income countries, especially the provision of maternal and child health services at the primary level in Sub-Saharan Africa, to assess the impact of PBF.

The report also highlights the salience of the institutional setting. Much of the evidence on the effectiveness of performance pay to improve health services and outcomes is from high- and middle-income countries. To be precise, much of the high-income country experience is from implementing performance pay for selected indicators, with no supplementary interventions. The health systems in question are already high quality, decentralized, transparent, and have accountability measures. Further, all the health facilities, including those on the frontline, have operating budgets and autonomy. Many of the applications of performance pay in low-income settings are in a different type of health system. Figure O.2 depicts the case of the modal health system in a low-income setting. Typically, these systems are centralized, with no operating budget provided to frontline health facilities, and no autonomy over facility management, staffing, or procurement of equipment, drugs, or supplies. The report draws on evidence from impact evaluations that examined the effectiveness of PBF projects, which include performance pay and a host of other reforms to autonomy, transparency, and accountability. As such, it is difficult to make a one-to-one comparison of performance pay interventions in high-income countries with the results from studies of PBF projects.
Figure 0.2  Lay of the land in centralized health systems in low-income countries

Understanding constraints to effective coverage

Substantial evidence suggests that the quality of care in many LMICs is low, especially for the poor (Kruk et al. 2018). Performance-based incentives assume that facilities or providers can respond to the quality-related incentives by improving quality. Understanding why effective coverage lags coverage requires understanding why the rate of relevant treatment is not 100 percent. As this report shows, low rates of effective coverage can arise for a variety of reasons, and not all of them are in the health facility or health worker’s locus of control. Service utilization rates can still at times be poor in low-income countries, especially for preventive care (Mills 2014). In addition, health conditions are often misdiagnosed, and even when they are well diagnosed, the correct treatment or interventions might not be prescribed or implemented (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008). In other words, even when care is accessed, the quality of the care received can be poor, hence leading to a gap between coverage and effective coverage.

The question central to understanding whether financial incentives such as performance pay would significantly improve quality—and thus increase effective coverage—is one of where the various constraints to quality lie and the degree to which each constraint matters. For instance, health facilities and workers may not be able to change demand-side constraints leading to low service utilization. On the supply side, low effective coverage might be due to (1) poorly trained staff who do not know how to treat a patient, an issue that is addressed upstream in the system at medical schools and through professional training; (2) lack of physical capacity, such as essential equipment, drugs, or supplies, remedying which is likely not in the individual health worker’s locus of control—indeed, in centralized systems, this may not even be under the frontline health facility’s control; (3) lack of effort from the providers even if they have all the necessary knowledge and physical capacity (Ibnat et al. 2019); or (4) the different treatment of patients depending on their socioeconomic status (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2021). As this decomposition of the constraints to quality demonstrates, only effort and perhaps some of the gaps arising from physical capacity are within the scope of the health worker or health facility’s locus of control. However, much underperformance remains unexplained by these two factors, and thus it is unlikely to be addressed by performance pay or even the broader PBF programs.

The report illustrates and quantifies the relative sizes of the different constraints to quality, and thus the limits to the potential impact of a
financial incentive intervention to frontline health workers and facilities, using an empirical application of the three-gap model to a five-country data set of ANC consultations in Sub-Saharan Africa. The report finds evidence of constraints along many margins, starting with infrastructure. As shown in figure O.3, despite decades of investments in infrastructure, poor structural quality is widespread. Facilities in some countries are better provisioned than others, but in all the countries examined, facilities that are supposed to provide maternity care often lack even the basic infrastructure and equipment for such care, with particularly poor availability of test kits for the diagnosis of sexually transmitted diseases and consumables such as tetanus toxoid injections. Many of the associated actions—for instance, giving a pregnant woman a tetanus toxoid injection or screening her for HIV—have clear links to maternal and neonatal health outcomes (Carroli, Rooney, and Villar 2001). These gaps in availability thus represent significant shortfalls in health facilities’ ability to provide high-quality ANC.

Beyond gaps in infrastructure, the report documents poor performance compared with international protocol. In particular, it finds that underperformance is widespread. As presented in figure O.4, in all five countries, health workers are only performing about 50 to 60 percent of the World Health Organization essential protocol for ANC. To assess levels of idle capacity, the observed levels of performance are linked to structural capacity and health worker knowledge. The findings show that up to a third of all underperformance can be attributed to idle capacity; that is, a third of the time, health workers have all the knowledge and equipment to provide a certain component of ANC but still fail to do so. The report also documents significant variation across and within countries (and between and within facilities) in such idle capacity, suggesting that even in the country with the poorest overall level of care (the Democratic Republic of Congo), some women receive ANC that is comparable in quality to the care provided in the country with the highest level of care (Cameroon).

As shown in figure O.5, poor quality of care in the form of deviations from protocol not only implies undertreatment, but also can include inappropriate or irrelevant treatment. Generally, the rates of overtreatment are low but can be as high as 25 percent. This finding is striking because the measurement of preventive care is not even geared at picking up overtreatment, and much of the overtreatment in LMICs may be in the form of irrelevant medication usage (Kwan et al. 2019; Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022), which is not measured in the data. Indeed, there are only two robust measures of inappropriate or irrelevant treatment in ANC—the provision of tetanus vaccines.
in pregnancy without checking whether the woman has already received a
tetanus vaccine, and the too-early provision of prophylactic malaria treatment
that is not only unnecessary but may even be harmful to fetal development
(Peters et al. 2007; Hernández-Díaz et al. 2000). Yet, unnecessary or irrele-
vant care provision is found for both measures in all the contexts studied.
Although most of the evidence on irrelevant treatment focuses on curative
care and not preventive care, this finding motivates the concern surrounding
inappropriate treatment and more careful assessment of it. Finally, the finding

Figure 0.3  Availability of drugs and consumables, equipment, and other supplies for providing antenatal care

Figure 0.4  Know-can-do gaps in the provision of antenatal care


Note: WHO = World Health Organization.

highlights that low effort by providers results in both undertreatment and irrelevant or inappropriate treatment—often concurrently.

The results further suggest that poor effort by providers is not easily explained by attributes like facility level, provider age, grade or experience, or even patient characteristics like age and education, which may be hypothesized to affect provider performance. Such effort gaps may explain up to a third of all underperformance relative to the protocol for ANC, suggesting that “simply” removing structural and knowledge constraints will not suffice in improving the quality of care. The report also reviews evidence showing
the presence of a steep wealth-quality gradient, which indicates that wealthier patients receive better quality of care—even at the same facility. However, the evidence also suggests that conditional on the quality of care, wealthier patients pay more than poorer patients. Taken together, these findings highlight the need for interventions that improve the physical capacity of facilities, address key gaps in medical training, and bolster health worker effort (whether by offering financial incentives or other means).

**Key findings on financial incentives in primary health care provision in low-income countries**

Much of the world, especially high- and middle-income countries, is in the midst of a push away from compensating public sector health providers through low-powered incentives like salaries and fixed facility budgets, toward high-powered incentives involving a mix of salaries/budgets and bonuses as well as facility-level funds linked to performance. A concrete example from Nigeria illustrates how these interventions work: including direct financing and health worker incentives, a facility might receive US$12 for each institutional delivery, US$1.20 for an ANC visit, and US$0.80 for a fully immunized child. In addition to such performance pay, a PBF project would include directly transferring operating budgets to facilities and granting autonomy over how to use these funds, paired with requirements to report on the use of funds for transparency and accountability and, in some instances, community oversight for health

---

**Figure 0.5 Provision of unnecessary care in antenatal care provision in five Sub-Saharan African countries**

![Bar chart showing the provision of unnecessary care in antenatal care provision in five Sub-Saharan African countries.](chart)

*Source: World Bank.*

*Note:* Overuse of tetanus toxoid vaccination is defined as the provision of this vaccine without checking documentation to see whether the woman has already received one for the current pregnancy. IPT refers to the initiation of prophylactic malaria treatment, using prescription sulfadoxine/pyrimethamine. The guidelines recommend prophylactic malaria treatment starting in the second trimester of pregnancy. Overuse of IPT is defined as the provision of such treatment in the woman’s first antenatal care visit in her first trimester. ANC = antenatal care.
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promotion and increased service utilization. Of course, these projects function on top of an existing system of primarily input-based financing. The strength of the incentive thus depends on the baseline level of financing, which may be an important driver of program impact, but which data limitations have prevented from quantification.

The report starts with a rapid overview of the design and characteristics of performance pay approaches in health—largely drawing on high- and middle-income country experience, highlighting the potential of performance pay in improving worker effort. Then, it delves into the evidence on PBF projects. The findings show that in most contexts, PBF projects have resulted in some improvements in terms of coverage. Often, this is institutional delivery, but the findings suggest that the performance pay aspect of PBF projects is likely not the driving force for such improvement.

As shown in figure O.6, some of the largest impacts of the PBF projects studied in this report are observed on structural quality, meaning the quality of infrastructure and equipment at facilities, aspects that performance pay arguably would not affect. Consistent with the discussion on

**Figure O.6** Impacts of performance-based financing on facility physical capacity in Cameroon and Nigeria

![Figure O.6](image_url)

**Sources:** World Bank, based on Khanna et al. 2021 and de Walque et al. 2021.

**Note:** Markers above the dashed line refer to summary indexes; those below the line represent the individual components of those indexes. Solid markers indicate statistically significant estimates ($p < .05$); markers that are open indicate imprecise estimates. “Whiskers” around markers represent 95% confidence intervals. Components of the drugs index are in **bold** along the y axis. PBF = performance-based financing.
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the various constraints to quality, the report shows that PBF projects have small impacts on most aspects of idle capacity, suggesting that such projects may do little to improve clinical quality of care beyond the improvements in structural quality (figure O.7). If anything, as figure O.7 shows, the significantly estimated impacts of PBF on idle capacity are positive. In other words, PBF increases some dimensions of idle capacity—which means that providers respond to PBF by leaving out additional aspects of care that they could perform. However, some of the earlier PBF programs studied in this report only incentivized structural quality rather than clinical or process quality, while later pilot programs incentivized all the dimensions of quality. The report highlights such a “later generation” program (in box 6.1, in chapter 6) implemented in the Kyrgyz Republic, which used anatomical models to train and provide supportive supervision on the correct provision of high-impact maternal childbirth

Figure O.7 Impacts of performance-based financing on idle capacity—or the know-can-do gap—in Cameroon and Nigeria

![Graph showing impacts of PBF on idle capacity in Cameroon and Nigeria](source)


Note: Markers above the dashed line indicate a summary effect. Solid markers indicate statistically significant estimates ($p < .05$); markers that are open indicate imprecise estimates. “Whiskers” around markers represent 95% confidence intervals. PBF = performance-based financing.
and neonatal care. The evaluation of this pilot indeed found that such training can significantly improve clinical quality.

Nonetheless, the fact that the relatively larger impacts of many PBF projects are on structural quality rather than idle capacity may indicate that the performance pay aspect of PBF projects is not a key driver of any observed gains from PBF projects. Even in the example of the Kyrgyz Republic, the impacts of training on quality appear in an arm where no performance pay was provided, only the training. This finding in turn calls into question the cost-effectiveness of this particular financial incentive approach to improve health. The report also finds mixed but limited evidence of impacts on equity, with PBF projects reducing the disparity in the quality of care received by wealthy and poor women in one instance but increasing it in another.

Moreover, whether performance pay works as a financial incentive might be questioned. Evidence from Argentina and Nigeria suggests that performance pay may mostly work to signal the importance of the services being purchased. This in turn implies that there may be scope to improve the cost-effectiveness of PBF projects if there are other ways to improve effort by signaling such importance rather than through offering high financial incentives that also require third-party verification. Such third-party verification costs can add significantly to overall program costs—up to a third of all administrative costs in one estimate (Zeng et al. 2021)—but they can be substantially reduced through the use of risk-based algorithms (Grover, Bauhoff, and Friedman 2019).

The report provides a cautionary tale from high-cost systems that performance pay may lead to increases in inappropriate care or overtreatment in response to misaligned pecuniary incentives. It reports primary evidence, which is limited in nature due to data challenges, that such a response to performance pay may occur in low-income country health systems as well. In addition to potential harm to patients, or at the very least the desirability of avoiding unnecessary treatment, the provision of unnecessary treatment is also related to sustainability.

**Performance pay and key demand- and supply-side counterfactuals**

The existing literature and this report thus yield some evidence of gains in coverage and structural quality from the introduction of PBF projects, but they call into question the impact of the performance pay aspect of these projects. This finding is further explored by comparing PBF projects with
DFF. The key difference between PBF and DFF projects is specifically the performance pay component; they share other features, including public financial management reform, health facility autonomy, decentralization, supportive supervision for the frontlines, and community engagement. DFF transfers equivalent funds to that of the performance pay component of PBF projects but without a conditionality mechanism.

Using harmonized data from five countries—Cameroon, Nigeria, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and the early Rwanda pilot—that piloted a DFF approach (de Walque et al. 2021; Khanna et al. 2021; Friedman, Das, and Mutasa 2017; Friedman et al. 2016; Basinga et al. 2011), the report finds that often both PBF and DFF projects represent notable improvements over business-as-usual in moving forward with the desired transformation of health systems. However, as shown in figure O.8, except for institutional

**Figure O.8** Comparison of the pooled impact of performance-based and unconditional facility financing in five Sub-Saharan African countries (Cameroon, Nigeria, Rwanda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe)

Sources: World Bank, based on de Walque et al. 2022.

Note: Solid markers indicate statistically significant estimates ($p < .05$); markers that are open indicate imprecise estimates. “Whiskers” around markers represent 95% confidence intervals. DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing.
deliveries, PBF projects do not lead to incremental gains over DFF projects, even when the DFF arm disbursed significantly less than the overall PBF package. This is further evidence that suggests that performance pay may yield muted or limited results as opposed to the other aspects of PBF projects, and it calls into question the rationale for financial incentives in the form of performance pay in PBF projects. The report examines several reasons that might explain why institutional deliveries may be more responsive to PBF interventions than to DFF, including assessing differences in program design and the relative importance of the price paid versus the salience of the task itself.

An alternative to financial incentives for health workers is offering such incentives on the demand side, such as CCT programs, which are present in 64 countries, and vouchers, which give beneficiaries free or subsidized access to health services for which providers are reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis. Neelsen et al. (2021) undertake a systematic review and meta-analysis comparing studies of health outcomes from PBF projects, voucher programs, and CCTs. With the necessary caveats inherent in the meta-analysis methodology, the results, presented in figure O.9, suggest that financial incentives, on average, improve maternal and child health service

**Figure 0.9** Impacts of PBF, vouchers, and conditional cash transfers on the utilization of maternal and child health services: Results from a meta-analysis


*Note: ANC = antenatal care; CCT = conditional cash transfer; PBF = performance-based financing; PNC = postnatal care.*

***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < 0.1.*
indicators, but the mean effect sizes are modest, ranging between 2 and 7 percentage points. PBF projects (which provide such incentives as well as many other features) have a significant positive mean effect on the use of modern family planning, facility births, maternal tetanus, and child vaccination but not on ANC or postnatal care visits.

Comparison of the supply- and demand-side incentives shows that the mean effects are similar in size and significance across PBF projects, vouchers, and CCTs. Only for ANC visits is there a statistically significant difference between effect sizes across these intervention types, with CCTs being significantly more effective than PBF projects and vouchers. The overall similarity of effect sizes underscores the need for cost-benefit analysis since each of these three approaches to financial incentives comes with different costs of implementation. The cost- and cost-effectiveness analysis of PBF programs is nascent (see Zeng et al. (2018) and Shepard et al. (2020) for examples) and there are very few comparative cost studies. Nevertheless, the choice of specific schemes—whether deployed individually or in combination—should be driven first and foremost by the nature of the barrier to service utilization and provision (a topic covered in box O.1.). A CCT would not have an impact if there is no health facility, and a PBF program would not have any impact if patients cannot afford care at a health facility.

Looking forward: Research and operational implications

The evidence discussed in this report highlights that supply-side incentives, specifically performance pay for frontline health workers and facilities, can yield limited results, but the goal of financing the frontlines is not a marginal one. The question is how to achieve the goal of universal health coverage in a sustainable, effective, and efficient manner. The explicit results orientation might make performance pay more politically palatable. It is likely that this link to results and transparency has crowded-in much-needed donor financing, including for the research on which this report builds. But the report also highlights the importance of the institutional setting in which the reform is being implemented. There is little evidence to support performance pay in centralized, under-resourced, unfinanced health systems, whereas other aspects of reforms related to autonomy, transparency, and accountability in PBF and DFF projects have resulted in notable improvements in health outcomes over business-as-usual.
Box 0.1  In Focus: Action items for task teams working on health financing reform

This report presents evidence showing that meaningful improvements in health system performance can be achieved when financial and managerial autonomy is extended to health providers directly. Such direct financing not only requires that health facilities receive a transfer of resources, but also that they are made accountable for delivery of services and prudent financial management. At the same time, the report casts doubt on the need for performance pay as a starting point in health financing reform in under-resourced settings. The report may thus give rise to reasonable questions about how policy makers can design a health financing reform that finances health service providers directly—in a way that is transparent and accountable, and only using performance pay options when they are carefully contextualized.

This box pulls together various relevant findings from across the report to provide action items for teams working on health financing reform projects aimed at improving effective primary health care coverage in low-income countries in a sustainable and scalable way. It broadly categorizes these actions into four stages: diagnostics to identify barriers to high-quality care, identification of relevant policy options, questions about sustainability and scalability of supply-side interventions, and measurement.

Diagnostics to identify the relevant barriers to access to high-quality care

Teams designing health financing projects may benefit from tracking the following indicators ahead of time, with the goal of deciding whether performance pay is appropriate for any of the indicators targeted by the project:

1. How different are the coverage and effective coverage rates for the key indicators?
   a. Using Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) or other nationally representative household data, calculate coverage and effective coverage for the indicators of interest.
   b. The indicators that have the largest gaps between coverage and effective coverage may represent “low-hanging” fruit for health projects focused on quality improvements to target.

2. What are the baseline levels of coverage?
   a. As chapter 6 shows, performance pay may not make a lot of sense in catchment areas and for indicators where coverage levels are already very high.
   b. Especially low levels of coverage may reveal demand-side issues, indicating a role for vouchers and cash transfers.
   c. Teams may thus consider using demand-side incentives to shore up demand for the least used essential services and then test low levels of performance pay for selected indicators.
   d. The “sweet spot” for performance pay may be for indicators where baseline utilization has room for improvement but is not so low as to be indicative of demand-side barriers.

3. Are there gaps in the structural capacity to provide essential health services?
   a. What are the essential items (equipment, supplies, drugs, and other consumables) that are required to provide the services of interest?
   b. Are they available, stored as per guidelines, in frontline facilities?

(Continued)
Box 0.1 continued

4. Similarly, are there gaps in provider knowledge for the provision of essential health services?
   a. If yes, at what level are these gaps typically addressed?
   b. Medical school curricula may be slower to update, but in-service training modules may supplement formal medical training in some instances.

5. For the indicators for which performance pay may be considered, how high is idle capacity, which is the portion of care that could have been provided given health worker knowledge and health facility infrastructure, but is not performed by the provider?
   a. Performance pay may only make sense for indicators that have a high degree of idle capacity.
   b. If idle capacity does not explain underperformance for an indicator, other approaches, including facility financing and demand-side incentives may make more sense.

6. What is the country’s capacity to finance facilities directly through prevailing public financial management systems?
   a. Implement the diagnostic proposed by Piatti-Fünfkirchen, Hadley, and Mathivet (2021).

Identification of relevant options

Take a comprehensive health systems approach:
   o Map out the various financing flows across sources and ensure that these are complementary.
   o The practical question should not be “performance-based financing (PBF) or direct facility financing (DFF),” but rather how, across all sources, facilities are being paid and what a purposeful incentive structure would look like.
   o Demand-side options, where feasible, may be combined with supply-side interventions as they address a different set of issues than PBF or DFF.

Scalability and sustainability of supply-side approaches

Where supply-side schemes seem most opportune, or in the context where such schemes have been in place for a while, the following are some questions to ask about scalability and sustainability:

1. If facilities do not have a budget under their control, what needs to be done to send financing directly to them? This may require policy and legal reform. Options may include the following:
   o Setting up dedicated block grants for facilities (as is being done in Burkina Faso).
   o Recognizing facilities as vendors and paying them similarly to how private service providers would be reimbursed (as is being done in Uganda).
   o Integrating facilities into the budget as dedicated spending units (as is being done in Tanzania).
   o Recognizing facilities as extrabudgetary units that receive an intergovernmental transfer (this is more appropriate for larger hospitals and is done in many countries, for example, Rwanda).
Box 0.1 continued

2. If procurement is centralized, consider options for shadow budgets for facilities that are drawn down where facilities purchase inputs from a central repository at a discounted price.
   - Enable options to procure emergency drugs from the private sector if otherwise not available.
3. If frontline facilities do not receive routine supportive supervisory visits, consider adding visits from the district health team. The verification visits in PBF trials provide a good template for such supervision, even if it is decoupled from performance pay.
4. If there is no community oversight, consider engaging the community in facility management, such as through citizen score-cards and meetings with village development committees.
5. If there are substantial delays in salary payments, consider public expenditure tracking system reforms to improve the timeliness of salary payments.
6. Explore fintech innovations, such as mobile money, to facilitate payments to remote providers while leaving a digital footprint of the transaction.
7. Strengthen basic financial management capacity at the facility level to ensure financial accountability and build confidence in prudent use of resources by financial institutions.
8. Performance pay is not the only way of making payments to providers output oriented: catchment population size and composition, disease burden, and remoteness can be leveraged to serve key needs without performance pay.
   - Pay for performance should be considered with care and only added at the margins once a functional facility payment system is in place.
   - Use the diagnostics section above to identify candidate indicators for performance pay or fee-for-service.
9. How to sequence interventions correctly:
   - Teams may wish to start with 18–24 months of demand-side interventions paired with DFF.
   - Mobile money, portals, and dashboards can provide accountability, but they can also be used to start changing the orientation of frontline facilities and staff into a more results-linked one.
   - Repeat the diagnostics exercise and then consider whether it makes sense to add performance pay for any of the indicators.

Measurement

This report and these action items highlight the importance of good data at the household and health facility levels.

1. National health facility censuses that include at least a representative sample of private providers are large investments but provide a wealth of detail.
2. DHS and other nationally representative household surveys can be leveraged to track coverage and effective coverage.
3. DHS-Service Provision Assessment and Service Delivery Indicator surveys provide a wealth of useful data on the structural capacity of representative frontline health facilities.
Resources brought to the frontlines through PBF projects have significantly improved the structural quality of primary health facilities.

So, the question arises as to the value of performance pay relative to its limited benefits. Performance pay requires verification, which is complex and can be costly to implement. In one example, the costs were estimated to be about 20 percent of all administrative costs (Zeng et al. 2021). Although risk-based verification algorithms may reduce such costs of performance pay, other measures, like dashboards and business plans (as in DFF projects), may offer similar accountability and transparency but at lower cost and with greater simplicity. In addition, the costs of performance pay can be unpredictable for the government and the health facility, which makes performance pay hard to scale unless it is well aligned with the government’s public financial management system. This also raises questions about its sustainability. Of course, DFF may also require alignment with public financial management systems—for instance, having health facilities recognized as spending units in the charter of accounts is not always a straightforward process—but DFF does not face the challenge of budget unpredictability faced when scaling PBF programs.

The policy options for improving health services through financial incentives are undoubtedly on a continuum. For instance, one low-cost option may be to identify areas where baseline demand is particularly weak for certain types of services, ensure a minimum standard of quality of care in a public facility—using direct financing—followed by household-level cash transfers to see how much they increase a given indicator, and only then consider performance pay to frontline health workers and facilities.

The future of performance pay—as one health financing approach in an

---

**Box 0.1 continued**

4. Irrelevant care should be tracked, not just the underprovision of necessary care. As the report highlights, the threat of misaligned incentives through performance pay is that of the provision of irrelevant care. This has implications for patient welfare and the cost-effectiveness of the health system.

5. Measuring clinical quality can be tricky. Direct observations are expensive, but they provide in-depth pictures of care provision. Where available, balance scorecards and other routinely tracked data reported through PBF portals can provide valuable insights.

6. Administrative data from birth and other civil and vital registries can provide routinely updated data on health outcomes.
arsenal of several options—should not be a “yes” or “no” question but rather a “how” and “in what sequence” question. Box O.1 discusses in detail how task teams might approach these questions.

Chapter 8 considers the future of approaches to strengthening health systems, including PBF and DFF. PBF schemes offer strong accountability toward external donors, which has likely contributed to their popularity. These schemes incorporate important innovations beyond performance pay, for instance, accountability and transparency linked to decentralization and funding of the frontlines. In contexts where payment mechanisms such as DFF appear more appropriate, as discussed in box O.1, policy makers may want to incorporate accountability measures that satisfy the reporting demands of donors. This is especially the case in heavily donor-dependent countries where it could be argued that—at least in the short term—PBF schemes should serve as a tool for improving donor alignment around a package of services, much more than a tool for changing the public provider payment function. Thus, sustainable health financing reform may not incorporate performance pay while retaining other important aspects of PBF interventions.

The report concludes in chapter 8 with a discussion of the operational insights from the evidence presented. It draws four main messages from the findings presented in the report for the design of sustainable and scalable health financing reform. First, sustainability is about more than just money, and risk and uncertainty can lead to interventions being unsustainable even if the financing is available. Second, health facilities can often benefit from budget autonomy, flexibility, as well as unified payment systems, and their budgets can be output oriented without being linked to performance pay. Third, performance pay must make sense in the broader health system context—in other words, a substantial portion of the constraints to quality must be within the health worker’s locus of control; the public financial management system should have a way to make and, if necessary, scale the performance payments; a purchasing unit, whether dedicated or not, should exist; and the budget structure should be able to handle the unpredictability of performance pay. Fourth, emerging technologies can be used to reduce the implementation costs of performance pay approaches. For instance, mobile payments to facilities may help deliver necessary accountability reform alongside the decentralization and direct financing of frontline health facilities. The report calls for the collection and analysis of data to track the constraints to effective coverage and the design of health financing interventions that are informed by such data.
The design of financial incentives in health care and the best way to measure quality of care at scale to support such incentive schemes are a difficult policy problem in which open questions remain. Even with many questions still unanswered, this report presents research that highlights the limits of complex PBF interventions, particularly compared with “lighter touch” policy options such as DFF. The research discussed in this report makes the case that health financing reform can—indeed, should—include accountability and transparency even if it does not include performance pay. The report discusses several rigorous methods for measuring the quality and efficiency of care and offers thoughts on scaling up such measurement. The research collated here also demonstrates the value of fixing the fundamentals: decentralizing, financing the frontlines, and incentivizing the utilization of preventive health services can be meaningful reforms by themselves. That said, in all the countries studied here, much room for improvement remains on many measures of health system performance. As countries seek to leverage health financing reform to develop high-quality health systems, the report argues that there is a need for an expanded suite of policy options, including but not limited to PBF, which can help countries address all the barriers they face to improving effective coverage.

Note

1. Initially 36 impact evaluations of PBF pilot programs in health were funded, but to our knowledge, only 25 have been or are expected to be completed (https://www.rbfhealth.org/impact).
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Abbreviations

ACT  artemisinin-based combination therapy
ANC  antenatal care
ARI  acute respiratory infection
ARV  antiretroviral
BP   blood pressure
CCT  conditional cash transfer
CHW  community health worker
DFF  direct facility financing
DHS  Demographic and Health Survey
DSC  district steering committee
EC   effective coverage
FDA  US Food and Drug Administration
HIV/AIDS  human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
HRITF Health Results Innovation Trust Fund
IHME Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation
INRUD International Network for the Rational Use of Drugs
IPT  intermittent preventive treatment
ITN  insecticide-treated bed net
IV   intravenous
JSY  Janani Suraksha Yojana (CCT program in India)
LMICs low- and middle-income countries
MCH  maternal and child health
MICS Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys
mmHg millimeters of mercury
MMR  maternal mortality ratio
MO  medical officer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORS</td>
<td>oral rehydration salts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBF</td>
<td>performance-based financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETS</td>
<td>Public Expenditure Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFM</td>
<td>public financial management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>US President’s Malaria Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNC</td>
<td>postnatal care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSC</td>
<td>quantitative supervisory checklist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>results-based financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCR</td>
<td>retroactive consultation review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDT</td>
<td>rapid detection test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMCH</td>
<td>reproductive, maternal, and child health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHI</td>
<td>social health insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>tuberculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCTs</td>
<td>unconditional cash transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Population Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children’s Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO STEPS</td>
<td>World Health Organization STEPwise Approach to NCD Risk Factor Surveillance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ultimate goal of development efforts in health is the production of better health in low- and middle-income country (LMIC) populations. Such investment is still much needed because all over the developing world, coverage for health services remains low, especially among the poor, notwithstanding the progress made during the push toward the Millennium Development Goals (Wagstaff, Bredenkamp, and Buisman 2014). For example, equitable access to affordable health care is not a reality for many women, children, and adolescents in the developing world, resulting in more than six million deaths from preventable causes each year (WHO 2019, 2020). This is true both for basic services, such as maternal and child health, as well as for services aimed at preventing and treating the emerging threat of noncommunicable diseases.

This assessment is even starker if, beyond access to medical services, effective coverage is considered, that is, coverage with effective or quality services. Effective coverage can be decomposed into the product of coverage (those in need getting care) and quality (correct or successful treatment among those getting care). The estimates of effective coverage and its two components for six conditions (pregnancy, child malaria, child diarrhea, hypertension, tuberculosis, and HIV) suggest that it is currently still shockingly poor for many health conditions in many environments. The estimates further show that whether it is coverage or quality that is the bottleneck in achieving better effective coverage varies by condition and country. The results using the example of HIV treatment also indicate substantial variations by wealth quintiles and whether the poor have made substantial progress in effective coverage. Often over the past decades, greater progress has been achieved among the poor than the better off, although the coverage levels remain too low and important gaps in quality translate into stark inequity in effective coverage.
Substantial evidence suggests that the quality of care in many LMICs is low, especially for the poor. This is because public sector health workers often provide low standards of care in many developing countries: health conditions are misdiagnosed, and even when they are well diagnosed, the correct treatment or interventions might not be prescribed or implemented (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008). In other words, even when care is accessed, the quality of the care received can be poor. A well-known example of this dichotomy is the case of the Indian Janani Suraksha Yojana (safe motherhood intervention), which led to large increases in institutional deliveries but no changes in maternal or neonatal survival (Kruk et al. 2018). Overall, limited access to quality health care can be due to bottlenecks on the demand side, if the population does not seek care, or on the supply side. On the supply side, low effective coverage might be due to poorly trained staff (knowledge gap), lack of equipment (know-can gap), lack of effort from the providers (can-do gap) (Ibnat et al. 2019), or even the different treatment of patients depending on their socioeconomic status (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022).

Due to frustrations with this status quo of sustained progress in service utilization but limited gains in health outcomes, especially among the poor, the idea of performance-based financing (PBF) has gained prominence. PBF is a financing mechanism through which facilities receive payments for performance on specific predetermined indicators, as opposed to low-powered incentives like flat salaries and fixed facility budgets. The payments typically include performance pay for health workers as well as performance-linked direct financing for facilities. For instance, in Nigeria, a PBF pilot disbursed US$12 per institutional delivery, US$1.20 for an antenatal care visit, and US$0.80 for child immunization. In this instance, up to half of the finances received through such PBF payments could be used for worker incentives, while the rest could be used for facility infrastructure, responding to equipment breakdowns or shortages in drugs and supplies. The logic is straightforward: the better a facility and its workers perform on key measures, the more financing they receive, so if poor worker effort or facility performance is the barrier to improving health outcomes, then the explicit linkage between health financing and worker and facility performance should increase the supply or quality of health services provided. Indeed, the evidence from high-income countries (Doran and Roland 2011) and even some early evidence from low-income countries (Basinga et al. 2011; Falisse et al. 2014) indicates that PBF improves primary health service delivery. An influential early study, which is reviewed in box 1.1, showed that performance pay contracts improved
Box 1.1 In Focus: A short history of performance-based financing and the related evaluation agenda

Performance pay contracts have been implemented extensively in high-income health systems. Evidence from those settings, such as in the United Kingdom (Doran and Roland 2011) and the United States (Mendelson et al. 2017), suggests that remunerating health staff based on their performance can lead to improvements in the quantity and quality of primary care provided.

In parallel, performance-based financing (PBF)—incorporating performance pay in a wider package of interventions with an aim toward linking health financing to results and improving facility autonomy and management—was developed in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) and linked to early experimentation with the introduction of market forces in primary health care. After early experiences in Afghanistan, Cambodia, Haiti, and Zambia, PBF was piloted on a larger scale in Rwanda and Burundi (Meessen et al. 2006; Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014). The impact evaluation of the Rwandan pilot was influential in suggesting that PBF could improve the delivery of maternal and child health services (Basinga et al. 2011). This evidence led to large donor investments in PBF pilots around the world and indeed may even have crowded in donor funding into health financing. A key player in this space has been the World Bank’s Health Results Innovation Trust Fund (HRITF), which supported and evaluated LMIC governments in paying providers based on their results in the provision of maternal, newborn, and child health care. At its peak, the PBF portfolio comprised 36 projects that spanned 28 countries in the Africa, East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, and Southeast Asia regions, the majority of which are in Sub-Saharan Africa. PBF projects represent more than US$2.5 billion in World Bank funding. As of June 2017, 32 of 46 Sub-Saharan African countries had piloted or expanded PBF interventions (Gautier, Allegri, and Ridd 2019).

Commentators have criticized this large and rapid extension of external support as a “donor-driven fad” relying on limited context-relevant evidence and imposing a unified model that abstracts from local context and long-term consequences (Paul et al. 2018). A central critique has been that by linking performance to payments, these interventions replace health workers’ intrinsic motivation and prosocial drive with extrinsic motivation. Such a replacement in turn erodes the quality of the health system after the donor financing tied to this instrument has run out. Chapter 5 in this report discusses the evidence base behind this claim and brings to bear rigorous new analysis on the topic. PBF practitioners from Africa responded to this critique by stressing the catalyzing role played and the systemwide effects brought by PBF programs in their countries and highlighting the role of local authorities and actors in adapting the design of PBF to local health systems, proposing innovations that are responsive to local needs, and integrating the PBF mechanisms in a sustainable way within their countries’ health architecture (Mayaka Ma-Nitu et al. 2018).

Irrespective of the debate on the role of donors, what cannot be denied is that the HRITF explicitly adopted a learning-by-doing approach, since 29 of the 36 pilots it funded were accompanied by impact evaluations. In large part, the evidence in this report comes from this unique effort at systematically learning about the impact of PBF and performance pay approaches in low-income country health systems. In 2008, at the onset of the first trust fund, HRITF, which funded the PBF pilots and impact

(Continued)
Box 1.1 continued

evaluations, there were many unanswered questions about the use of PBF to improve effective coverage in LMICs. As this report demonstrates, the large number of pilot projects and impact evaluations funded by HRITF have led to substantial learning about where, when, and why PBF approaches might work and how they can be strengthened. These pilots and the accompanying impact evaluations also demonstrate the value of “expensive” randomized controlled trials. The rigorous design of the impact evaluations and the resulting high-quality evidence have been an irreplaceable resource for the team of researchers writing this policy research report.

health service delivery in Rwanda (Basinga et al. 2011). The contracts led to large investments in PBF for primary health service delivery, including performance-linked financing for health facilities and performance pay for health workers, in the hopes that tying remuneration to performance would lead to improved health outcomes.

A large literature documents the lack of worker effort and has even culminated in a Lancet Commission report on high-quality health systems (Kruk et al. 2018). Poor quality of care sometimes stems from providers not having the necessary knowledge of clinical protocols, but it can also arise from providers applying insufficient effort (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008). However, in many developing countries, poor worker effort is not the only or even the most important constraint to the provision of high-quality care. For instance, in much of Sub-Saharan Africa, publicly owned health facilities generally do not have an operating budget under their control. As illustrated in figure 1.1, staff are typically centrally recruited, and salaries are paid directly by the Ministry of Health or the central administration. While the salaries paid are part of the extrinsic motivation of health workers, the incentive structure is relatively flat: pay scales are formulaic and tied to seniority and position, and wages are compressed. The intrinsic motivation of saving lives and improving the health of patients also motivates health workers, and it is generally recognized that the health sector might attract a different type of worker, who is more drawn to the mission of public health than to pecuniary motives (Besley and Ghatak 2005).

The central administration also procures all drugs and equipment and the provincial or district hospital then typically disburses to the primary-level health facilities a set of drugs and supplies at theoretically regular intervals.
Figure 1.1 Lay of the land in centralized health systems

The types and quantity of drugs provided by the provincial hospital are usually based on the size of the primary health facility and the services they are supposed to provide. If a piece of equipment breaks, the facility must request repair from a centralized government agency, for instance, a district health team. The repair process, from submitting the request to when the piece of equipment is repaired, can take weeks or months. There is limited supervision, but to the extent that there is any, it is provided intermittently by the provincial or district hospital. These supervisory visits can often be audit-like in nature and perceived as punitive and evidence does not suggest that they are particularly useful in improving performance (Clements, Streefland, and Malau 2007). It is in this fiduciary and managerial context that the local health facility provides health services to the local population in its catchment area.

On the demand side, households seek curative care when they are sick and preventive care to avoid becoming ill. For example, a pregnant woman or mother of a young child is motivated to seek care at the health facility because she is intrinsically motivated to have a safe pregnancy or a healthy child. However, she may encounter barriers to obtaining care because of resource, time, or information constraints: she might not have enough money to pay for potential user fees or transportation to the health facility, might lack time for a preventive visit, or might not know which services are appropriate and needed and where and how to receive them.

A large set of interventions has been proposed and implemented to address the twin issues of low quality of care and worse access to high-quality care by poor populations. Many of these interventions rely on demand and supply incentives (figure 1.2), while others use mechanisms like quality improvement interventions, population-level education, or insurance programs.

One such intervention is cash transfer programs that support vulnerable populations by distributing transfers to low-income households to prevent shocks, protecting the chronically poor, and promoting capabilities and opportunities for vulnerable households (Glassman, Duran, and Koblinsky 2013; Barrientos and DeJong 2006; de Janvry and Sadoulet 2006; Devereux and Sabates-Wheeler 2004). The economic rationale for those programs is that they can be an equitable and efficient approach to address market failures and reach the most vulnerable populations (Fiszbein and Schady 2009).

Evidence from the economics literature suggests that contracts that tie payments to performance can be used to elicit greater effort in settings with
**Figure 1.2** Lay of the land in health systems with the addition of demand- and supply-side incentives


Note: CCTs = conditional cash transfers; PBF = performance-based financing.
principal-agent problems (Prendergast 1999; Lazear 2000; Duflo, Hanna, and Ryan 2012). Such contracts provide workers or the facilities in which they work a checklist of incentivized outputs and the price of each output. In theory, linking worker remuneration to performance targets aligns the interests of employers and workers. This is essentially a fee-for-service approach, with the checklist additionally signaling the importance of the purchased tasks. Such interventions may broadly be described as financial incentives for health service providers and facility management staff, conditional on the quantity and quality of services they provide.

These types of pay-for-performance contracts have been widely implemented in high-income health systems. Evidence from high-income contexts, including the United Kingdom (Doran and Roland 2011) and the United States (Mendelson et al. 2017), suggests that remunerating health workers for their performance can lead to improvements in the quantity and quality of primary care provided. Further, recent lab-in-the-field evidence from Nigeria (Bauhoff and Kandpal 2021) and South Africa (Lagarde and Blaauw 2021) suggests that pay-for-performance interventions may succeed in improving the quality of care in primary health care settings in LMICs. Thus, at least in concept, performance pay may be a viable and attractive approach for improving effective coverage in LMICs.

However, in low-income country health sectors, both the initial lay of the land and the PBF interventions considered in this report can differ dramatically from the simple fee-for-service approach implemented successfully in high-income countries. Often, in low-income country contexts, PBF is used as an umbrella term for the mechanism that includes performance payments made directly by the central authority to the health facility based on verified increases in the quantity and improvements in the quality of the health services it delivers, but also other components like facility autonomy, accountability reform, community oversight or engagement in facility administration, public financial management reform, and supportive supervision for the frontlines. Thus, performance-linked contracts are one component of the PBF intervention package, but not the entirety.

Further, unlike in high-income country experiences with performance pay, in PBF reforms, the additional funds are paid to the facility and then divided between bonus payments for health workers and drug and equipment purchases, following preestablished guidelines but leaving a degree of managerial autonomy to the facility. Indeed, the term PBF can be associated with a profusion of other terms. Some proponents also use the term “results-based financing” to capture everything from conditional cash transfers to a
fee-for-service intervention for a minimum package of services. Perhaps unsurprisingly, such diversity of usage has led to debate and even confusion over the definition of what constitutes PBF (Renmans et al. 2017).

Thus, an important clarification of definitions is needed: although many versions of performance pay programs exist around the world, this report uses the term PBF to refer to a package including checklist-driven interventions that tie certain services to payments that are paid by the Ministry of Health to a health facility. These performance payments are usually in addition to the existing salary payments to health workers and the normal provision of drugs and equipment. The package also includes accountability, transparency, and more autonomy at the facility level. Indeed, the health facility typically has some autonomy, within some overall guidelines, in dividing the bonus payments between health workers and drug and equipment purchases. Another common feature of these programs is that they typically purchase the provision of maternal and child health services.

Conclusions

Around two-thirds of the International Development Association portfolio in dollar terms in the health, nutrition, and population sector at the World Bank now have a PBF component. PBF programs may be appealing to donors and countries because they link financing to performance, provide incentives at the margin that a health worker can control, and might have a broader place under health financing. This report aims to examine the totality of the evidence of the impact of PBF on primary health service delivery. It does so through careful reviews of the literature in high- and middle-income countries and primary evidence from the portfolio of World Bank–supported PBF pilots in primary health care in low-income countries. The evidence shows that PBF has led to gains in service delivery in many contexts, but much scope for improvement remains, especially in the most under-resourced settings.

The evidence also raises questions about the efficacy and effectiveness of PBF compared with two key policy alternatives, demand-side financial incentives (conditional cash transfers) and direct facility financing (DFF). The report discusses the sustainability of these various health financing approaches. The comparison of PBF and DFF disentangles the impacts of performance pay from those of the allied interventions. Both PBF and DFF packages typically include decentralized financing, autonomy, public
financial management reform, supportive supervision, and community oversight, but only PBF includes performance pay for health facilities and workers. The analysis also highlights the many ways—the pricing of services, the selection of services to target through strategic purchasing, and the role of operating budgets and facility autonomy—in which health financing reforms in low-income countries could be bolstered. The report concludes by taking a step back from this evidence and asking how policy makers and task team leaders can design health system–strengthening approaches that account for all that has been learned from the implementation of previous financing interventions, particularly the PBF pilots.
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CHAPTER 2

Effective Coverage: A Framework Linking Coverage and Quality

Introduction

For a long time, large international initiatives like the Millennium Development Goals focused on increasing health service coverage, defined as the rate of people in need of medical care who obtain treatment from a formal health care provider. This approach is increasingly questioned because it ignores the quality of care, which is often very low, especially for the poor. There is growing evidence that health conditions are often misdiagnosed and even when the diagnosis is correct, the appropriate treatment or interventions might not be prescribed or implemented (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008). This chapter focuses on how the concept of effective coverage aims at providing a bridge between health coverage and quality of care, requiring that persons in need get the treatment that maximally improves their health.

The chapter shows how effective coverage can be decomposed into the product of coverage (those in need getting care) and quality (correct or successful treatment among those getting care). It also presents estimates of effective coverage and its two components for six common medical conditions (pregnancy, child malaria, child diarrhea, hypertension, tuberculosis [TB], and HIV), using household survey data. These examples illustrate the roles of coverage and quality as bottlenecks to better effective coverage and the degree to which their importance varies by medical condition and country. Finally, the chapter discusses the benefits and disadvantages of household and facility survey data in measuring effective coverage and how facility-based data could be used to expand the set of effective coverage measures.
Coverage, quality, and effective coverage

The concept of effective coverage in health was introduced by Shengelia et al. (2005). A recent scoping review identified 18 studies applying the concept, mainly in the domains of maternal and child health and chronic conditions (Jannati, Sadeghi, and Imani 2018). Effective coverage requires that everyone in need of a particular health service receives it in a timely manner and at the quality necessary to obtain the desired effect and potential health gains, as illustrated in figure 2.1. The term is used in the public health community, and it brings utilization and quality of care into one framework. As such, it is distinct from concepts like health service access, use/utilization, and coverage. Access is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for use of services—people can have access to services but not use them. Use, in turn, does not capture need, while coverage captures need but not quality. Effective coverage captures both need and quality and is hence the most demanding and comprehensive of the four concepts.

Effective coverage is often illustrated in the form of a “care cascade” that has three elements: a population in need, coverage (among those in need), and quality of care (among those covered and in need) (figure 2.2) (Shengelia et al. 2005). Among the population in need, effective coverage is the product of the coverage rate (the fraction of the population in need receiving care) and quality (the fraction of those receiving care who receive the correct or recommended interventions, or the fraction of those receiving care whose care is successful). Effective coverage thus indicates the fraction of the population in need that receives the recommended interventions for their condition or, more ambitiously, the fraction that receives care that is successful in managing or treating the condition.

**Figure 2.1 Utilization, coverage, and effective coverage**

- % population using a service
- E.g. % children taken to a health provider
- But does everyone need a consultation?
- % population in need using a service
- E.g. % children with acute respiratory infection (ARI) taken to a health provider
- But do children get the correct treatment?
- % population in need using a service and getting the optimal treatment
- E.g. % children with ARI taken to a provider and getting amoxicillin

**Effective coverage tree**

Figure 2.3 further illustrates the components of effective coverage by looking at different scenarios at each step of the interactions between patients and health care providers: consultation, diagnosis, and treatment. At the end of each branch of the tree, the green color symbolizes a desirable outcome, while the orange color denotes undesirable outcomes. For any medical condition, the population \( A \) is divided between those in need of care \( B \) and those not in need. Among those in need of care, a fraction \( C \) consults, while the rest does not and thus will not receive care. Among the fraction \( C \) that consults, some patients will be correctly diagnosed, while others might be incorrectly diagnosed and will thus receive irrelevant care.

Among those correctly diagnosed, relevant care will be provided to a fraction \( D \), but the rest might receive no care or irrelevant care despite a correct diagnosis. Going one step further than correct diagnosis and aiming at measuring successful treatment, the fraction \( D \) that received correct treatment can be further divided into a fraction \( E \) that was correctly treated and benefited from the maximum health gain, a fraction \( F \) that received some relevant care but for whom the maximum health gain is not realized, and a fraction \( G \) that received a mix of relevant and irrelevant care for whom the maximum health gain is not realized.
Figure 2.3 Effective coverage tree and its decomposition


Note: At the end of each branch of the tree, the green color denotes a desirable outcome, and orange denotes an undesirable outcome. Purple border around box indicates irrelevant care that uses scarce resources without health benefits or even causing harm.

The lower part of the tree in figure 2.3 comprises the part of the population not in need of care for the medical condition considered. When that group does not consult, no care is provided, which is the desired outcome. Similarly, if that group nevertheless consults but is correctly diagnosed as not suffering from that condition, no care will be provided. However, if the diagnosis is incorrect, that group will receive care even though it is not needed. Indeed, a problem that grows in importance as countries grow in income is the need to minimize the number of people consulting who do not need care or get irrelevant care because of an incorrect diagnosis or despite a correct one.

The bottom row in figure 2.3 further illustrates how effective coverage can be measured as the product of the percentage of persons in need of care for
a specific condition who consult, multiplied by the percentage consulting who get relevant care. For a more demanding definition of effective coverage, this product is further multiplied by the percentage of people getting relevant care who obtained optimal care and were successfully treated. This decomposition of effective coverage is illustrated mathematically in figure 2.4.

Quality and coverage

Graphically, effective coverage and its two components can be represented on an “effective coverage contour,” as in figure 2.5, with the measure of quality on the vertical axis and the measure of coverage on the horizontal axis. Each of the three isocurves in the graph represents different combinations of quality and coverage that yield the same level of effective coverage. The closer an isocurve is to the upper right corner of the graph, the higher is the effective coverage rate for a condition.

Figure 2.6 uses the examples of antenatal care (ANC) and child pneumonia to show in detail how effective coverage can be decomposed into

**Figure 2.4** Effective coverage and its decomposition as the product of coverage and quality

![Effective coverage and its decomposition as the product of coverage and quality](image-url)


Note: N = population.
Figure 2.5  Effective coverage contours and isocurves


Figure 2.6  Effective coverage and its decomposition: Antenatal care and pneumonia


Note: ANC = antenatal care; EC = effective coverage.
two components, coverage and quality, and illustrates how the measure of effective coverage requires information on both components.

**Empirical applications**

This section demonstrates the concept of effective coverage empirically using three maternal, newborn, and child health conditions and three adult conditions (table 2.1). The examples also include communicable and non-communicable diseases and preventive and curative care. In all cases, there has been extensive discussion in the literature about identifying the population in need and measuring coverage and quality. Further, in all cases, all three elements of effective coverage can, with varying degrees of accuracy, be established using data from household surveys: for four of the indicators (malaria, TB, HIV, and hypertension), the surveys involve testing, while for ANC and diarrhea, the medical conditions are relatively easy to observe by patients and caregivers.

The analysis is restricted to household survey data (1) to allow disaggregated analysis across the socioeconomic spectrum and (2) because of the challenges associated with mixed-data effective coverage studies that use household surveys to capture the population in need and coverage and facility data to capture the quality of services (Amouzou et al. 2019; Larson et al. 2016; Nguhiu, Barasa, and Chuma 2017; Leslie et al. 2017; Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022). The following section discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using household and facility data to measure effective coverage and how facility data could be used to expand the set of effective coverage measures.

**Antenatal care**

Figure 2.7 shows the effective coverage contours, with its components, coverage and quality, for ANC for a large set of low- and middle-income countries, using data from the Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys. Each dot represents a survey, with the abbreviated name of the country and the survey year. Coverage, on the horizontal axis, is measured as the percentage of women giving birth who had at least one ANC visit. Quality is defined as the proportion among them who had at least four ANC visits, with at least one of those visits with a skilled provider, and for whom, during their ANC visits, blood pressure as well as blood and urine samples were taken. Many countries are situated in the upper right corner of figure 2.7,
### Table 2.1 Definition and measurement of effective coverage for six common medical conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Population in need/prevalence [A]</th>
<th>Receives service for condition X (coverage/crude coverage) [B]</th>
<th>Receives correct interventions for condition X (quality 1/effective coverage 1/quality-adjusted coverage) [C]</th>
<th>Successful treatment: maximum health gain achieved (quality 2/effective coverage 2/outcome-adjusted coverage) [D]</th>
<th>Data for coverage and quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antenatal care</strong></td>
<td>Woman age 18-49 and was pregnant during the specified period (past 2 years)</td>
<td>Woman received some antenatal care during pregnancy: 1+ visits Alternative coverage indicator used in sensitivity analyses: 4+ ANC visits</td>
<td>Had 4+ visits, at least 1 with skilled health worker and received the following recommended interventions: blood pressure taken as well as blood and urine samples</td>
<td></td>
<td>DHS and MICS microdata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Childhood diarrhea</strong></td>
<td>Caregiver reports under-5 child had diarrhea in the past 2 weeks (but not symptoms of severe dehydration and not dysentery)</td>
<td>Child received some treatment for diarrhea (ORS packet, pre-packaged ORS fluid, recommended homemade fluid, increased fluids, continued feeding, zinc, or antibiotics) and/or had a consultation with a formal provider</td>
<td>Child given ORS packet</td>
<td></td>
<td>DHS and MICS microdata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Childhood malaria</strong></td>
<td>Child under-5 tests positive for malaria</td>
<td>Child received a medicine for malaria and/or saw a formal provider</td>
<td>Child received <em>any</em> antimalarial</td>
<td></td>
<td>DHS-Malaria Indicator Surveys microdata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIV (adult)</strong></td>
<td>Adult tests positive for HIV or is on HIV treatment</td>
<td>Received some form of HIV treatment</td>
<td>On antiretroviral therapy</td>
<td>Viral load suppressed when tested</td>
<td>DHS-HIV Indicator Survey microdata (Mozambique)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuberculosis (adult)</strong></td>
<td>Adult tests positive for TB symptoms from clinic or hospital</td>
<td>Sought care for TB</td>
<td>On TB treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td>TB Prevalence Surveys online reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension (adult)</strong></td>
<td>High blood pressure (systolic 140 mmHg or diastolic 90 mmHg) or on some form of treatment for hypertension in the past 2 weeks</td>
<td>Has taken some form of hypertension treatment in the past 2 weeks</td>
<td>BP is normal when tested (systolic &lt; 140 mmHg and diastolic &lt; 90 mmHg) and adult is currently on treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td>WHO STEPS (mix of microdata and online reports and fact sheets); WB Health Survey and DHS microdata</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* World Bank.

*Note:* ANC = antenatal care; BP = blood pressure; DHS = Demographic and Health Survey; MICS = Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys; mmHg = millimeters of mercury; ORS = oral rehydration salts; TB = tuberculosis; WB = World Bank; WHO STEPS = World Health Organization STEPwise Approach to NCD Risk Factor Surveillance.
indicates both high coverage and high quality and thus high effective coverage. However, for the group of countries in the lower right side of figure 2.7, coverage is high but quality is low (20 to 60 percent). In a smaller group of countries, including Afghanistan, Chad, Somalia, and South Sudan, coverage is low (under 60 percent) and quality is very low (under 20 percent).

**Hypertension treatment**

Figure 2.8 displays the effective coverage contours for hypertension treatment among adults, using mainly the World Health Organization STEPwise Approach to NCD Risk Factor Surveillance surveys. Coverage is defined as the percentage of hypertensive individuals who received treatment, while quality is

**Figure 2.7  Effective coverage contours for antenatal care**

Source: World Bank, using data from Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys.

**Note:** Coverage: percent of women giving birth who had 1+ antenatal care visits. Quality: of those covered, the percent who had 4+ visits, 1+ visits with a skilled provider, blood pressure taken, and blood and urine samples taken (correct treatment). EC = effective coverage. ISO 3166-1 alpha-3 codes are used for the country abbreviations (https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/comtrade/Country+codes+in+ISO+3166).
measured as the percentage among those who received treatment who have their hypertension under control, that is, for whom treatment has been successful. The picture is quite different from that for ANC, with wide variations in the coverage levels on the horizontal axis, indicating that in many countries, people suffering from hypertension do not receive any treatment, potentially because they are not diagnosed. Quality, that is, successful treatment, is also generally low, under 60 percent but with somewhat less variation.

The hypertension example highlights how an important part of the picture can be missed by focusing only on coverage (for instance, Ethiopia and Rwanda in the lower right corner, where coverage is high and quality very low) or only on quality of care (for instance, Kenya...
and Tanzania on the middle left with relatively high quality but very low coverage). The example also highlights the source of the effective coverage deficit and where the payoff from action would be greatest. For example, Belarus is on the same effective coverage isocurve (EC = 10) as Vietnam and Colombia: in Belarus, that level is obtained with coverage lower than 50 percent and quality around 20 percent, while in Vietnam and Colombia, coverage is above 80 percent, but successful treatment is even lower.

**Tuberculosis treatment**

Figure 2.9 turns the attention to treatment for TB, using a smaller set of National Tuberculosis Prevalence Surveys. Coverage is measured as the

![Figure 2.9 Effective coverage contours for tuberculosis treatment](image)

Source: World Bank, using data from National Tuberculosis Prevalence Survey online reports.

Note: Coverage: percent of bacteriologically confirmed TB cases seeking care. Quality: of those covered, percent who are on TB treatment (correct treatment). EC = effective coverage; TB = tuberculosis.
percentage of bacteriologically confirmed TB cases seeking care and quality as the percentage among them who are on TB treatment. It is important to note that while for hypertension figure 2.8 used the more demanding definition of quality, successful treatment (hypertension under control), for TB, figure 2.9 is limited to the less ambitious definition of quality (correct treatment) because of the data available in the surveys. Again, while the levels of effective coverage are quite low (equal to or below EC = 10) in all six countries, there are large variations in both coverage and quality. For example, Cambodia has the highest coverage (above 60 percent), but quality is below 10 percent, while the Philippines has substantially higher treatment quality (close to 70 percent), but coverage is only around 10 percent.

**HIV/AIDS treatment**

The case of HIV treatment in figure 2.10 allows a more direct comparison between the results obtained when using correct versus successful treatment as a measure of quality. In figure 2.10, the data are only from the Mozambique 2015 AIDS Indicator Survey, which includes rich data on HIV-positive individuals. In addition to the results of HIV tests, which are now common in many Demographic and Health Surveys, especially in Africa, the Mozambican survey includes indicators that allow for measuring whether HIV-positive individuals are on an antiretroviral (ARV) treatment. The correct treatment is shown in purple, and among those who are on an ARV treatment, those who are virally suppressed (undetectable viral load), that is, those who have had successful treatment, are shown in green.

Since such detailed data are available for only one country, figure 2.10 proposes a comparison across five wealth quintiles, illustrating the level of equity in coverage and quality. Coverage—the fraction of HIV-positive people who sought HIV treatment—increases with wealth as it varies between 20 percent for the poorest quintile (Q1) and around 50 percent for the richest quintile (Q5). These differences might reflect lower access to HIV care facilities and thus lower testing rates among poorer population groups, but also higher levels of discrimination and stigmatization. The measure of quality reflecting correct treatment (purple) is high, above 80 percent, and does not vary much by wealth level: once HIV-positive individuals have been diagnosed and sought care, most of them receive ARV treatment.
The situation is different considering successful treatment (in green), that is, whether the patient’s viral load has become undetectable. The levels of quality are lower, ranging from around 30 percent to slightly under 70 percent but with a clear wealth gradient: successful treatment is more common among the richer quintiles. This might be explained by several factors, stemming from patient and provider characteristics and including the timeliness of treatment initiation, quality of counseling, support and treatment supervision offered, and patients’ adherence to their treatment regimen. While the role of the patients’ characteristics and behaviors, including adherence to treatment, is most visible in the analysis of AIDS
treatment, it is an important factor in the analysis of effective coverage for most medical conditions (Ng et al. 2014; Marsh et al. 2020).

**Child malaria and diarrhea treatment**

Figure 2.11 shows the effective coverage contours for two medical conditions that affect many children in low- and middle-income countries, malaria and diarrhea. These examples illustrate how two different approaches to defining coverage might affect the results. Indeed, for these two common childhood conditions, self-medication by well-informed parents, without consulting a formal provider, can sometimes be sufficient. The correct treatment for childhood diarrhea is taking oral rehydration salts (ORS), which can be administered by parents. Self-medication can also be correct for malaria treatment.

The effective coverage contours in panels a and b in figure 2.11 display the results for malaria treatment. Panel a displays effective coverage when coverage is defined as the percentage testing positive for malaria among children who saw a formal health care provider and/or took a medicine. Quality is defined as the percentage among those who got the correct medicine, that is, the correct treatment. Panel b uses the same measure of quality, but the definition of coverage is more restrictive as it only considers the percentage of children testing positive for malaria who saw a formal health care provider. As the definition of coverage is more restrictive in the lower quadrant, the estimates of effective coverage for each country/survey are lower and graphically shift to the left.

The effective coverage contours in panels c and d in figure 2.11 display the results for diarrhea treatment. Panel c displays effective coverage when coverage is defined as the percentage of children with diarrhea who had a consultation or received treatment, and quality is defined as the percentage among those who got ORS, that is, the correct treatment. Panel d uses the same measure of quality, but the definition of coverage is more restrictive as it only considers the percentage of children with diarrhea who saw a formal health care provider. As the definition of coverage is more restrictive in panel d, the estimates of effective coverage for each country/survey are lower and graphically shift to the left.

Figure 2.12 sums up the results for the six selected medical conditions by averaging the effective coverage numbers across countries (the number of countries included is indicated in parentheses) to arrive at one estimate for each condition. There are limitations to this exercise: the number, dates,
Figure 2.11  Effective coverage contours for child malaria and diarrhea treatment

(a. Malaria: Formal provider or medicine)

(b. Malaria: Formal provider consulted)
Sources: World Bank, using data from Demographic and Health Surveys; Malaria Indicator Survey; AIDS Indicator Survey; Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys.

Note: Coverage in panel a: percent of children testing positive for malaria who saw a formal provider and/or took medicine; quality in panel a: of those covered, the percent who got the correct medicine (correct treatment). Coverage in panel b: percent of children testing positive for malaria who saw a formal provider; quality in panel b: of those covered, the percent who got the correct medicine (correct treatment). Coverage in panel c: percent of children with diarrhea who had a consultation or received treatment; quality in panel c: of those covered, the percent who got oral rehydration treatment (correct treatment). Coverage in panel d: percent of children with diarrhea who saw a formal provider; quality in panel d: of those covered, the percent who got oral rehydration treatment (correct treatment). EC = effective coverage.
and composition of the set of countries vary, and for some conditions, the
definition of quality is successful treatment, like for hypertension and HIV/ 
AIDS, while for the others it is correct treatment. Further, moving from 
one isocurve to another (horizontally or vertically) might entail different 
investment efforts for different conditions. For a given condition, moving 
from EC10 to EC50 might require different investments compared with 
moving from EC80 to full effective coverage.

Nevertheless, figure 2.12 conveys two important points. First, effective 
coverage varies substantially across medical conditions: it is highest for 
ANC and lowest for hypertension and TB. Such comparisons can indicate 
to policy makers where additional investments in expanding coverage and 
improving quality of care should be made. Second, both coverage and 
quality of care are necessary to achieve a high level of effective coverage.

Sources: World Bank, using data from household surveys.

Note: Coverage: percent of persons with condition X getting treatment. Quality: of those covered, the percent whose treatment was correct or 
(for hypertension and HIV) successful. The number of countries is in parentheses. ANC = antenatal care; EC = effective coverage; TB = tuberculosis.
The examples in this chapter have illustrated that the bottleneck, whether coverage or quality, to better effective coverage varies by medical condition and country.

**Expanding the work on effective coverage by using data collected in health facilities**

The measures of effective coverage included in this chapter so far have all relied on household survey data. However, as further discussed in chapter 3, substantial efforts are made to measure quality of care at the health facility level. Figure 2.13 shows the different potential data sources available that could be used to measure effective coverage. For quality of care, facility data sources include a review of the typical practice of a health facility or a mix of its practice and readiness to provide specific interventions, exit interviews of patients, direct observation of patient-provider interactions, and standardized patients (Daniels et al. 2017).

The different data sources have advantages and disadvantages, which are summarized in table 2.2. An important benefit of household survey data is that they generally rely on a representative sample of the population, allowing for calculating of population-level estimates of disease prevalence and treatment coverage. By definition, health facility data can only be collected from a selected group of individuals who seek care at health facilities. Household survey data have the additional advantage of collecting information from real-life treatment episodes, but their disadvantage is that they

---

**Figure 2.13** Potential data sources for measuring effective coverage

![Diagram of Potential data sources for measuring effective coverage]

EFFECTIVE COVERAGE: A FRAMEWORK LINKING COVERAGE AND QUALITY

To reliably estimate effective coverage, recall of disease and treatment episodes that occurred in the past is essential. In particular, when the information is based on patient (or child caregiver) recall, the understanding of medical conditions and procedures experienced might be imperfect.

Facility-based assessments of quality have several advantages: with the information being collected at the time of the interaction, they are not (or less) subject to patient or caregiver recall bias. The information comes from trained enumerators with a medical background and therefore may be more accurate than information provided by a patient or caregiver. Furthermore, the information collected may cover more angles than is feasible in the case of questions posed to a caregiver sometime after the event (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022).

Facility-based quality assessments have disadvantages, however. Facility-based quality assessments have several advantages; with the information being collected at the time of the interaction, the assessments are not (or, at least, less) subject to patient or caregiver recall bias. The information comes from trained enumerators with a medical background and therefore may be more accurate than information provided by a patient or caregiver. In addition, the information collected may cover more angles than is feasible in questions posed to a caregiver sometime after the event (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022).

Facility-based quality assessments have other challenges. Health care provider vignettes are designed to capture provider knowledge when presented with specific medical cases, but they are based on hypothetical treatment episodes and do not measure real-life effort. Standardized patients, that is, when a trained actor comes to health facility and pretends to suffer from a specific condition to observe the provider’s actions, capture not only knowledge, but also the provider’s effort and are based on a realistic, but still

---

**Table 2.2** Advantages and disadvantages of the data sources for measuring effective coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Household survey</th>
<th>Vignettes</th>
<th>Standardized patients</th>
<th>Direct clinical observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td>Representative sample of the entire population</td>
<td>Capture provider knowledge</td>
<td>Capture effort</td>
<td>Real-life treatment episodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td>Patient/caregiver recall</td>
<td>Hypothetical treatment episodes</td>
<td>Realistic but fictitious treatment episodes</td>
<td>Hard to establish patient’s true condition; Hawthorne effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: World Bank.*
fictitious, treatment episode. However, direct observation and standardized patient exercises are amenable to some conditions and interventions but are less suited to others, such as pregnancy or childhood diseases (Wiseman et al. 2019). Further, direct observation is potentially subject to Hawthorne effects when health care providers are aware that they are being observed and adapt their behaviors accordingly (Leonard and Masatu 2010).

Of course, not all conditions and interventions lend themselves to obtaining a measure of quality from household survey data. For example, the analysis in the chapter excluded childhood pneumonia in light of evidence that acute respiratory infection is a poor predictor of pneumonia (Bryce et al. 2013), making it impossible in household survey data to isolate genuine cases of pneumonia and establish whether the treatment given was correct.

**Conclusions**

This chapter has underscored that to measure whether those in need receive appropriate medical care, it is important to go beyond health coverage and also consider quality of care. Thus, effective coverage is a useful concept as it combines coverage and quality, requiring that everyone in need of a particular health service is getting it in a timely manner and at a level of quality necessary to obtain the desired effect and potential health gains. Using household survey data for six common medical conditions related to pregnancy, child, and adult health, the chapter showed how effective coverage varies by country, wealth, and medical conditions. Across medical conditions, effective coverage is highest for ANC and lowest for hypertension and TB. Overall, effective coverage remains low for many conditions in many settings, highlighting the importance of considering coverage and quality of care jointly.

The hypertension, TB, and HIV examples illustrated how the definition of quality used (correct treatment versus successful treatment) affects the measure of effective coverage. The child malaria and diarrhea examples, for which direct treatment by the caregiver is a common option, showed that how coverage is defined also matters. Moreover, these examples highlighted that patient and caregiver behaviors in seeking and adhering to treatment are an important factor in increasing effective behavior.

Finally, the chapter discussed the potential use of facility survey data and its benefits and disadvantages. The next two chapters focus on the quality
of care, using examples from the World Bank’s performance-based financing impact evaluation portfolio. The data are from household and facility surveys that have been conducted in the same location, facilitating the link between household- and facility-level information. The issues of irrelevant care and overuse are further explored in chapter 7. Building on the concept of effective coverage, chapter 7 introduces an indicator that measures the efficiency of care in effective coverage, or equivalently the share of expenditure that goes toward appropriate care. This measure accounts for the potential waste of resources.

Notes

1. For basic care for pregnancy, this fraction should, by definition, be zero, but in many other cases it is not zero and can be economically significant. Indeed, even in low-income countries, that fraction can be important, for example, if all cases of fever were treated as malaria. Chapter 7 investigates these issues in greater depth.
2. ISO 3166-1 alpha-3 codes are used for the country abbreviations (https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/comtrade/Country+codes+in+ISO+3166).
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CHAPTER 3

Quality of Care: A Framework for Measurement

Introduction

Effective coverage has two components: the first is the coverage rate for a given service, and the second is the quality of care provided as part of the provision of that service. This chapter delves into the second component, quality of care, and the role that it plays in driving health outcomes in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Specific to the effective coverage framework introduced in the previous chapter, this chapter unpacks the relationship between the correct treatment rate and the quality of care. Increasing access to health services may not translate into better health outcomes if the quality of the services delivered is poor. Indeed, despite gains in coverage, health outcomes remain strikingly poor in most LMICs (Kruk et al. 2018; Benova et al. 2018; Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008). A study of maternal deaths in 137 LMICs found that of an estimated 207,000 excess deaths in 2016, 57,000 were likely due to the receipt of poor quality of care, whereas an estimated 47,000 deaths were attributed to lack of access to care (Kruk et al. 2018).

Poor quality of care is often related to poor adherence to protocol by health workers (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008), but as this chapter discusses, low health worker effort is only one reason for poor quality. Disentangling the contribution of the various constraints to quality is important for understanding why quality is poor and whether an intervention, say performance pay for health workers, would have the scope to make a significant improvement in clinical quality and thus effective coverage. If poor effort only constitutes a minor constraint to quality and most such constraints are outside the locus of control of the health worker, then performance pay-type interventions may have limited impact on effective coverage.
This chapter discusses how poor clinical quality may arise for at least three reasons. First, structural constraints may continue to be a limiting factor, preventing health workers from providing adequate care. Second, inadequate training may result in health workers not knowing what they should do when presented with a patient. Third, health workers may not put their knowledge to use in their clinical practice; that is, they may not apply sufficient effort. Ibnat et al. (2019) cast these three constraints into a three-gap framework, where poor health outcomes can be the consequence of a can-do gap, a know-do gap, and a know-can-do gap or idle capacity. Although there may be other barriers to the provision of high-quality care, including absenteeism, the decomposition of these three constraints is important because it helps in understanding the need for financial incentives as a policy lever. For instance, pay for performance might motivate health workers, but if the constraints are primarily structural, then infrastructure investments might be the more effective instrument. Similarly, if inadequate medical training leads to poor provider knowledge, performance-based incentives may have a limited impact on outcomes. Chapter 4 further illustrates this point by providing an empirical example, using data on antenatal care consultations in five Sub-Saharan African countries.

Given the importance of a systematic assessment of clinical quality for both research and policy, this chapter summarizes various approaches to measuring quality of care that are used in academic research. Collecting health care quality data in a comprehensive, cost-effective, and unbiased manner is a well-documented and persistent challenge. The chapter highlights measurement methods that can distinguish provider effort from provider knowledge or competence. For instance, the purpose of the financial incentives on which this report focuses is to increase provider effort, whereas knowledge gaps may be best addressed with training. The report also argues for collecting basic cost measures as a complement. Chapter 7 returns to the question of quality measurement and discusses how to integrate quality metrics into health system reform and the design of effective performance incentives.

While many of the examples in this report focus on the provision of high-quality antenatal care, the patterns discussed here are not unique to antenatal care provision. A study that evaluated the quality of care in 25 LMICs found that 58 percent of febrile children under age five who were seen as patients received poor quality of care for suspected malaria (Macarayan, Papanicolas, and Jha 2020). Similarly, a cross-sectional
study of nationally representative surveys in 28 LMICs found that health system performance for management of diabetes showed large losses to care at the stage of being tested and low rates of diabetes control (Manne-Goehler et al. 2019). Tuberculosis contributes significantly to the disease and mortality burden in LMICs (Reid et al. 2019). In a pilot study conducted in Delhi, India, researchers used standardized patients—fake patients trained to present with certain symptoms of disease to the health worker—and found that only 21 percent of the tuberculosis cases were correctly managed (Das et al. 2015). Thus, the delivery of poor-quality health care is pervasive across types of services in LMICs.

**Theoretical framework for assessing quality of care**

**Three aspects of quality: Structure, process, and outcomes**

Consistent with the model of quality of care proposed by Donabedian (2003), this chapter distinguishes between three aspects of quality: structure, process, and outcomes. Structural quality refers to the context in which care is provided. This may be the physical health center; the equipment, supplies, and drugs; as well as aspects of human resources and organization, such as training and payment methods. Process quality refers to the actions taken by the care provider in providing the service. Outcomes refer to the end health outcomes, such as maternal mortality and morbidity. Distinguishing these three components of quality allows for understanding what constrains the delivery of high-quality health care. Such an understanding is the first step in determining what the appropriate policy levers are. For instance, if effective coverage is primarily constrained by poor infrastructure, then the policy response would be to invest in infrastructure. In contrast, poor process quality may highlight lacunae in health worker training or effort, which cannot be addressed by infrastructure improvements.

Tying the evidence on poor quality to end outcomes, the recent Lancet Global Health Commission on High Quality Health Systems in the Sustainable Development Goals Era establishes that poor quality of health care is one of the major drivers of excess mortality in LMICs (Kruk et al. 2018). This report also notes that universal health coverage will not lead to sustained improvements in mortality or other intermediate health outcomes unless LMIC health systems can consistently
deliver high-quality services. Thus, a growing consensus highlights the role of poor quality of care in stagnating health outcomes in LMICs and suggests that simply increasing utilization will not improve health outcomes.

It has been well documented that LMIC health systems suffer from poor structural quality (Smith and Hanson 2011; Kruk et al. 2018). In response, since the 1978 Alma Ata Declaration, sustained investments have been made in health care infrastructure in LMICs. In the past few decades, access to health care centers and more sophisticated medical services has expanded across Sub-Saharan African countries (Jamison et al. 2006). Historically, LMICs have had little to no access to the new technological growth in the health sector. However, this is changing as the trends suggest an increase in the supply of such medical technology in LMICs (Howitt et al. 2012). Since 1978, the number of health care professionals has increased significantly, including a growing workforce of community health workers across the world, including in LMICs (Perry, Zulliger, and Rogers 2014). While there is still a long way to go to ensuring universal health coverage, by many measures, these investments may have succeeded. A large body of literature suggests that the availability of health services is no longer the concern it used to be, including in many Sub-Saharan African countries (Leslie et al. 2018; Di Giorgio et al. 2020).

At the same time, the disparity between high coverage rates and poor health outcomes is perhaps clearest in the case of maternal and neonatal health, where sustained gains in health infrastructure have significantly improved access to prenatal care around the world but have had limited impact on birth and delivery outcomes as well as maternal and neonatal mortality (Chou, Walker, and Kanyangarara 2019). A 2013 report found that 75 LMICs account for 95 percent of maternal and child deaths (WHO 2013). High maternal and child deaths in LMICs are taking place despite a greater proportion of births occurring in health facilities (Montagu et al. 2017). A set of researchers constructed deterministic models to project health outcomes if quality of care was improved in a representative sample of 81 LMICs. They found that improving quality of care (in antenatal, intrapartum, and postnatal care) would produce substantial benefits at current levels of utilization, with an estimated decline in the mortality rate of about 21 to 32 percent (Chou, Walker, and Kanyangarara 2019).

Further, consumers of health care in LMICs react strongly to both structural and process quality. For instance, evidence from the Democratic
Republic of Congo shows that consumers whose local public health facility is better provisioned in terms of equipment and consumables are less likely to bypass the local facility (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022). Similarly, a study in India found that a majority of patients bypassed the local primary health care centers when seeking treatment even though doing so cost them almost twice as much out of pocket (Rao and Sheffel 2018). However, such bypassing decreased with the increase in the competence of the health care provider (Rao and Sheffel 2018). The study found that compared with nonpoor patients, poor patients were less likely to seek treatment by bypassing the local primary health care centers. Therefore, in LMICs, where health systems often face shortages of supplies (Adair-Rohani et al. 2013) and personnel (Chaudhury et al. 2006), there are great gains to be made by ensuring a basic quality of care (Akachi and Kruk 2017).

An aspect of poor process quality that this chapter does not touch upon is health worker absenteeism. Historically, the absence of health care workers has been thought of as a major hurdle in improving quality of care in LMICs (Belita, Mbinkyo, and English 2013). A recent study in Uganda finds that absenteeism can drive patients seeking care away from the public sector, in turn leading to an increase in out-of-pocket expenditures by patients (Zhang, Fink, and Cohen 2021). However, another recent quality of care study in 10 African countries finds that reducing absenteeism would only have a modest impact on average care readiness (Di Giorgio et al. 2020). The study shows that health care workers in LMICs needed to be more knowledgeable to achieve greater care readiness (Di Giorgio et al. 2020). Among other factors, studies have previously documented a significant lack of basic knowledge among health care workers across several African countries on how to diagnose and manage common diseases (Pakenham-Walsh and Bukachi 2009). In addition, health care workers in LMICs often find themselves dealing with complex health issues with limited support and training, which, among other factors, can lead to ineffective quality of care (Vasan et al. 2017). To decompose observed quality of care, this chapter uses a framework that studies the quality of care when the worker is present. On the one hand, absenteeism may reflect an extreme example of mis-adherence to protocol, implying that such estimates of idle capacity present an upper bound on the quality of care available. On the other hand, it may also be the case that poor structural capacity or insufficient knowledge demotivates workers and keeps them away from the facility.
Three-gap framework

Clinical quality influences health outcomes through at least three channels. First, despite investments in physical infrastructure, structural constraints may limit provider performance, particularly in primary health care in developing countries. Second, inadequate knowledge of protocols may mean that doctors do not know what they should do. Third, doctors may simply not put their knowledge to use; this may happen because they are shirking or not exerting sufficient effort. Ibnat et al. (2019) cast these three constraints into a three-gap framework, where poor health outcomes can be the consequence of a structural gap, a knowledge gap, or an effort gap. This framework thus decomposes the notion of “process quality” into its determinants—or conversely, its constraints. This framework also permits a discussion of the different methods of accurately measuring clinical quality in addition to describing how patient characteristics interact with the quality of care they receive.

The three-gap model benchmarks actual or observed performance against target performance. For the resultant shortfall, the model distinguishes between items that the health worker has the structural capacity to perform and the knowledge to perform. This in turn allows for the definitions of the three gaps, which are summarized in table 3.1, for each instance of observed care: the gap between target performance and what the worker has the knowledge to perform (called the “know gap”); the gap between knowledge and the structural capacity, that is, the equipment, supplies, and drugs (the “can-do gap”); and the gap between capacity and knowledge and what is actually done (the “know-can-do gap”). This last gap is referred to as “idle capacity” because the health worker has all the knowledge and structural capacity to perform the relevant action but does not use that available capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gap</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge gap or “know gap”</td>
<td>The share of the protocol that the health worker lacks the knowledge to perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural gap or “can-do gap”</td>
<td>The share of the protocol that the health worker lacks the structural capacity (equipment and supplies) to perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle capacity, “effort gap,” or “know-can-do gap”</td>
<td>Target performance minus observed performance minus the know gap minus the can-do gap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measuring quality of care for research and policy

To make progress on research as well as policies aimed at improving the quality of care, robust methods are needed to measure and evaluate the quality of care provided. This section summarizes the methods used in quality-of-care research and discusses their potential use in policy contexts.

The measurement methods in the literature take several different approaches. The approach of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Network for the Rational Use of Drugs (INRUD) relies on aggregate numbers of medicine use, without necessarily evaluating the quality of an individual provider-patient interaction. This method can be useful when working with existing administrative data such as insurance claims.

Other approaches almost always require dedicated data collection and measurement. Standardized patient visits—in which data collectors visit the provider “undercover” and are trained to present a certain illness profile—can measure the provider’s response to specific patient complaints. Researchers can also use direct observation of the doctor-patient interaction or conduct exit interviews, potentially combined with re-diagnosing the patient to assess the accuracy of the provider’s diagnosis and prescription, as in the malaria case study referred to in box 3.1 and covered in more detail in chapter 7. Last, representative surveys can measure outcomes such as long-term health or patient satisfaction at the population level.

**Box 3.1 In Focus: Identifying misuse of care: A case study of malaria treatment in Mali**

One of the challenges of identifying the misuse of care and its causes is that an outside observer often cannot verify a given patient’s health care needs and consequently whether the patient received appropriate care. However, in some cases, an outside diagnosis for verification is possible. For example, malaria rapid detection tests (RDTs) can be easily and quickly administered with minimal training and detect parasite antigens even after treatment has started. Researchers took advantage of this in data collected for a randomized experimental study of malaria treatment at community health clinics in Bamako, Mali, in 2016. The study team carried out at-home follow-up and conducted a malaria RDT with a subset of primary care patients who had been previously interviewed at the clinic (Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022). This approach makes it possible to measure treatment received conditional on true malaria status. The study conducted several randomized information and training interventions to understand the role of patient demand in the misuse of malaria treatment and to improve adherence to malaria test results. This chapter briefly refers to the data from this study; chapter 7 provides a more extensive discussion.
The first part of this section describes the various methods used in the literature to measure the quality of care delivered in clinical practice and their advantages and disadvantages. This is a brief summary of common methods rather than a comprehensive review; for more information, see Kwan, Daniels, et al. (2019) as well as chapter 2. Many studies combine quality of care measurements with measures of provider knowledge to isolate provider effort. A focus of this report is the impact of pay-for-performance schemes on the quality of care delivered (delved into in Chapters 5 through 8). Measuring provider effort is particularly important in the context of pay-for-performance schemes: on the one hand, short-term improvements in response to incentives are constrained by the provider’s level of knowledge, while on the other hand, the right incentives might motivate providers in the longer term to improve their skill set to increase the quality of care they can provide. Therefore, the second part of this section summarizes a range of methods used for measuring health worker knowledge.

As part of the methods summary, box 3.2 discusses approaches to measuring quality of care and provider effort in antenatal care. Antenatal care is a focal application where the international community has made significant investments in pay-for-performance schemes. Quality measurement in antenatal care encounters some specific measurement challenges that the latest research has been able to overcome. The third part of this section discusses the integration of quality measurement into policy, including health management information systems, and in particular their use in pay-for-performance schemes. It argues that an important component of measuring quality of care and efficiency of effective coverage is to measure the cost of providing different levels of care.

**Measuring the quality of clinical practice**

The international health community has long been concerned about the quality of care provided in LMIC contexts. In 1985, the WHO convened a conference of experts on the “rational use of medicines,” which set a high standard by defining rational use as follows: “Patients receive medications appropriate to their clinical needs, in doses that meet their own individual requirements, for an adequate period of time, and at the lowest cost to them and their community” (WHO 1985, 73). This initiative generated a wealth of resources, including a list of issues that constitute “irrational use.” The list cites polypharmacy (the use of too many medicines for the same condition); inappropriate use of antimicrobials, including inadequate dosage; overuse of injections when an oral formulation can be given; and
Box 3.2  In Focus: Measuring quality of care and provider effort in antenatal and maternal care

While standardized patients are often referred to as the “gold standard” in measuring quality of care, they are difficult to implement in studies of maternal care seeking, from both ethical and logistical standpoints. For example, an antenatal care (ANC) study would have to recruit and train pregnant women to receive care at the sampled facility. ANC can also involve invasive procedures and tests. Direct clinical observation may be similarly difficult and relatively expensive to implement, and health facilities in rural areas may schedule ANC services only one or two days of the week, complicating logistics. Further, observing labor and delivery, particularly in primary health care settings, can be unpredictable and yield small sample sizes. The method may in particular struggle to capture performance during birth complications, which are relatively rare. At the same time, in maternal care, where the physical examination and the provider’s conduct toward the patient are important aspects of quality, written vignettes or knowledge tests are relatively far removed from actual practice. For all these reasons, researchers have piloted the use of new technologies to simulate patient-provider interactions and assess provider effort, knowledge, and skill.

In recent work in Burkina Faso, researchers developed video vignettes of patients presenting maternal or early childhood symptoms (Banuri et al. 2018). These vignettes were locally developed and featured a local actor, who described complications like pre-term labor or mastitis. A video can represent the patient’s socioeconomic status more realistically. In the Burkina Faso experiment, vignettes for nonpoor patients were one minute long, whereas vignettes that portrayed poorer patients were longer (100 seconds) and the actress dressed differently, used more “rambling” language, and appeared to be less educated. The authors find that the video vignettes captured a range of performance by the health workers, including lower performance on the longer vignettes. They conclude that video vignettes can capture health worker effort, including its interaction with the patient’s socioeconomic status.

Health worker performance during birth complications that endanger the well-being of the mother or newborn may be the most important dimension of quality in maternal care, but capturing it is difficult. For such rare complications, training with portable and cost-effective anatomical models, like MamaNatalie and NeoNatalie, has been shown to improve provider knowledge and skill (DeStephano et al. 2015; Al-beity et al. 2019). The impact evaluation of the Kyrgyz Republic performance-based financing (PBF) pilot (see box 6.1, in chapter 6) used these anatomical models to measure the management of postpartum hemorrhage and birth asphyxia. The evaluation found that performance on anatomical models was significantly and positively correlated with performance during direct clinical observation (Friedman and Kandpal 2021). The pilot also tied payments to these assessments of provider skill and found that PBF directly improved observed provider performance during labor and delivery as well as birth outcomes for mother and child, suggesting that anatomical models can be useful for both measurement and as a training tool to improve provider practice.

Future research on quality of care in ANC will also have to address the question of nonindicated care. This is particularly important because PBF interventions can potentially increase the overprovision of incentivized preventive services (see chapter 7). There are many aspects of overtreatment that the data currently do not capture. The ANC checklists were designed to measure compliance with World Health Organization protocol rather than to record all actions, whether necessary or not, performed by the health care provider. Moreover, in many cases, nonindicated drugs or procedures can be identified only by matching the observed care with gestational age. At a minimum, maternal care PBF programs should track nonindicated care or overprescription in ANC for incentivized services—even if the service in question is preventive in nature, it may not be indicated for every individual case.
failure to prescribe in accordance with clinical guidelines (WHO 2002), among other problems.

In this context, the set of measures cited most often for assessing rational medicine use are the INRUD indicators (WHO 1993). The INRUD core indicators represent a minimum set of indicators that the WHO recommends for studies on medication use and prescription practices. However, they mostly measure levels of care but not appropriateness of care and therefore cannot assess many aspects of high-quality of care. Table 3.2 shows medication use statistics from the Mali case study borrowed from the INRUD list. Most of the indicators do not relate actual use to optimal use of a treatment (although some studies attempt to define whether better use is represented by an indicator’s increase or decrease, for example, Holloway et al. 2020). This issue has limited the literature. For example, a systematic review of studies on irrational medicine use in China and Vietnam, based on the WHO framework, notes that “[n]o eligible studies were found to assess whether or not unnecessary or expensive drugs were prescribed, and whether or not the prescription was in accordance with clinical guidelines” (Mao et al. 2015, 9).

The most relevant but less used INRUD indicator is from the list of complementary indicators: “prescription in accordance with treatment guidelines.” As the WHO guidelines note, this measure can be highly effective for well-defined conditions with clear treatment guidelines, but problems exist in terms of defining health problems, in defining what is acceptable treatment, and in obtaining enough encounters with specific problems during the course of a drug use survey. These few lines point to the many challenges that arise when measuring appropriate care and identifying insufficient care as well as nonindicated care. At the core is the

### Table 3.2 Rational use of medicines consultation indicators: Mali case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed antibiotics (%)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received injection or IV (%)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications prescribed (average)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications bought (average)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Bank, using data from the INRUD/WHO Indicators in the Mali case study; Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022.

Note: The indicators were created from data collected for an experimental study on malaria treatment in Mali, which had 627 patient observations in the control group (see box 3.1). All patients with acute symptoms were approached for clinic entry and exit interviews. INRUD indicators cannot directly assess whether a given treatment was appropriate, although the documented levels of antibiotics and injection use and the rate of polypharmacy (multiple medications for a single condition) in this sample are very high. INRUD = International Network for the Rational Use of Drugs; IV = intravenous; WHO = World Health Organization.
problem that quality depends not only on what is provided, but also on what should be provided.\textsuperscript{1}

In recent years, a new generation of studies in the health economics literature has developed several methods that tackle this issue to assess quality of care. The first of these methods, often declared the “gold standard” (Dupas and Miguel 2017), is so-called audit or standardized patient studies, which have been used in multiple research studies across many LMICs.\textsuperscript{2} Akin to mystery shoppers, standardized patients are trained to present with a specific illness profile and visit the provider incognito, and they are later debriefed about the consultation. Kwan, Bergkvist, et al. (2019) provide an introduction on how to use the method for research, accompanied by a toolkit and manual, and King et al. (2019) provide practical implementation guidance.

The standardized patient method has several benefits. Most importantly, of course, providers do not know who among their patients are audit cases,\textsuperscript{3} making it likely that the visit records are representative of the provider’s behavior in day-to-day patient interactions. Because the “true” underlying condition is known to the researcher by design, the provider’s behavior can be benchmarked against recommended clinical practice, and their conclusions can be compared with the correct diagnosis. Each component of the consultation can be recorded, from the number of questions asked to the diagnosis and length of time spent with the patient. The method also allows the researcher to vary patient behavior or characteristics systematically to understand provider responses, for example, to identify gender or ethnic discrimination (Borkhoff et al. 2009; Planas et al. 2015) or to measure how providers treat patients with different levels of medical knowledge (Currie, Lin, and Meng 2014). For these purposes, it is particularly useful that several standardized patients can visit the same provider and record their behavior in multiple cases, and conversely, the same individual trained as a standardized patient can present with different illness profiles, different ways of behaving and dressing, and so on.

A disadvantage is that the types of conditions presented, or the scripted behavior and responses by the standardized patients, may not be representative of the actual patient population. Real patients may also have a history of illness or clinical records with which the physician is familiar. In addition, standardized patient studies share with “mystery shopper” and audit research designs in other contexts the problem that they are often not double-blinded, that is, the person assessing quality knows (or infers) the objectives of the study. This may lead the assessor to change their behavior subconsciously to elicit a specific response, causing confirmatory bias (Bertrand and Duflo 2017).
Another method of quality measurement is direct observation. Here, a trained clinician—for instance, a physician, nurse/midwife, or medical student—sits in on the visit and takes notes on various aspects of the consultation. Usually, these observation data are collected using a structured checklist, which reflects established protocols for that type of service (WHO guidelines, national health policy, or other accepted medical protocols). A study in Tanzania shows that the responses in the direct observation checklist correspond closely with patient recall in a “retroactive consultation review” (RCR) (Leonard and Masatu 2006). Moreover, despite an initial Hawthorne effect—that is, the observed physician responding to being observed by increasing their effort—the quality of care recorded in the observed interactions is similar to that in unobserved interactions (as measured by an RCR) after the first approximately 10 consultations (Leonard and Masatu 2010).

To the extent that patients do not change their behavior under observation, this approach is closest to “real life” in the sense that the conditions and persons observed are a representative sample of the relevant patient population. However, it may be difficult to construct a checklist that is detailed enough yet covers all the possible cases the physician encounters, especially in a generalist practice.

In some situations, the best way to measure quality is by conducting a patient interview after the consultation with the physician, as in an RCR. Leonard and Masatu (2006) report high agreement between direct physician observation and patient reports when the RCR occurs shortly after the consultation. This is particularly useful when the interview can be combined with a re-evaluation of the patient’s diagnosis. For example, in the malaria case study described in box 3.1, enumerators conducted exit interviews at the clinic as well as follow-up interviews and a malaria test at home the next day. This method uses real patients and may avoid observation bias in physician behavior at least to some degree—but there are disadvantages too. First, patients often cannot accurately report what tests were conducted. Second, Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner (2022) find that there is selection bias in home malaria testing; only patients with more serious symptoms agree to the rapid diagnostic test (RDT), which involves a finger prick to take blood. The authors therefore construct a malaria risk index from the home test, using predicted malaria probability based on symptom reports and patient demographics to extend the analysis to all patients at the clinic.

To illustrate, figure 3.1 shows the share of patients who received antimalarial prescriptions by predicted malaria risk, by providers who did and did
not receive an in-depth training module on the accuracy of malaria testing (the control group only received basic practical training on RDT use). In clinics where providers had additional training, patients with low malaria risk received fewer prescriptions and patients with high risk received more prescriptions. This method of re-diagnosing a subset of the sample and predicting illness risk for the remaining patients may be useful in other settings as well.

The measures of quality of care used in chapter 2 were not taken at the provider level but instead relied on representative population surveys. Researchers use representative surveys to measure health outcomes such as vaccination rates, birth rates, morbidity, mortality, or anthropometrics (for example, child stunting and weight) or patient satisfaction and recall of medical procedures performed. This approach has the benefit of measuring the outcomes of any care received as the ultimate objects of interest. Chapter 2 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of measuring health care quality at the population versus the provider level in more detail; this chapter only notes that in population surveys it is typically not possible to
link outcomes directly to the actions of individual providers, although patient populations may be associated with local health facilities. The method also typically requires large samples.

**Assessing health worker knowledge**

To benchmark clinical practice and understand provider effort, many studies separately assess the individual provider’s level of knowledge. One method for assessing knowledge is vignettes: a vignette presents a hypothetical case or patient, and the provider’s behavior, proposed course of action, and diagnosis in this staged “consultation” are observed or recorded. Vignettes can be done in different formats, such as in writing, as an interview, or as a fully simulated interaction. For example, an interviewer may describe a list of symptoms to the health worker, and the health worker is asked to describe how they would proceed under real-life circumstances, including asking questions about the history of the illness, listing necessary examinations, prescribing medication, or diagnostic tests. Vignettes have been used in a variety of contexts and studies, including in LMICs (Peabody et al. 2000; Das and Hammer 2005; Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008), and are the most common form of measuring provider knowledge in the standardized patient studies cited above. An advantage is that the provider’s knowledge can be tested for the same conditions that are also simulated during the standardized patient visit.

As an alternative approach, Leonard and Masatu (2010) propose taking advantage of the Hawthorne effect. They show that physicians provide distinctly higher quality of care when they are under observation by a trained clinician during the first approximately 10–15 patient visits; afterward, diagnostic inputs and accuracy drop by 20 percent and an estimated 38 percent, respectively (Leonard and Masatu 2010). It must be assumed that physicians are “on their best behavior” during the early visits and their conduct therefore represents their true capacity and knowledge. The researcher can then compare the provider’s highest possible performance—from observing up to 10 visits—with their day-to-day performance, measured in later observed visits or with one of the other methods. This way of assessing knowledge has similar advantages and disadvantages as the observational method of quality measurement: the data are representative and come from real patient interactions, but the visits observed in the different observation phases may be for different illnesses or cases, making it difficult to compare them. Further, the researcher may be unable to observe rare conditions.
Measuring efficiency of care

An important piece of information on the provision of care is the efficiency of delivering a given level of quality of care, which requires measuring: (1) the actual cost of health care, (2) the share of patients who do or do not receive the correct care, and (3) the cost of providing the optimal level of care.

Chapter 7 returns to the concept of the efficiency of effective coverage in more detail. The first task can be accomplished using administrative data such as a health management information system or patient survey data, although any administrative data need to be detailed enough to be able to attribute cost to specific provider-patient interactions. For example, this requires measuring the time different staff spend on a given consultation and attributing the materials used to specific cases.

The second and third tasks are more difficult because they require estimating the cost of the provider’s effort and time to deliver the desired quality of care. While the cost of the optimal treatment may be lower in terms of material costs than the treatment that is actually received, due to the frequent provision of nonindicated care, the health worker’s effort will almost always be higher when the optimal level of care is provided. Studies that use knowledge and skill tests (for example, vignettes or observed patient visits when the Hawthorne effect is still present), as well as impact evaluations that use financial incentives to increase provider effort, could be important sources of data for estimating the cost of the “optimal” provision of care in terms of time and effort spent. Standardized patient and other quality of care studies can serve to estimate the share of patients receiving the appropriate care. Understanding the efficiency of care and how it is affected by financial incentives could be a fruitful area for future research.

Conclusions

Understanding the extent to which various constraints restrict the provision of high-quality care helps inform policies aimed at improving the quality of health services and health outcomes. For instance, an approach to improving provider effort might be explicitly linking facility or provider payments to results. So-called performance-based financing programs typically pay for quality directly, by paying for specific indicators of process quality, or indirectly, adjusting the total payment according to a broader measure of quality.
However, limited analysis has attempted to quantify the size of structural gaps relative to knowledge or effort gaps. Without knowing what the binding constraints are to improving clinical quality, it is difficult to gauge the effectiveness of these investments. For example, addressing low effort provision by providers requires a different toolkit than does addressing poor knowledge or a shortage of supplies. Quantifying these relative sizes may thus aid policy makers in deciding how much to invest where.

By highlighting that there may be multiple causes of observed poor clinical quality, not just poor worker effort, the framework presented here also underlines the need for a variety of approaches to improve the provision of care. For instance, evidence of structural constraints—a lack of essential equipment, drugs, and supplies for providing basic antenatal care—would suggest the continued need for investments in health facility infrastructure. In addition, if the investigation finds evidence of idle capacity—or a lack of effort by health workers—this would, in turn, suggest the continued need for interventions that motivate health workers, including pay-for-performance or other financial incentive–driven approaches.

Notes

1. The problem of an outside observer is the same as that of the patient: they must rely on the provider to accurately diagnose the patient’s health care needs. Assessing whether the provider’s recommendations are accurate essentially requires another equally qualified physician. This classical “informed expert” problem—where the seller of a service is also the expert who helps the customer determine their own needs—is at the root of many of the problems related to the provision of low quality of care (Wolinsky 1993).

2. Researchers have used standardized patients in Benin, China, India, Kenya, Peru, South Africa, and Tanzania to study provider behavior when patients consulted for angina, asthma, diarrhea, family planning, respiratory infection, tuberculosis, STDs, etc. (Banerjee et al. 2020; Christian et al. 2018; Currie, Lin, and Meng 2014; Currie, Lin, and Zhang 2011; Daniels et al. 2017; Das, Chowdhury, et al. 2016; Das et al. 2012; Das, Holla, et al. 2016; Kohler et al. 2017; Kwan et al. 2018; Planas et al. 2015; Sylvia et al. 2015, 2017).

3. For ethical reasons, they typically know and must agree to be visited by standardized patients in principle but do not know who it is.
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Decomposing the Constraints to Quality of Care Using Data on Antenatal Care Consultations from Five Sub-Saharan African Countries

Introduction

This chapter first provides the motivation for the use of antenatal care (ANC) consultations for assessment of the quality of care and explains the three-gap framework in detail. Then, the chapter presents the data and describes how the various components are used to assess the three gaps. Next, it discusses the findings on the three gaps. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the policy implications of the results and ties them to the rest of this report, in particular chapter 5.

ANC consultations are used to examine the extent to which clinical quality is constrained by (1) the competency of health care providers, (2) the availability of equipment and consumables, and (3) the effort gap. That is, for different components of ANC, the chapter assesses the share of consultations in which the providers know they should perform an action, have the equipment and supplies needed, and yet do not perform the action. Then, the analysis explores the characteristics of facilities, providers, and patients that correlate with the different gaps in the provision of high-quality care. This analysis is novel for several reasons. Many previous assessments of health facility quality used physical infrastructure and supplies (Gatti et al. 2021), which this report terms structural quality, or health
worker knowledge (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008) as proxies for clinical quality. However, as this report shows, provider practice often diverges notably from what providers are trained to do. While this analysis is not the first to show this divergence between knowledge and practice (Kabongo et al. 2017; Lange, Mwisongo, and Mæstad 2014; Mohanan et al. 2015), it quantifies the extent to which idle capacity explains poor quality of care. That is, what portion of unperformed, essential care could have been provided had the health worker simply chosen to do so? Further, the data contain detailed information on facility, provider, and patient characteristics. As such, the analysis not only quantifies idle capacity relative to structural and knowledge gaps, but also explores whether any such correlates systematically explain such underperformance. Finding meaningful signals of correlation would identify clear places for interventions aimed at improving health worker effort.

As figure 4.1 demonstrates, there is a consistent—and often large—gap between coverage and effective coverage in ANC in the five countries studied in this chapter—Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the
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**Figure 4.1** Effective antenatal care coverage in five Sub-Saharan African countries

Source: World Bank, using data from Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys.

*Note:* Coverage: percent of women giving birth who had 1+ ANC visits. Quality: of those with coverage, the percent who had 4+ ANC visits with a skilled provider, blood pressure taken, and blood and urine samples taken (correct treatment). ANC = antenatal care; EC = effective coverage.
Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo. For the best performer, the Republic of Congo, coverage is near universal, but effective coverage is below 80 percent. For the worst performer in terms of effective coverage, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the gap is 4.5-fold: approximately 90 percent of all women receive ANC, but only about 20 percent receive effective ANC. As noted in chapter 3, this decomposition tries to understand why the rate of successful or correct treatment, as defined in the effective coverage framework provided in chapter 2, might be less than 100 percent. These trends highlight the poor content of care in these settings and motivate the need for a decomposition aimed at unpacking the various drivers of such shortfalls.

Why antenatal care?

This chapter focuses on ANC consultations for the assessment of quality of care. Although there are many other aspects of care provision that could form the basis of such analysis—curative care, for instance—maternal and neonatal diseases, along with communicable and nutritional diseases, contribute about a third of the global burden of disease (IHME 2018). Poor maternal and neonatal health outcomes, in the form of high morbidity and mortality, are pervasive across low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) but particularly so in Sub-Saharan Africa. While maternal mortality (deaths attributed to pregnancy or birth-related complications) declined by 38 percent from 2000 to 2017, the maternal mortality ratio (MMR) remains high (300–499 per 100,000 live births), very high (500–999), or extremely high (>1,000) in much of Sub-Saharan Africa (IHME 2018). Map 4.1 illustrates that maternal mortality rates are the highest in the world in Sub-Saharan Africa and Afghanistan. Sub-Saharan Africa accounts for two-thirds of all maternal deaths worldwide, with an MMR of 533 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births. Indirect causes (chiefly including anemia, malaria, and heart disease), hemorrhage, and hypertension are the three leading causes of maternal deaths. Similarly, while globally the number of neonatal deaths declined by more than half from 1990 to 2019, Sub-Saharan Africa has the highest neonatal mortality rate in the world, at 27 deaths per 1,000 live births (WHO 2020). Preterm birth, birth asphyxia, and infections and birth defects are the leading causes of neonatal mortality.

ANC visits are promoted by the World Health Organization (WHO) as reducing maternal and neonatal mortality. For this to be the case, there must
be a link between birth outcomes and ANC visits. In its guidelines for ANC, released in November 2016, the WHO recommended tracking ANC coverage among pregnant women in LMICs using two indicators of the number of visits (the proportion of women receiving at least one visit and those receiving at least four visits) and whether the first visit was during the first trimester of pregnancy. However, a review of the evidence of ANC and maternal mortality and morbidity found no link between simple service utilization and the number of ANC visits or whether a midwife, general practitioner, or gynecologist provided care (Carroli, Rooney, and Villar 2001).

In contrast, the same review found that the detection and prevention of anemia—through routine supplementation with iron and folate as well as through malaria chemoprophylaxis—significantly reduced the percentage of women who became anemic in pregnancy. Similarly, the detection and treatment of hypertension and proteinuria, which is indicative of preeclampsia, a potentially life-threatening pregnancy complication characterized by high blood pressure, kidney or liver damage, reduced case fatality. On neonatal mortality risks, the review found that routine screening for and prevention of infection during ANC consultations reduced fetal loss and maternal and infant morbidity. This review thus highlights the importance of considering
the content or quality of ANC in addition to its simple coverage—in other words, the effective coverage of ANC. Studying the effective coverage of ANC is important from a health outcomes standpoint.

In addition, while the literature on provider effort largely focuses on curative care as a driver of mortality and morbidity (Mohanan et al. 2015; Das et al. 2012; Rethans et al. 2007; Peabody et al. 2000), ANC is also linked to reductions in maternal and neonatal mortality (Carroli, Rooney, and Villar 2001; Adam et al. 2005; Hollowell et al. 2011). From an analytical standpoint, ANC provides a particularly useful set of outcomes for four reasons. First, the WHO has established globally standardized and well-known guidelines that can be used to benchmark clinical quality. These guidelines can be linked to specific actions—and associated equipment, drugs, supplies, and knowledge—recorded in the data, including for the sort of cross-country comparisons conducted here (WHO 2016). Table 4.1 maps the WHO recommendations to the indicators and proxies used in this chapter. Second, ANC requires all three actions—physical inputs, knowledge, and effort—allowing for gauging the various constraints to performance. Third, since ANC consultations are relatively common, the sample sizes are large enough to provide sufficient power. In other words, ANC also provides a relatively large sample of pregnant women with a similar “condition,” which may help uncover even relatively fine patterns in the data. Fourth, although the coverage of antenatal consultations has increased globally, there remains variation in the quality of care as measured by the content of the consultations (Hodgins and D’Agostino 2014). This chapter decomposes the observed gaps in clinical quality into (1) structural constraints, (2) knowledge constraints, and (3) an effort gap, by linking data from three different sources: facility assessments, interviews with health care providers, and direct observations of prenatal consultations.

This chapter thus assesses the quality of care in maternal health using data from primary health centers in five of the countries that have the highest MMRs: Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo. The number of maternal deaths per 100,000 live births in 2017 is estimated at 917 in Nigeria, 829 in the Central African Republic, 529 in Cameroon, 472 in the Democratic Republic of Congo, and 378 in the Republic of Congo (WHO 2019). The countries are also characterized by high fertility, with total fertility rates of 5.8 in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 5.3 in Nigeria, 4.6 in the Central African Republic, 4.5 in Cameroon, and 4.4 in the Republic of Congo (United Nations Population Division 2019). Together, the five countries account for 18 percent of the global maternal
mortality burden and 37 percent of the maternal mortality burden in Sub-Saharan Africa (Kassebaum et al. 2014).

Data

The chapter analyzes data from baseline surveys collected between 2012 and 2015 for impact evaluations of results-based financing pilots financially supported by the World Bank and the Health Results Innovation Trust Fund. All the studies were a part of an impact evaluation portfolio aimed at creating a global database on the effectiveness of incentive-based payments in health systems. As a result, the surveys all followed a similar sampling methodology and used the same basic set of survey instruments. Every sampled facility and health worker in the database is supposed to provide ANC. The sample

### Table 4.1 WHO essential protocol for antenatal care consultations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of action</th>
<th>Interventions outlined in the clinical guidelines</th>
<th>Indicators and proxies used in the analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Assess significant symptoms. Take medical and obstetric history. Confirm pregnancy and calculate estimated due date.</td>
<td>HIV status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blood group/rhesus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Current pregnancy danger signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Previous tetanus vaccination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Last menstrual period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Complete general and obstetrical examination.</td>
<td>Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uterine height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fetal heartbeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check for edema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening and tests</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>HIV test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Syphilis</td>
<td>Syphilis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hemoglobin</td>
<td>Hemoglobin/blood test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proteinuria</td>
<td>Urine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive measures</td>
<td>Iron and folate</td>
<td>Insecticide-treated bed net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tetanus toxoid</td>
<td>Iron/folic pills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health education</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>Antimalarials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency plan</td>
<td>Tetanus toxoid injection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Bank; WHO 2016.
largely consists of nurses, midwives, and community health workers providing care in primary health settings. At the health facilities, the surveys included health facility assessments measuring facility-level management, funding, and drug, equipment, and infrastructure availability; health provider interviews including vignettes on the provision of ANC; patient exit interviews; and direct observations of ANC consultations between patients and providers. These similarities in instruments and sampling methodology allow this study to use these baseline surveys to compare the three gaps in the five countries. Annex 4B describes the harmonization process, analytical decisions, and data limitations in detail.

The next section discusses the evidence from the five countries in the data set on the relative sizes of the three gaps. It links data from three sources: interviews and knowledge tests of health care providers, structural assessments of health facilities, and direct clinical observations of ANC consultations. Structural assessments of health facilities provide the data on the physical constraints faced by the facilities: what equipment, supplies, and drugs do they have relative to what they need? Health worker interviews provide information on what providers know to do when presented with a hypothetical scenario, and direct observations allow measuring what providers actually do in consultations with patients. Therefore, comparing what providers can do given equipment and drug availability with what they know how to do and comparing that with what they actually do allows measuring the relative sizes of the three gaps.

**Results**

This section presents the findings on the quality of care of ANC consultations in Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo.

**Health worker knowledge, physical capacity, and practice**

This subsection describes the results on health worker knowledge, the availability of equipment and supplies, and what is in fact done, without linking the different elements.

**Health worker knowledge**

The first gap in the three-gap model is the know gap, which estimates gaps in health worker knowledge—what is it that the health workers simply do not
Know? Thus, the assessment turns to health worker knowledge of the WHO essential protocol for ANC. There are two key aspects of this analysis. First, these are health workers whose job description includes the provision of ANC. Second, a key methodological difference between the implementation of the knowledge test and the vignette in the Democratic Republic of Congo may result in different assessments of the levels of health worker knowledge. As is discussed below, health workers in the Democratic Republic of Congo were presented with several care options and had to select the relevant ones, while in the other countries, providers had to list from memory all relevant care to be provided. As such, the assessment does not compare knowledge levels between the other four countries with that in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Table 4.2 presents the results of the knowledge tests. The highest levels of knowledge are related to physical examinations. The availability of equipment and high levels of performance on these exams—weighing the pregnant woman, taking her blood pressure, measuring the size of her uterus, and listening to the fetal heartbeat—suggest that they may be relatively salient in these contexts. However, apart from listening to the fetal heartbeat, none of these actions have clear links to maternal or neonatal health outcomes (Carroli, Rooney, and Villar 2001). The salience of knowledge of actions that are less well linked to end outcomes may in fact crowd out the performance of actions that may be less salient but in fact have a clearer link to mortality and morbidity.

However, beyond the basic physical examinations, there is significant variation within and across the five countries studied. Broadly, the results for health worker knowledge suggest a few patterns, particularly in the provision of preventive care. While some basic aspects of ANC are well known, knowledge of protocol is far from universal, with stark differences across countries, but also within countries, with particularly low levels of knowledge of preventive care and counseling.

Physical capacity
The second gap discussed in the three-gap model is the know-can gap, which refers to deficiencies in physical infrastructure, drugs, and supplies that keep health workers from providing all the care they know to provide. Thus, this subsection examines the structural capacity of the health facilities in the data. Figure 4.2 and table 4A.1, in annex 4A, present the availability of equipment and consumables used for ANC at the health facilities where observations of first prenatal consultations were observed. The results highlight several striking patterns. Consistent with the high levels of knowledge of basic physical examinations in all the countries studied, permanent equipment—scales,
Table 4.2  Health worker knowledge tests on the WHO antenatal care protocol, using vignettes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol items mentioned by providers in the clinical vignette</th>
<th>Cameroon %</th>
<th>Cameroon N</th>
<th>Central African Republic %</th>
<th>Central African Republic N</th>
<th>Democratic Republic of Congo %</th>
<th>Democratic Republic of Congo N</th>
<th>Nigeria %</th>
<th>Nigeria N</th>
<th>Republic of Congo %</th>
<th>Republic of Congo N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>History-taking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV status</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood group and rhesus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus immunizations</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last menstrual date</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical examination</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure uterine height</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to fetal heartbeat</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for edema/swelling</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnostic tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV test</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI test: Syphilis and/or gonorrhea</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin test</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine test</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preventive treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecticide-treated mosquito net</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron/folic acid supplements</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent preventive treatment for malaria</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus toxoid vaccine</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counseling topics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy danger signs</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Bank

Note: STI = sexually transmitted infection; WHO = World Health Organization; — = not available.

blood pressure cuff, measuring tape, and obstetric stethoscope—is generally available, so basic physical capacity does not appear to be a binding constraint in most of these countries. However, even for this relatively well-provisioned category, there are some gaps: for instance, 16 percent of the facilities in the Democratic Republic of Congo did not have blood pressure cuffs. Beyond such permanent but basic equipment, there is a broad-based lack of
The items least likely to be found in these facilities are also the ones necessary for providing the most impactful ANC interventions described in table 4.1: insecticide-treated bed nets, iron supplements, and diagnostic test kits for urine and sexually transmitted infections.

At the same time, there is a fair bit of variation in structural capacity within and across the countries. As with health worker knowledge, Cameroon generally has the highest levels of basic equipment, with near-universal availability of some items, but other essential drugs and supplies...
are only available about 90 percent of the time. Only 28 percent of the facilities in the Democratic Republic of Congo had kits for conducting urine tests, which are needed to test for protein in urea, a marker of pre-eclampsia—a life-threatening complication if left untreated. Availability of test kits is equally poor in the Republic of Congo, with only about a third of all facilities having syphilis or urine tests in stock. The data further suggest that of these five countries, the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Republic of Congo have the poorest structural capacity to provide preventive care during pregnancies. By and large, this analysis shows that the providers in the health centers in these five countries face significant physical constraints to performing actions that require consumables. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the providers could have referred the women to other facilities for testing or could have provided the women prescriptions. Nonetheless, these results highlight that despite decades of investments in infrastructure, the availability of equipment, supplies, and drugs that are necessary for the provision of basic ANC in health centers that they are supposed to provide—and in fact do provide—routinely is far from universal. This is true for each of the five countries.

**Practice**

Before estimating the know-can-do gap, or idle capacity, it is necessary to understand what the health workers do in actual patient-provider interactions, not just what they know or have the equipment to perform. Thus, figure 4.3 presents the content of care recorded through direct observations of first ANC consultations. The figure shows that overall, the level of performance is quite low. These are all actions in the WHO essential protocol for ANC, and yet few of them are universally provided. Performance on many actions falls well short of even 75 or 50 percent provision across the five countries studied.

In terms of specific actions, in all five countries, the same three history-taking questions were the most common: date of last menstruation, number of past pregnancies, and whether the women had experienced any interrupted pregnancy in the past. While background questions are important to date the length of a pregnancy and establish any patterns of concern in the woman’s medical history, there is little good evidence tying such questions to improved health outcomes.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the high levels of related equipment availability and knowledge, the completion rates of physical examinations were higher than for other components of care. Elements of care like weighing the woman and taking her blood pressure were provided between
80 percent (the Democratic Republic of Congo) and almost 100 percent of the time (Cameroon). In contrast, the levels of performance for diagnostic tests were among the lowest observed: in only 24 percent of the consultations in the Democratic Republic of Congo and 28 percent in Nigeria did the provider perform or refer a woman for an HIV test. Even for tests without any potential stigma attached to them, say those for urine and hemoglobin levels, performance was low: in the Democratic Republic of Congo, providers only performed these two tests 21 and 23 percent of the time, respectively; in Nigeria, it was 48 and 31 percent, respectively.

The WHO essential protocol also includes a set of counseling actions—screening for danger signs and optimal nutrition in pregnancy. Women in Nigeria received the most counseling during their consultations, while the lowest level was found in the Central African Republic. Box 4.1 explores whether the available data on health facility, worker, or patient characteristics help explain who provides or receives higher quality care.

**Estimation of idle capacity and irrelevant treatment**

*Idle capacity*

Using the assessed know gaps, know-can gaps, and actual performance, this subsection estimates the know-can-do gaps, or idle capacity, relative to a target of 100 percent performance of the essential WHO protocol for ANC. The subsection discusses the estimates of idle capacity in the five countries; the following subsection discusses the potential correlates or determinants of idle capacity.

Figure 4.4 and table 4A.2, in annex 4A, present the estimated idle capacity for each relevant action and highlight several patterns in the data. (Figures 4A.1 to 4A.5, in annex 4A, present the country-level findings.) The analysis highlights the presence of sizable know-can-do gaps that obstruct the provision of higher quality ANC for every action on the WHO essential protocol for ANC. That is, for every possible action, at least some of the time, providers know the action to be clinically appropriate and can...
**Box 4.1 continued**

**Figure B4.1.1** Variation in content of care in patient-provider interactions in antenatal care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility type</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>52%</th>
<th>65%</th>
<th>77%</th>
<th>46%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher-level health center</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health center</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health post</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faith-based</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>CHW</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse/midwife</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Experience below median</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience above median</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Secondary and above</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>First pregnancy</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More pregnancies</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANC timing</td>
<td>Late ANC</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timely ANC</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td>Above median wealth</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below median wealth</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Note: ANC = antenatal care; CHW = community health worker.*
undertake it with the available supplies and equipment, but nonetheless they do not perform that action when they are observed providing ANC. This last gap is the know-can-do gap, or “idle capacity,” because the health worker has all the knowledge and structural capacity to perform the relevant action but does not use that available capacity (Ibnat et al. 2019).

This gap is particularly large for diagnostic tests, screening women for salient events during past pregnancies, and counseling on danger signs. For instance, providers failed to prescribe hemoglobin tests between 8 percent (the Republic of Congo) and 34 percent (the Democratic Republic of Congo)
of the time and HIV tests 33 percent of the time, although during the knowledge test, they stated that they would prescribe these tests and the facility had the physical capacity and all the necessary supplies to conduct them. Large know-can-do gaps were also recorded where the provider knew the importance of an action but did not carry it out and no physical capacity was required (such as in the instance of counseling). For example, in 38 percent of the observed consultations in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 28 percent in Cameroon, and 19 percent in the Central African Republic, providers did not counsel women on danger signs—headache, blurred vision, high fever, difficulty breathing, and sudden vaginal bleeding—during a pregnancy or inform them of necessary actions in case of a danger sign. In Cameroon, where the other gaps are among the smallest estimated, health workers only ask about danger signs experienced in the current pregnancy in 54 percent of the consultations. In the Republic of Congo, health workers failed to counsel women on optimal nutrition 61 percent of the time. As these are know-can-do gaps, they are measured among all the health workers who reported during a knowledge test that this action should be performed. In general, some of the largest know-can-do gaps are observed for counseling actions, suggesting significant room for improvement in provider effort.

However, the know-can-do gap was observed not just in counseling but also in other areas of ANC consultations. While this gap is small for most of the physical examinations, in the Republic of Congo, health workers did not listen to the fetal heartbeat in 19 percent of the observed consultations, although providers stated that it should be conducted and the health center had functioning stethoscopes. In Nigeria, providers did not check for signs of edema 20 percent of the time. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, idle capacity was observed in 25 percent of the consultations with respect to HIV testing and in 13 percent of the consultations with respect to syphilis testing.

There is significant cross-country variation in the levels of quality, where the best performer, Cameroon, has an average know-can-do gap of 0.11, and the worst performer, the Democratic Republic of Congo, has an average know-can-do gap of 0.29. In other words, in Cameroon, idle capacity explains approximately 11 percent of underperformance, while in the Democratic Republic of Congo it explains 29 percent; however, this may—at least in part—be due to the different implementation of the knowledge vignettes in the Democratic Republic of Congo. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, all the possible response options were presented to the health worker, who had to select what she thought was appropriate. In contrast, in the other four countries, the workers had to list all the relevant options from memory; they were not presented with a list.
Irrelevant or inappropriate treatment and antenatal care

While much of the analysis and indeed the data are geared toward picking up underperformance, poor quality of care can also manifest in the form of irrelevant or inappropriate treatment, also called overtreatment. These terms refer to the provision of care that is at best unnecessary and at worst harmful to the patient. Such overtreatment has been shown to be significant in settings with poor quality of care (Das et al. 2016). Since the available data capture what was performed relative to the WHO protocol for necessary care, all such overtreatment cannot be captured. For instance, if health workers provided antibiotics that were not part of the WHO protocol, the questionnaires underlying the data would not have captured that action.

 Nonetheless, from the data available, two indicators can be defined (presented in figure 4.5) that capture overtreatment. The first is the provision of a tetanus shot in the second or later ANC visit within the first trimester—considerably earlier than the WHO recommended period between 27 and 36 weeks of pregnancy—and without checking the records to see if the woman had received a shot in her previous visit. The fact that the assessment can rule out the provider even checking the patient’s

Figure 4.5  Overuse in antenatal care provision in five Sub-Saharan African countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overuse of tetanus shot</th>
<th>Rate of IPT in first ANC and first trimester</th>
<th>Rate of IPT in first trimester</th>
<th>Share of those who never received IPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
<td>Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: IPT refers to intermittent preventive treatment, which is the initiation of prophylactic malaria treatment using prescription sulfadoxine/pyrimethamine. ANC = antenatal care.
vaccination record card to see if she had already received a tetanus shot in this pregnancy mitigates some concerns about health workers providing care that is not strictly necessary in case the patient does not return for another antenatal visit. The data show that in the Central African Republic, Cameroon, and Nigeria, such overuse is generally not observed. However, in the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Republic of Congo, such overprescription is observed 10 and 26 percent of the time, respectively.

The second indicator is the provision of prophylactic malaria treatment, using prescription sulfadoxine/pyrimethamine, in the first trimester. When correctly timed, such preventive malaria treatment can improve neonatal birth outcomes (Carroli, Rooney, and Villar 2001), and evidence suggests that too-early initiation of such treatment may be harmful to fetal development (Peters et al. 2007; Hernández-Díaz et al. 2000). A caveat about this indicator may be that health workers may not know if the woman will return for a future visit and thus provide the treatment even at the risk of harming the developing fetus, particularly if they are not aware of the potential for harm. While the assessment cannot fully address this concern, as shown in figure 4.5, between 20 and 71 percent of all women in the data never receive preventive malaria care, suggesting that health workers often fail to provide the treatment even when given the correct opportunity for treatment. Taken together, these two indicators suggest that overtreatment exists even in the context of preventive care. Indeed, the fact that overtreatment can be captured despite the data not being geared toward picking it up may be indicative of substantial such overtreatment.

**Correlates of the know-can-do gap**

The previous subsection documented the presence of a sizable know-can-do gap in all the contexts studied. Effectively, this means that providers are not providing the highest level of care they can. Often that shortfall—the idle capacity—is substantial. This raises the question of why providers may not be exerting sufficient effort. The literature has identified several reasons: for instance, the providers may be busy, not paid sufficiently well, or lack motivation. They may exert greater effort for wealthier or better educated patients. This subsection exploits the richness of the data to examine the correlates of the measured know-can-do gaps using all the available data on patient, provider, and facility characteristics.

Table 4A.3 in annex 4A presents this exploratory analysis. It provides the mean know-can-do gap and the 95 percent confidence interval for each action, by country and correlate. Since the know-can-do gap represents a
deficiency, a smaller value is better from a normative standpoint. As with
the indexes of knowledge and practice, there are few systematic patterns in
the data. The facility characteristics, including whether the facility is faith
based or its level (hospital or lower), are not significantly correlated with
the know-can-do gap for any of the countries studied. The one exception
is that hospitals in the Democratic Republic of Congo exhibit slightly
higher levels of the know-can-do gap compared with other facilities.

The provider characteristics include gender, experience, and grade—that
is, whether the provider is a doctor, nurse/midwife, community health
worker, or other. Again, there are few meaningful patterns for the know-
can-do gap. (The results are presented in figure 4.6.) The one exception
worth noting is that in three of the five countries, the Democratic Republic
of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo, doctors have lower idle
capacity than other cadres, although this difference is often insignificant.
However, Cameroon demonstrates the reverse, with doctors exhibiting the
greatest idle capacity (although the difference is not statistically significant).
In the Central African Republic, there are no doctors in the sample.

Figure 4.6 Correlation between idle capacity and provider type


Note: CHW = community health worker.
Otherwise, the assessment finds no significant differences in idle capacity by the provider’s gender or experience.

The patient characteristics include wealth, education, and pregnancy and care-seeking history. Even these have somewhat limited explanatory power for the observed effort gap. However, in three of the five countries, there is a U-shape in how quality correlates with patient education, with the least educated and most educated patients receiving the most complete level of care. Women in their first pregnancies also appear to receive care with less idle capacity associated with it in four of the five countries. However, there is no evidence of a correlation with late versus timely ANC, which is noteworthy because often wealthier women are more likely to receive timely care, meaning that utilization itself can be a proxy for patient socioeconomic status (Das et al. 2016; Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022). Box 4.2 discusses the literature on whether discrimination by the provider can lead to greater know-can-do gaps. However, a direct examination of patient wealth does not reveal a significant association with the know-can-do gap.

In addition, despite the exceptional level of detail in the data, and including everything from facility to patient characteristics, all these

---

**Box 4.2  In Focus: Does discrimination contribute to poor effort?**

This chapter shows that there is limited evidence on what drives idle capacity in health care provision but nevertheless finds that in some contexts, wealthier patients receive better care. Such differences may arise for several reasons. For one, women of different socioeconomic backgrounds might sort into different facilities. Wealthier women may live in the catchment areas of better facilities (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022), be more aware of facility quality, or be more able to pay to travel to better facilities (Akin and Hutchinson 1999; Leonard, Mliga, and Haile Mariam 2002; Kruk, Goldmann, and Galea 2009; Cohen, Lofgren, and McConnell 2017; Cronin, Guilkey, and Speizer 2019). However, recent evidence from Kenya (McCollum et al. 2018) as well as the World Bank report on Social Delivery Indicators (Gatti et al. 2021) suggest that at least in terms of infrastructure, wealthier and poorer areas have facilities of similar quality.

Yet, a recent study by Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira (2022) highlights inequality in the provision of high-quality care, with inequality in effective antenatal care (ANC) being three times as high as inequality in simple ANC coverage, as shown figure B4.2.1. The figure presents concentration curves plotting the cumulative proportion of coverage and effective coverage against the cumulative proportion of recently pregnant women ranked by household wealth. An equal distribution of care would lie along the 45-degree line. Both concentration curves—the one for simple ANC coverage and that for effective coverage—deviate from the line of equality. However, the concentration curve for simple coverage is noticeably closer to the line of equality than the concentration curve for effective care.

(Continued)
Box 4.2 continued

Figure B4.2.1 Inequality in the provision of ANC and effective ANC in the Democratic Republic of Congo

![Graph showing inequality in ANC and effective ANC in the Democratic Republic of Congo]


Note: ANC = antenatal care; SE = standard error.

*p < .05, **p < .01.

ANC, suggesting that there is greater wealth inequality in access to high-quality care than there is in access to any care. Thus, despite the similarities in the structural quality of facilities, for some reason, wealthier women appear to get better quality of care, at least in some settings.

One reason may be that wealthier women visit the same facilities but receive better care from the same health providers than do poorer women. In this case, using facility infrastructure to assess quality is problematic as the same facility may represent very different levels of quality, depending on provider practice in interactions with wealthy and poor patients. There has been limited empirical evidence of such discriminatory behavior by providers (Das and Sohnesen 2007). However, the study on the Democratic Republic of Congo shows that even within the same facilities, wealthier women receive more complete care, which may be indicative of discriminatory practices (Fink, Kandpal, and Shapira 2022). This finding indeed challenges the use of facility-level characteristics as a proxy for quality of care.

As the Democratic Republic of Congo study notes, however, a finding of differential quality of care within facilities does not necessarily imply discrimination: many facilities charge separately for different components of care, especially for diagnostic testing and drugs or insecticide-treated bed nets. So, wealthier women may simply be able to pay for the larger package of services or feel more empowered to ask for certain procedures. Alternatively, poorer women might choose a more limited package of services if facilities charge separately for consumables, lab tests, and drugs. Indeed, differences in the content of care might be driven by the pregnant women, and the data may not capture such underlying causes in variation. For example, it is not known whether patients or providers initiate discussions on family planning or nutrition.

Further, to the extent that wealth and education are correlated, wealthier women may be better informed about the importance of the tests and drugs and have a higher willingness to pay for them—although the Democratic Republic of Congo study controls for education. Health workers may thus skip elements of care they think the patient cannot pay for or that may require higher levels of effort—for instance, an explanation of what a particular test accomplishes—to provide to the poor. Related results from a lab-in-the-field experiment in Burkina Faso suggest that providing care to the poor requires higher levels of effort from providers because the poor might have lower health-related knowledge or present more complex health conditions (Banuri et al. 2018). However, consistent with the finding that idle capacity does not vary with patient wealth, the data suggest that idle capacity is similar across patient wealth quintiles in all the countries studied.
examined correlates explain less than 15 percent of the effort gap (table 4A.4, in annex 4A). The limited explanatory power of these rich sets of covariates thus highlights the difficulty in understanding the different drivers of idle capacity in LMIC contexts. This subsection has shown a broad-based presence of idle capacity in each of these contexts, including for actions that do not require physical equipment or supplies and for which health worker knowledge is high. However, what is driving those gaps is largely unknown.

Conclusions

This chapter built on the existing literature to provide an assessment of quality of care that decomposes constraints to quality into inadequate structural quality, that is, insufficient supplies or equipment; poor health worker knowledge; and underprovision of effort (health workers simply not doing the clinically necessary actions for which they have all needed supplies, equipment, and knowledge). The analysis focused on ANC as a key driver of the global burden of disease. Using rich data on ANC consultations, the chapter showed that poor quality, as benchmarked by the WHO protocol for ANC, is widespread. Across five Sub-Saharan African countries—Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo—which are among the world’s leading contributors to maternal and neonatal mortality, health workers only perform about 50 to 60 percent of the WHO essential protocol for ANC.

The results show that an important share of quality deficits can be explained by a lack of effort/provider behavior, as illustrated using a decomposition of detailed data linking health facility infrastructure to health worker knowledge, and actual provision of care in patient-provider interactions. The decomposition shows that despite decades of infrastructure investments, structural capacity constraints continue to bind in most primary health care settings in these countries. Shortfalls in the availability of basic medical equipment and supplies are widespread, even for a widely provided service like ANC in facilities that are supposed to provide this service. Indeed, in every country examined, structural capacity constraints bind for at least some of the components of a complete ANC visit. Similarly, among health workers who are supposed to provide basic ANC, knowledge of basic ANC protocol is far from complete in all the countries examined.

However, the decomposition also shows that a third of all observed misadherence to international protocol is explained not by structural or
knowledge gaps but by idle capacity—when health workers have all the necessary structural capacity and knowledge but still fail to perform the necessary actions. Such idle capacity exists in all five countries studied in this chapter and for each component of the WHO essential protocol for ANC. Indeed, sizable know-do gaps exist even in actions like risk screening—which entails asking the patient about complications in prior pregnancies and does not require any supplies or equipment.

The WHO guidelines on the minimum number and required timing of ANC visits assume a certain minimum content of care—in other words, the implicit assumption is that a visit is inherently useful. ANC visits represent a cost to the household’s time—and there are, of course, out-of-pocket costs to households to avail themselves of such care. This reliance on service utilization is despite the evidence reviewed in the chapter suggesting a tenuous link between simple coverage and health outcomes. At the same time, ANC visits may be adopted as conditions for receiving cash transfers: households receive money from the government if they expend the time. However, as the chapter has shown, shortages of supplies or inadequate equipment are often not the only binding constraint; in many cases, effort is the lowest common denominator. This begs the question of whether policies should encourage ANC visits without ensuring that the quality of care delivered is sufficiently high for its benefits to offset the cost the visits represent to the households.

The results also provide evidence of significant variation across and within countries. The within-country variation stems from differences in the quality of care provided between facilities, but also within facilities. Idle capacity is not only pervasive across actions, it is also significant in terms of size. In the five countries studied in this chapter, even if all the structural and knowledge gaps were closed, fully a third of the shortfall in adherence to the WHO essential protocol for ANC would still remain as is. Further, the estimated know-do gaps presented in this chapter are likely underestimates of the actual know-do gaps because of the Hawthorne effect in direct clinical observations (Leonard and Masatu 2006).

In addition, the chapter showed that deviations from protocol can include overprescription. This topic is covered in depth in chapter 7, but the finding of overprescription in the context of ANC is striking because the measurement of preventive care is not geared toward picking up overprescription. Notably, the finding of overprescription includes actions that may be harmful to fetal development. Most of the evidence on overuse focuses on curative care and not preventive care. This finding thus motivates the concern surrounding overuse and a more careful assessment of it,
particularly in relationship to financial incentives aimed at improving quality of care, a topic to which this report will return later.

This chapter thus makes several contributions to the literature on the determinants of quality of care in primary health care settings in LMICs. First, it established that poor quality of care is pervasive in these settings. Second, it decomposed the observed level of care to show that it is driven by a combination of poor structural quality and poor health worker knowledge, but also by a lack of effort by health workers. Thus, the chapter suggested that physical and knowledge constraints are a limiting factor in many LMICs even for basic health service provision. However, the chapter also highlighted that policies must address the know-do gap. Previous literature has highlighted the important role played by financial incentives in determining provider effort (Das et al. 2016), and other studies have shown that extrinsic and intrinsic motivation are important drivers of health worker performance (Leonard and Masatu 2006, 2010; Leonard, Masatu, and Vialou 2007). Such evidence may underline the potential for tying performance to payments. Of course, interventions that bolster skills, such as hands-on training programs (Rowe et al. 2018), may be effective in improving performance and even idle capacity. This may be the case if skills and knowledge of protocol are not the same—for instance, health workers may know how to counsel a woman on proper nutrition in theory, but if they lack experience in actually counseling a patient, they may be unwilling to attempt it, particularly in front of a third-party enumerator. Thus, interventions that seek to increase effective coverage by improving the quality of care may need to leverage multiple entry points into the health system.

Finally, particularly rich data on potential explanatory factors, on facilities, health workers, and patients, allowed the chapter to explore what may explain such idle capacity. However, the decomposition of the differences in the overall performance and know-do gaps by facility and patient characteristics, with one exception, found little meaningful covariation in the measures with any set of correlates in the data. The “usual suspects,” like health worker training, grade, or gender, do not explain the idle capacity.

The one exception is that there may be some patient-driven differentials in quality of care: concentration curves show that wealthier women receive better care in some of these settings. Using an example from the Democratic Republic of Congo, the chapter illustrated that wealthier women appear to receive better quality of care than poorer women, even within the same facilities. This is not necessarily indicative of discrimination as the results could be explained by differences in education, ability
to pay for additional diagnostic tests or medication, or even empowerment, with wealthier women feeling more comfortable asking for certain aspects of care.

The partial explanatory power of these rich data highlights the need for further study of the drivers of effort gaps in primary health care in LMIC contexts. Chapters 5 and 6 in this report examine the impacts of two popular health financing approaches—performance-based financing and direct facility financing—on quality of care assessed through a three-gap framework. The report revisits the know-do gap framework to examine the impact of these two supply-side health financing approaches in relation to quality of care and equity.

Annex 4A: Additional tables and figures

Table 4A.1 Structural capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CAM Mean (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>CAR Mean (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>DRC Mean (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>NIG Mean (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>ROC Mean (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring tape</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetric stethoscope</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure cuff</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV test</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syphilis test</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine test</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin test</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus toxoid</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimalarial</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecticide-treated net</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed or gave tetanus toxoid injection</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab capacity for blood typing</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: CAM = Cameroon; CAR = Central African Republic; DRC = Democratic Republic of Congo; NIG = Nigeria; ROC = Republic of Congo; — = not available.
### Table 4A.2  Know-can-do gaps in the provision of antenatal care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Provided</th>
<th>CAM</th>
<th>CAR</th>
<th>DRC</th>
<th>NIG</th>
<th>ROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Know-can-do gap (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asked: HIV status</strong></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>421</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asked: blood group/rhesus</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asked: current pregnancy danger signs</strong></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asked: previous tetanus vaccination</strong></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asked: last menstrual period</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical exam: weight</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical exam: blood pressure</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical exam: uterine height</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical exam: fetal heartbeat</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical exam: check for edema</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test: HIV</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test: syphilis</strong></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test: hemoglobin</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test: urine</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preventive: insecticide-treated bed net</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preventive: iron/folic pills</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preventive: antimalarials</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preventive: tetanus toxoid injection</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counseling: nutrition</strong></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counseling: danger signs</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** World Bank.

**Note:** CAM = Cameroon; CAR = Central African Republic; DRC = Democratic Republic of Congo; NIG = Nigeria; ROC = Republic of Congo; — = not available.
Table 4A.3 Correlates of the know-can-do gap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility type</th>
<th>Cameroon Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>Cameroon N</th>
<th>Central African Republic Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>Central African Republic N</th>
<th>Democratic Republic of Congo Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>Democratic Republic of Congo N</th>
<th>Nigeria Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>Nigeria N</th>
<th>Republic of Congo Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>Republic of Congo N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facility type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>0.75 (0.69-0.81)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.52 (0.49-0.55)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.65 (0.61-0.68)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.77 (0.74-0.81)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.46 (0.42-0.49)</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-level health center</td>
<td>0.83 (0.80-0.86)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54 (0.49-0.58)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60 (0.55-0.65)</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health center</td>
<td>0.75 (0.73-0.77)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0.53 (0.51-0.56)</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>0.50 (0.49-0.52)</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>0.66 (0.65-0.68)</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>0.59 (0.53-0.65)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health post</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.41 (0.39-0.44)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>0.76 (0.73-0.78)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0.49 (0.47-0.51)</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>0.52 (0.51-0.54)</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>0.67 (0.65-0.68)</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>0.60 (0.56-0.64)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith-based</td>
<td>0.79 (0.75-0.82)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.50 (0.45-0.56)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.67 (0.62-0.72)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57 (0.48-0.67)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.69 (0.59-0.78)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.38 (0.29-0.47)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.55 (0.50-0.60)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55 (0.42-0.68)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider's grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>0.53 (0.43-0.64)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65 (0.54-0.77)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75 (0.64-0.85)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.79 —</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse/midwife</td>
<td>0.78 (0.76-0.81)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0.58 (0.53-0.62)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.54 (0.52-0.55)</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>0.68 (0.66-0.71)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.60 (0.56-0.64)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community health worker</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.75 (0.72-0.78)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.47 (0.45-0.49)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>0.53 (0.48-0.58)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.55 (0.48-0.63)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.55 (0.48-0.62)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider's gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.78 (0.76-0.80)</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>0.52 (0.50-0.54)</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>0.56 (0.54-0.58)</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>0.68 (0.67-0.70)</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>0.60 (0.56-0.64)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.68 (0.63-0.73)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.41 (0.39-0.44)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.50 (0.48-0.52)</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>0.58 (0.54-0.62)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.60 (0.49-0.71)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider's experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below median</td>
<td>0.77 (0.75-0.80)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.48 (0.45-0.50)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.56 (0.54-0.58)</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>0.66 (0.64-0.68)</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>0.59 (0.55-0.64)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above median</td>
<td>0.75 (0.72-0.78)</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.50 (0.47-0.53)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0.52 (0.49-0.54)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.66 (0.64-0.69)</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>0.60 (0.54-0.65)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary and above</td>
<td>0.77 (0.74-0.80)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.51 (0.43-0.59)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.55 (0.53-0.58)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.67 (0.65-0.69)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.60 (0.56-0.65)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>0.78 (0.75-0.80)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.53 (0.50-0.56)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.51 (0.49-0.54)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>0.63 (0.60-0.66)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0.57 (0.50-0.64)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.67 (0.60-0.74)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.47 (0.45-0.49)</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0.54 (0.51-0.57)</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.70 (0.68-0.73)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.59 (0.46-0.71)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Table 4.3 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cameroon</th>
<th>Central African Republic</th>
<th>Democratic Republic of Congo</th>
<th>Nigeria</th>
<th>Republic of Congo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First pregnancy</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>(0.74-0.81)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>(0.45-0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>(0.51-0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>(0.67-0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>(0.59-0.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher rank</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>(0.73-0.78)</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>(0.48-0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>(0.52-0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>(0.63-0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>(0.53-0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANC timing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late ANC</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>(0.75-0.79)</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>(0.48-0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>(0.52-0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>(0.66-0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>(0.57-0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely ANC</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>(0.71-0.79)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>(0.45-0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>(0.50-0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>(0.64-0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>(0.54-0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above median</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>(0.54-0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>(0.64-0.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>(0.56-0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below median</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>(0.50-0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>(0.66-0.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>(0.51-0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Note:* The sample is observed for first antenatal consultations. ANC = antenatal care; CI = confidence interval; — = not available.
### Table 4A.4 Explaining the know-can-do gap using a regression framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility ownership</th>
<th>CAM</th>
<th>CAR</th>
<th>DRC</th>
<th>NIG</th>
<th>ROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y Mean</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider FE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.09***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-level health center</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health post</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female provider</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.06**</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.00***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First pregnancy</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late ANC</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Table 4A.3 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAM</th>
<th>CAR</th>
<th>DRC</th>
<th>NIG</th>
<th>ROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y Mean</strong></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider FE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>-0.07***</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary and above</td>
<td>-0.05**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wealth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constant</strong></td>
<td>0.14***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.15***</td>
<td>0.22***</td>
<td>0.25***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>aR²</strong></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: World Bank.*

*Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. ANC = antenatal care; aR² = adjusted R-squared; CAM = Cameroon; CAR = Central African Republic; CHW = community health worker; DRC = Democratic Republic of Congo; FE = fixed effects; NIG = Nigeria; ROC = Republic of Congo; RMSE = root mean square error; — = data not available.

* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
**Figure 4A.1**  
Know-can-do gaps in the performance of antenatal care in Cameroon


**Figure 4A.2**  
Know-can-do gaps in the performance of antenatal care in the Central African Republic

Figure 4A.3  Know-can-do gaps in the performance of antenatal care in the Democratic Republic of Congo


Figure 4A.4  Know-can-do gaps in the performance of antenatal care in Nigeria

**Annex 4B: Data**

All five surveys included comprehensive assessments of each sampled health facility, typically conducted in a single day, in health facilities offering primary health care. The data can thus be combined from four different survey modules collected during the facility assessments: the general facility assessment measuring availability of medical supplies and equipment through direct observations; health provider interviews, including clinical vignettes on the provision of antenatal care; direct observations of ANC consultations; and patient exit interviews. Triangulating these data elements enables linking adherence to ANC protocol with providers’ knowledge and availability of supplies and equipment.

For each of the five countries—Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, and the Republic of Congo, there are detailed data on availability, quality, and storage of the essential equipment, drugs, and supplies needed to provide ANC. In addition, for each facility, in-depth interviews and tests of the knowledge of ANC protocol were conducted with health workers providing this service,
as well as direct clinical observations of patient-provider interactions and related patient exit interviews in the context of ANC. The exit interviews also provide data on the patients’ characteristics, including wealth and educational attainment. We are not aware of another data set that has so much detail on such a broad range of characteristics—for instance, even the Service Provision Assessment conducted as part of many Demographic and Health Surveys does not include direct clinical observation of actual care provision or patient exit interviews. The various instruments and richness of the covariates within each instrument allow for a comprehensive assessment of the barriers to the provision of high-quality care.

The analysis is restricted to the first consultations women had during their pregnancies. These consultations are more comparable to each other because their content does not depend on previous consultations and includes procedures that should be conducted regardless of women’s medical and fertility histories. In total, we report results on 1,866 ANC consultations that took place in 803 health facilities in the five countries. We report on knowledge of 589 ANC providers; not all the observed ANC providers were interviewed, either because of their availability on the day of the assessment or given the selection protocol for each survey.

Variables and analysis

The assessment of quality of care focuses on 20 processes that can be broadly grouped into the following five categories: medical history-taking, physical examination, diagnostic tests, preventive treatment, and counseling topics. A first group of variables describes which processes can be performed in each health facility. Availability of equipment and consumables is created from the general facility assessment for the elements of care. For diagnostic tests, we report whether the facilities had the capacity to perform the different tests on the day of the assessment. A second group of variables relates to providers’ knowledge of the different processes and is obtained from responses to the clinical vignettes. In all the countries, the interviewed health workers were presented with a case of a young woman arriving for a first ANC consultation. The providers had to list all the processes that they would have provided to the women in the hypothetical case. A third group of variables indicates which of the 20 processes were performed during the observed consultations.

For each of the 20 processes, the three variable groups described above are combined to create a know-do gap variable, indicating whether
non-adherence cannot be explained by lack of knowledge or supplies. For example, a know-do gap in blood pressure measurement is identified if blood pressure was not measured during an observed consultation although a functioning blood pressure cuff was available at the facility and the provider stated that blood pressure needs to be measured during first consultations. For processes that do not require any equipment or consumables, such as medical history-taking and counseling, the know-do gap is defined only according to the providers’ knowledge and practice.

We examine whether compliance to protocol and know-do gaps differ in facility, provider, and pregnant woman characteristics. The facility characteristics include facility type and whether facilities are public, non-for-profit faith-based, or under other type ownership. The provider characteristics include providers’ grade, gender, and whether their experience is above median. Women’s characteristics include education level, household wealth constructed with principal component analysis of household assets, whether it is her first pregnancy, and whether she received the first consultation during the first trimester of her pregnancy.

We used descriptive analysis to assess the frequencies of the variables by country. For protocol adherence and the know-do gap, we created summary indexes by taking the average over the 20 processes (with equal weights for all processes). That is, the adherence index represents the share of the processes performed during a consultation, and the know-do gap index represents the share of processes for which a know-do gap is identified. To assess correlates of these indexes, we present means and 95% confidence intervals for the protocol adherence by facility, provider, and client characteristics.

Data limitations

As rich as the data are, they are not without limitations. The first such limitation is potential observation bias, or the Hawthorne effect. This effect refers to a temporary increase in productivity or other performance measure by a worker in response to the act of observation itself. Indeed, the literature suggests that health workers perform at a higher level when they are observed than when they are not, and this performance is presumably not sustained in the absence of the observation (Leonard and Masatu 2006). For our analysis, the presence of a Hawthorne effect would mean that we are likely to underestimate the know-do gap, meaning that the performance level captured by our direct clinical observation of patient-provider interactions may be higher than it would be otherwise. As providers may not be
able fix a broken piece of equipment or instantly procure a drug of which there is a stockout, the Hawthorne effect largely refers to actions that are within a health worker’s locus of control. Thus, it likely disproportionally affects actions that might be captured under idle capacity—that is, actions that they can do but otherwise do not.

Second, although the five countries studied here by and large used harmonized instruments, there were some differences in the specific components of some instruments. By and large, these differences are small and permit us to construct harmonized variables for the analysis for all the countries. The only exception is the health worker knowledge test or clinical vignette instrument, which was administered in a significantly different way in the Democratic Republic of Congo than in the remaining four countries. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, the feasible actions were all listed to the health worker, who was simply asked to identify the relevant steps. As a result, the Democratic Republic of Congo vignette essentially primed health workers on the relevant actions and likely thus leads to a significantly higher estimate of worker knowledge than for the other four countries. In the other four countries, the health workers were not primed in this way and had to list whatever actions they could recall. As a result, for knowledge, while we compare levels of performance across the other four countries, we do not compare them with the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Third, there were some differences in the sampling processes employed by the various evaluation teams. For instance, the evaluation was nationally representative in the Republic of Congo but only representative of the states or provinces that were selected as part of the performance-based financing pilot in the other four countries. Further, our sample largely consists of public facilities with a few faith-based facilities in Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of Congo. As a result, we do not present pooled analysis and do not interpret our results as being nationally representative in every case.
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CHAPTER 5

Performance-Based Financing Improves Coverage of Reproductive, Maternal, and Child Health Interventions

Introduction

The goal of universal health coverage is to develop health systems that provide all people access to services without inflicting financial hardship in paying for them. This goal was stated by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2005 and has led to sustained investments in and technical assistance to health systems in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (WHO 2010). Nonetheless, 17 years later, the sustainable financing of health systems remains a central challenge on the path to universal health coverage (English et al. 2016; Reich et al. 2016). Analysis by the Brookings Institution estimates that LMICs face an annual financing gap of US$370 billion to reach Sustainable Development Goal 3, ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages. This gap is particularly acute in Sub-Saharan Africa, which accounted for 16 percent of the world’s population, 3 percent of the global health force, 23 percent of the global disease burden, but only 1 percent of total global health expenditures in 2015 (Ogbojui et al. 2019; African Union 2014). A WHO report on health financing in Africa notes that the strategies and mechanisms underpinning health financing systems can pose problems (WHO 2013). For instance, in about half of all African countries, at least 40 percent of total health
expenditure is in the form of household out-of-pocket payments. Flows within existing public financial management systems can be skewed toward urban areas and specialized care even though primary health care reform has long been a focus of government and donor efforts to expand access to care (WHO 1978).

In addition, public financial management systems may not be aligned with health financing reforms, and public expenditure tracking systems can be clogged, both leading to staggering delays in salary disbursements. This can lead to detrimental effects on worker satisfaction and motivation, in turn leading to the provision of poor care (Diamond 2013). Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, an additional challenge in these contexts is the financing of high-quality health systems. Indeed, only relatively recently has ensuring high-quality care become a focus of donor and international organization effort (WHO 2013, 2018). Nonetheless, chapters 2 to 4 of this report highlight how LMICs, especially those in Sub-Saharan Africa, continue to face significant gaps in the provision of effective coverage, particularly high-quality health services for maternity care. Chapters 3 and 4 further suggest that while structural and knowledge gaps persist in health service delivery, the underprovision of effort by health workers explains a large portion of low quality of care. Turning to strategies to improve effective coverage and the quality of health service delivery, this chapter reviews much of the previously published evidence on how financial incentives, on both the demand and supply sides, have improved health utilization rates. The chapter focuses on a widespread approach to supply-side financial incentives in the form of performance pay. Typically, in LMICs, performance pay is incorporated into performance-based financing (PBF) approaches, which consist of performance pay and other critical features, including public financial management reform, health facility autonomy, decentralization, supportive supervision for the frontlines, and community engagement. PBF has been described as “a tool for helping create better, more inclusive, and more accessible health services” (Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014, 2). This chapter and chapter 6 assess whether performance pay and the overall PBF approach have indeed delivered “better” care, by studying their impacts on structural and process quality as well as health outcomes, care that is “more inclusive,” by assessing the evidence on equity impacts, and care that is “more accessible,” by examining coverage and effective coverage.

The chapter starts with an overview of performance pay and provides a theoretical framework that explains why performance pay may improve
effective coverage. It then summarizes the recent evaluative evidence, including from the World Bank’s investments in PBF approaches in LMICs, such as impacts on quality of care and equity. This overview of the evidence also considers the evidence on the impacts of PBF on service utilization, equity, and the quality of care, using the know-can-do gap framework described in chapter 3. The impact evaluations tied to PBF projects funded by the World Bank suggest that PBF interventions have had, at best, mixed impacts on health service coverage and clinical quality. The observed gains are not pro-poor as the relatively wealthy can better respond to improvements in facility quality and often return from the private sector to the public sector in response to investment in the public sector. In contrast, because a key criticism of performance pay is that it might erode health worker motivation (Paul et al. 2018), the chapter conducts a systematic and well-identified multi-country analysis of the impacts of PBF on health worker motivation and satisfaction.1

As discussed in chapter 3, two key obstacles to improving effective coverage are (1) the quality of care and (2) the staffing of facilities and provision of health services in poor and remote areas. To address the first concern, in most of the PBF pilots, facilities received an additional quality bonus based on their performance on a quality scorecard that was designed to measure performance on indicators of structural and process quality rather than simply the quantity of services provided (see, for instance, Kandpal et al. (2019) for an overview of the implementation of this quality bonus in the Nigerian PBF pilot). In addition, in many instances, facility managers were provided training twice a year on the best practices in facility management and financial administration. To address the second concern, many of the PBF interventions studied here provided an additional bonus tied to the facility’s remoteness—often this bonus could be substantial, up to 40 percent of the quarterly payment before the bonus—depending on the distance from the local administrative headquarters. Finally, as part of the accountability aspect of PBF pilots, the reported levels of targeted services as well as the associated payments were published online on national PBF portals (Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014).

In addition, because the goal is efficient and equitable delivery of high-quality health services, PBF programs in LMICs often include additional components beyond performance pay. In the programs studied in this chapter, the PBF payments are also typically accompanied by additional financing for infrastructure, supplies, and consumables, which are
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disbursed directly to the health facility. This can be an important departure from business-as-usual in primary health care provision in LMICs. Further, as implemented in health care in LMICs, PBF interventions are generally part of a broader health system reform that includes autonomy, supervision, monitoring, and community oversight or engagement in facility management (Meessen, Soucat, and Sekabaraga 2011; Renmans et al. 2017). When these interventions were piloted in LMICs and subsequently rolled out, it was widely believed that such composite and overarching interventions were especially suited for revitalizing health system performance in low-income settings. Public health experts believed that PBF could catalyze comprehensive reforms and help address structural problems such as lack of responsiveness, inefficiency, and inequity. Performance pay for providers combined with autonomy of decision making at the individual health facility level was considered a radically different approach that could simultaneously alleviate worker absenteeism, lack of resources, and accountability (Meessen, Soucat, and Sekabaraga 2011).

However, these programs are not without criticism. A few critics have questioned the use of PBF given the complexity of implementing it relative to decentralized financing approaches. Similarly, questions have been raised about its impacts on equity and the heterogeneity in payment schemes and program design, making it difficult to extrapolate impacts and leaving the effectiveness of the intervention particularly vulnerable to implementation fidelity (Paul et al. 2018; Ridde et al. 2018; Ireland, Paul, and Dujardin 2011). Another criticism concerns the role of donor agencies in promoting PBF approaches, and it has been argued that at times donor agencies have overridden local demands or even needs to push for PBF. Critics have argued that such a “donor-driven agenda” limits the systemwide and long-term impacts of PBF programs because it essentially becomes a short-run intervention that lacks stakeholder ownership. Indeed, a central criticism of performance pay—and by extension PBF—is that it can damage health systems through detrimental impacts on worker motivation (Turcotte-Tremblay et al. 2016; Lohmann, Houlfort, and De Allegri 2016). This line of criticism posits that by paying for specific tasks, performance pay crowds out the intrinsic motivation of health workers, who should be pro-socially motivated (Paul et al. 2018; Ridde et al. 2018). The critics argue that when the donor finances run out, all the health system is left with is an unmotivated taskforce and no sustained gains to health outcomes or even service delivery.
PBF, health system performance, and health worker effort in theory

To formalize the link between PBF and effective coverage, this chapter summarizes a conceptual framework linking health worker effort, as well as broader health system considerations, to pecuniary incentives to motivate the consideration of PBF interventions as a means for improving service provision and effective coverage (this conceptual framework is presented in Friedman and Scheffler (2016)). The framework links effective coverage to incentivized health payments by assessing various channels through which incentive financing may impact effective coverage.

A standard economic framework that often serves to motivate the PBF approach is the “principal-agent” model, where the purchaser of health services (the “principal”) delegates, often through a formal contract, to a provider of health services (the “agent”). Even a straightforward contractual arrangement may encounter complications if the objectives of the principal and agent are different or if the information available to the agent is not the same as that of the principal. In standard principal-agent theory, the degree of differential information between principal and agent as well as the principal’s ability to monitor the agent’s output and effort determine the optimal contract form. For situations when it is difficult to monitor the agent’s effort but not the outputs of that effort, or when the agent may have private information on the local health production process that the principal does not have, it may be preferable to reward the agent based on performance and, especially, the achievement of prespecified outputs (see Savedoff and Partner (2010) for a general discussion of this framework).

Another relevant feature of the principal-agent contract is the degree of financial risk imposed on the agent by the chosen contract. On the one hand, if too small a share of overall compensation is made available to the agent through a performance component of the contract, it may not be sufficient to spur the necessary effort to meet the targets. On the other hand, if too large a share of overall compensation is made contingent on performance, this can introduce excessive financial risk for the agent, possibly leading to demotivation, high stress, lower performance, and staff turnover.

In addition to financial incentives, PBF programs involve additional health system reforms, such as facility autonomy and increased supervision
and monitoring. All told, the new mix of services and service effectiveness produced under PBF may result in a higher or lower level of population health, depending on at least six factors: health-increasing substitution, health-decreasing substitution, provider surplus extraction, net externalities, monitoring costs, and risk premium costs. The degree to which these six factors are modified by PBF will determine the impact of the program on the effective coverage of health services. Figure 5.1 depicts these six factors in a highly stylized manner to demonstrate their potential impact on population health. This figure relates population health as a function of the share of a provider’s revenue (or a health worker’s wage) that is based on PBF. The y-axis measures a broad summary measure of effective health coverage, as targeted by the health system reform.

In figure 5.1, the net effect of the six factors potentially influenced by PBF is aggregated in the curve labeled “Total,” with point A marking the PBF incentive level that is expected to maximize effective coverage. As the share of health provider revenue based on PBF increases, overall health increases, levels off, and then begins to decrease as the negative impact of

**Figure 5.1** Key factors of performance-based financing that influence population health: An illustration
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Source: Friedman and Scheffler 2016.
the risk premium cost begins to dominate. This stylistic figure decomposes, in a qualitative sense, PBF’s impact on population health into the channels through which the program operates. The relative contribution and shape of each line are largely based on theoretical constructs and will certainly vary across programs and contexts; additional work will be needed for a fuller understanding of these relationships.

Most PBF programs use the additional funds introduced by the program to pay for health worker and facility bonuses, as well as increased health system monitoring. The same funds could have been spent in alternative ways. For example, the funds could have been used to increase base compensation rates, hire additional staff, accredit private providers, or build new facilities. To isolate the impact of the incentives from the overall funding increase, the health impact on the vertical axis in figure 5.1 is in reference to an unobserved counterfactual condition, that is, if those new funds were being used to increase base reimbursement under more standard supply-side approaches.

In figure 5.1, the horizontal axis is the share of provider revenue that is based on PBF, because the fraction of incentivized payment in total payment is a key PBF design issue. The share that will maximize population health depends on health system characteristics, such as the payment model, administrative controls, and the potential to increase efficiency, as well as other features of the contract, such as the monitoring level, decision-making authority, job design, and asset ownership. In most of the countries studied here, the performance payments were capped between 20 and 40 percent of worker base pay.

**Factor 1: Health-increasing substitution**

Health-increasing substitution occurs when more efficient services and inputs replace less efficient ones. For example, as more antenatal health screens become available, less costly delivery services will be needed if health problems are identified earlier and well managed. In figure 5.1, health-increasing substitution is assumed to begin gradually as a function of incentive size, as the incentive must exceed the marginal cost of the incentivized action for it to affect behavior. Once these thresholds are exceeded, the slope increases. While a fairly linear relation is assumed here, the actual relation may be nonlinear depending on the provider’s cost function for effort to provide different services. Health-increasing substitution can also include actions that are not directly incentivized but are
perhaps complementary to actions that are incentivized. Bauhoff and Kandpal (2021) provide a theoretical model and some empirical evidence of such an example.

**Factor 2: Health-decreasing substitution**

Health-decreasing substitution occurs when less efficient services and inputs replace more efficient ones, which can arise when an agent performs multiple tasks (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991). In colloquial terms, incentivized tasks may “crowd-out” un incentivized ones. It is impractical to include explicit incentives for each possible task a health worker can undertake, in part because many tasks are unobserved or difficult to measure. Therefore, the health worker can substitute effort from unobserved and nonrewarded tasks (for example, counseling), which may be relatively more efficient for health production, toward the rewarded subtasks (for example, record keeping). For example, in the United Kingdom’s Quality and Outcomes Framework, some providers report that the record keeping necessary under the PBF program has reduced available time to listen to patients’ concerns (Maisey et al. 2008). In figure 5.1, health-decreasing substitution is assumed to mirror health-increasing substitution as the incentive for change must be greater than the cost of the incentivized action. If the PBF measures are well designed, then the magnitude of health-decreasing substitution will be less than the magnitude of health-increasing substitution, and there will be a net positive impact on health related to overall substitution effects. Few studies have looked at PBF impacts on unincentivized health activities, but those that have found little evidence of negative coverage impacts (Kandpal 2016; Diaconu et al. 2020).

**Factor 3: Provider surplus extraction**

Provider surplus extraction is the difference between the health worker’s net utility, taking into account effort costs and time not devoted to work, under PBF when compared with the counterfactual condition. Any surplus that the principal extracts from the provider can be used to purchase additional health care services. The degree of surplus extraction will vary both due to the PBF program design as well as across provider types. On the one hand, the realized surplus should be greater from an originally inefficient provider. If the surplus extraction from these workers is large enough, it may cause inefficient providers to leave and thus result in a
sorting of the health workforce over time (Lazear 2000). On the other hand, surplus extraction will be less from an efficient provider. While from the perspective of the social planner, provider surplus extraction is largely a distributional issue, from the payer’s perspective, the extracted surplus is used to improve health through increased provider effort. In figure 5.1, provider surplus extraction is simply depicted as linear with respect to the provider’s share of revenue based on PBF. The actual slope and magnitude of the relation will depend on the degree of preexisting provider surplus.

Factor 4: Net externalities

In addition to the direct impacts of a PBF program on incentivized health services, a PBF program may change the effective coverage of health services if it modifies health system norms and decision-making processes. Any resultant changes in effective health coverage from these modifications can be termed externalities since the changes are not directly targeted by or directly linked to the incentivized health services and related actions. For example, a positive externality may arise if PBF implementation improves general health system decision making through the analysis of data generated by the PBF program. The increased practice of data-driven decision making may have a positive effect on a wide variety of services not directly tied to incentives. Negative externalities can also arise. A PBF program may cause workers to become less team oriented or otherwise demotivated if they feel they must compete for bonuses. In figure 5.1, the net externalities example is assumed to be positive and, further, related to investments in monitoring as increased investment in monitoring systems would hopefully yield these externalities.

Factor 5: Monitoring costs

A PBF program will typically incur an initial fixed expenditure to set up a health service and health quality monitoring system and link this system to payments, and then bear ongoing monitoring and verification costs of the payment-related data. These costs reduce the budget available for the production of health care services, thus possibly resulting in worse health. In figure 5.1, the stylized monitoring cost curve includes this setup cost when PBF is introduced. Monitoring costs may continue to increase, as a function of the PBF share in revenue, to dissuade any tendency from providers to game the system and deliberately misreport for a higher payment.
Factor 6: Risk premium costs

Most health workers are assumed to be risk-averse with respect to future income uncertainty. As overall uncertainty increases with the share of total compensation due to PBF, especially if the PBF payment is partly a function of factors beyond the worker’s control, such as patient care-seeking decisions, a risk-averse health worker will require a risk premium to continue in the program. This risk premium component reduces the available resources for health care provision, resulting in worse population health. The greater the share of total payment from PBF is, the greater is the uncertainty, and hence the higher is the premium necessary for a worker to participate. As such, in figure 5.1, the risk premium is assumed to increase at an increasing rate of the PBF’s share of a provider’s revenue. This stylization is consistent with providers being almost risk neutral with respect to small amounts of compensation, and growing more risk averse when a larger proportion of income is at stake (Rabin 2000).

Summary of the mechanisms

To summarize this conceptual overview of PBF mechanisms, two of the aforementioned channels should positively affect population health: the health-increasing substitution of health care services and inputs as well as provider surplus extraction. Three factors should negatively affect health: decreasing substitution of health care services and inputs, monitoring costs, and risk premium costs. A sixth factor, net externalities, involves possible wider impacts beyond the direct impacts on incentivized indicators, such as those brought on by linking incentive payments to a robust digital data system. Program externalities could positively or negatively affect health depending on the net benefits and costs. When a policy maker considers a PBF program design, how all six of these factors will respond in the specific health setting should be considered for a comprehensive understanding of the potential impact of the program.

The above framework accounts for one commonly stated motivation for PBF programs, namely underutilized capacity in the health system and how such underutilized capacity can be harnessed through the introduction of incentives. If such capacity exists, then gains would be expected from PBF on the margins that are most responsive to “health worker surplus extraction.” However, there are several other possible barriers to effective coverage, in addition to “slackness,” that respond to other types of health interventions. These challenges include (1) demand-side barriers to
care that are in part financial—directly addressing these barriers may improve coverage; (2) inadequate supply-side financing that affects the availability of staff and other key inputs to the production of effective coverage; (3) ineffective health system management practices, which can be improved through goal setting, supportive feedback, and so forth, which in turn can better martial existing resources to produce effective coverage; and (4), related to (3), strategies to motivate health workers independent of financial incentives.

An effective PBF program would thus provide incentives at the margins that a health worker can control, and these programs can have a broader place under health financing. However, other constraints to improving effective coverage might be better addressed under alternative financing mechanisms or other approaches to health system reform. The conceptual framework provided here identifies several dimensions along which it may be expected that financial incentives would affect the coverage of services, quality of care, and perhaps even health equity. The next section turns to recent evidence on the impact of PBF on these dimensions in the contexts of primary health service delivery in LMICs.

Evidence of the impact of PBF on the quality and quantity of health service delivery in LMICs

An early PBF pilot that was implemented in Rwanda showed that the use of performance pay for strategic purchasing successfully increased institutional delivery rates (Basinga et al. 2011). Considering this evidence and the persistent conundrum of health system financing in LMICs, several donors and lending agencies encouraged governments in LMICs to adopt PBF approaches. The argument made in favor of these interventions was that PBF improves both the efficiency and the quality of care (Shroff, Bigdeli, and Meessen 2017; Ireland, Paul, and Dujardin 2011). The World Bank's Health Results Innovation Trust Fund (HRITF) supports and evaluates LMIC governments in paying providers based on their results in the provision of maternal, newborn, and child health care (see box 1.1, in chapter 1).

Of the completed impact evaluations in the HRITF portfolio, most of them present at least some evidence of impacts on service utilization and many on quality of care (Kandpal 2016). Most frequently, the impacts on quality are observed on structural quality, with all the studies in question reporting improvements in the availability of basic delivery and antenatal
care (ANC) equipment, essential drugs, and supplies. These impacts can be sizable, as reported in the literature. Figure 5.2 illustrates the impacts of PBF on essential structural capacity for ANC in Cameroon and Nigeria—the two countries among the five Sub-Saharan African countries studied in chapter 4 for which there are complete impact evaluation data. An overall index of structural quality and an index of all drugs and supplies are reported above the dotted line in the figure. Increases in structural quality would be to the right of the zero vertical line. The figure shows significant impacts of PBF on many dimensions of structural quality in both countries, although the improvements are far from universal in either context. Indeed, in both countries, a few drugs became less available relative to business-as-usual.

At the same time, the evidence suggests there were no meaningful impacts on health worker knowledge. As discussed in the theoretical framework, PBF pilots have the potential to increase health worker knowledge, but this broad-based finding of a null impact suggests that in practice, at least in these contexts, the channels—job aids, salience, and so forth—through which PBF interventions might increase knowledge are not the binding constraints to the production of health worker knowledge.

Figure 5.2 Impacts of performance-based financing on facility physical capacity in Cameroon and Nigeria


Note: Solid markers indicate statistically significant estimates ($p < .05$); markers that are open indicate imprecise estimates. “Whiskers” around markers represent 95% confidence intervals. Components of the drugs index are in **bold** along the y axis. PBF = performance-based financing.
In addition, there is evidence from several LMICs that PBF can be an effective strategy in terms of its impacts on health service utilization. As shown by evidence from Burundi (Falisse et al. 2014), Nigeria (Khanna et al. 2021), Rwanda (Basinga et al. 2011), Zambia (Friedman et al. 2016), and Zimbabwe (Friedman, Das, and Mutasa 2017), PBF appears to be particularly successful at increasing the rate of institutional deliveries or deliveries attended by skilled birth attendants. Some studies, notably two in Argentina (Gertler, Giovagnoli, and Martinez 2014; Celhay et al. 2019), also find increases in ANC utilization, while a few others report impacts on immunization of the mother or child (Argentina, Cameroon, Nigeria, Rwanda, and Zambia). The impact evaluation of Plan Nacer in Argentina (box 5.1) demonstrates impacts on health outcomes such as low birth weight and neonatal mortality. Despite some heterogeneity in the results,
the evidence supports the conclusion that PBF pilots can lead to improvements in some aspects of maternal and child health, particularly institutional deliveries.

In two instances, however, impact evaluations failed to find evidence of significant changes in any of the targeted service utilization indicators: in Afghanistan and in a pilot in Haut-Katanga province in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Huillery and Seban 2021). In Afghanistan, two studies were conducted, but the periods covered overlapped with a significant increase in armed conflict across the country, which may have contributed to the lack of impact of the PBF pilot on service utilization. In the pilot in the Democratic Republic of Congo, the authors note that an implementation error led to health workers in treated facilities facing a 42 percent
reduction in their remuneration. Unsurprisingly, this was accompanied by a large decrease in health worker motivation and satisfaction (further discussed in the following section) and may be tied to the lack of impact of the pilot.

Most of the impact evaluations were conducted 18 to 24 months after the intervention started, and few studies have looked at the sustained impacts of the pilots. One exception is Ngo and Bauhoff (2021), who use data from the Rwanda Demographic and Health Surveys to look at the short- and medium-term impacts of the Rwanda PBF pilot studied in Basinga et al. (2011). They find that in the short run, the program increased institutional deliveries and the completion of four ANC visits, and in the medium run there were further improvements in institutional deliveries. However, they also find that decentralized but unconditional financing was an effective alternative to PBF. Chapter 6 returns to the topic of direct facility financing as an alternative to PBF.

However, the impact evaluations present mixed evidence of effectiveness—perhaps except for institutional delivery—thereby highlighting the uneven impact of PBF programs in improving coverage, quality, and effective coverage (Diaconu et al. 2020). Such unevenness may not necessarily be surprising: broad-based health system reforms are typically complex and depend on both local context and the quality of implementation. PBF is no exception.

While effective coverage is the intermediate step, the end goal of health interventions is to improve population health outcomes. In maternal and child health, an example of such improvements to health outcomes would be reductions in maternal and neonatal mortality. Few studies examine such impacts. In secondary care settings, there is some evidence that PBF interventions can lead to reductions in mortality or closely related health outcomes. In Argentina, Celhay et al. (2019) find evidence of a large (74 percent) reduction in in-hospital mortality and a 19 percent reduction in the probability of low birth weight in larger health facilities but not in primary care settings. In the Kyrgyz Republic, Friedman and Kandpal (2021) find that a PBF intervention significantly reduced maternal blood loss and the incidence of severe postpartum hemorrhage, as well as improved a summary score of a newborn’s condition at birth. However, both studies examine impacts on large, secondary hospitals. This experience is broadly consistent with high-income countries’ experiences tying PBF to improved health outcomes in large hospitals (Mendelson et al. 2017).
However, most Health Results Innovation Trust Fund pilots typically intervened in the primary health setting. Here, evidence of health impacts is more limited. In the initial Rwanda pilot, there was evidence of a 69 percent reduction in wasting among children younger than age three, and in Zimbabwe, a 36 percent reduction in severe stunting.

Apart from these instances, in primary health care, evidence linking PBF to improved health outcomes is rare. For instance, Gage and Bauhoff (2020) assess the impact of PBF programs on neonatal health outcomes in Africa. They pool Demographic and Health Surveys and Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys in Burundi, Lesotho, Senegal, Zambia, and Zimbabwe to estimate the effect of World Bank-supported PBF projects on early neonatal mortality and low birthweight. They do not find a statistically significant impact of PBF on neonatal mortality. In contrast, Kaila and Kandpal (2021) use nationally representative household surveys and administrative data from Nigeria and find that the PBF intervention reduced neonatal mortality relative to business-as-usual, although not to the policy counterfactual of direct facility financing (discussed in chapter 6).

**Impact of PBF on health worker motivation and satisfaction in six countries**

There have been long-standing concerns that PBF schemes can lead to reductions in health worker motivation (Paul et al. 2018). Scholars have argued, as discussed in further detail in box 5.2, that while PBF may improve extrinsic motivation driven by financial rewards, there can be an equal or more powerful crowding-out of intrinsic motivation, resulting in an ambiguous effect on overall health worker motivation. Intrinsic motivation, driven by factors such as autonomy, altruism, and purpose, is likely to be strong among health providers who perform cognitively complex tasks in suboptimal settings (Lohmann, Houfort, and De Allegri 2016; Himmelstein, Ariely, and Woolhandler 2014). Given this, the idea of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out” is important in the context of LMIC health systems.

Although health worker motivation is recognized to be a key element in bringing about changes in health worker performance, the exact motivation mechanisms through which PBF affects health worker performance are poorly understood in the context of LMIC health systems.
The idea that rewards—and, specifically, monetary rewards—may undermine and crowd out intrinsic motivation is usually traced back to Richard Morris Titmuss's seminal book, *The Gift Relationship*. In it, he argues, comparing blood donation systems in the United States and the United Kingdom, that paying for blood undermines the inherent social value of altruism and thereby reduces or totally eliminates the willingness to donate blood (Frey and Jegen 2001; Titmuss 1970). In his book, Titmuss argues that paying for blood leads to not only “worse blood,” but also “less blood.”

Another strand of literature where this idea has been identified and studied is cognitive social psychology, where under the theoretical umbrella of cognitive evaluation theory, intrinsically and extrinsically motivated behaviors are clearly identified and distinguished. Deci (1972, 217) summarizes intrinsic motivation as “perform[ing] an activity for no apparent reward except for the activity itself” and extrinsic motivation as the performance of an activity because it leads to external rewards. An expanded definition of intrinsic motivation includes motivation that stems from the opinion of one's peers (Leonard and Masatu 2017). Many studies discuss the link between prosocial motivation, which is derived from the opinion of peers or even the community, and interventions that track and share data on performance. Generally, these studies find that tracking performance and providing feedback on it, as done by performance-based financing (PBF) programs, can at least in theory improve performance for pro-socially motivated workers (Peabody et al. 2014; Malin et al. 2015).

Another theoretical approach, self-determination theory, explicitly recognizes the importance of a multidimensional approach to motivation (Deci and Ryan 1985; Lohmann, Houlfort, and De Allegri 2016; Borghi et al. 2018). It places motivation on a continuum where individuals engage in tasks because they find them interesting, enjoyable, or challenging (intrinsic motivation) on one extreme or for purely instrumental reasons, such as rewards or punishment, on the other (extrinsic motivation or external regulation). Between these two extremes, there are different types of extrinsic motivation that may be driven by a combination of internal and external factors. When motivation is driven by external factors (that is, driven by rewards, punishment, or performance), it is called controlled. When motivation is caused by internal factors (that is, driven by interest and enjoyment in the task itself), it is called autonomous (Lohmann, Houlfort, and De Allegri 2016).

In contrast, standard economic theory does not normally differentiate between different sources of motivation. Economic thinking typically assumes intrinsic motivation to be a constant and theorizes extrinsic motivation—which responds to monetary incentives. In standard principal-agent models, PBF rewards raise performance by imposing a higher marginal cost of shirking or increasing the marginal benefit of working, thereby increasing total motivation. Therefore, by treating motivation as a unidimensional measure, an overall measure, or simply additive, standard principal-agent models ignore intrinsic motivation (Lohmann, Houlfort, and De Allegri 2016; Himmelstein, Ariely, and Woolhandler 2014; Renmans et al. 2016). Given that the underlying logic of PBF schemes is based on economic theory, Himmelstein, Ariely, and Woolhandler (2014) point out that PBF schemes assume that financial incentives will increase total motivation by failing to distinguish between the different types
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or sources of health care provider motivation. Further, simply assuming that rational individuals would respond to monetary rewards ignores the complexity of the health systems within which health care providers and managers work. Several studies provide evidence of health workers expressing intrinsic motivation, suggesting that ignoring it may provide an incomplete understanding of the effect of PBF on overall health worker motivation (Kalk, Paul, and Grabosch 2010; Olafsdottir, Bakhtiari, and Barman 2014).

(Lohmann et al. 2018). Lohmann et al. (2018, table 3) find that the Malawian Results-Based Financing for Maternal and Newborn Health Initiative motivated health workers to improve their performance by “triggering a sense of accomplishment,” “altering social dynamics by creating a sense of common goals,” and “providing direction and goals to work toward,” among other positive changes. In Burundi, health workers found that PBF reinforced feelings of professionalism (Bertone and Meessen 2013). In Rwanda, health workers reported greater appreciation of their work, greater attention to their work by managers, and increased feelings of responsibility (Kalk, Paul, and Grabosch 2010). In Mali, Zitti et al. (2019) find that PBF led health workers to feel more motivated to perform their tasks—this was not driven by financial rewards but by PBF allowing them to work more efficiently. All these studies point toward different sources of motivation beyond those driven by monetary rewards, which are often just one component of PBF interventions.

Frey and Jegen (2001) incorporate two main psychological processes through which external interventions may affect intrinsic motivation into economic thinking that enable unpacking “intrinsic motivation crowding-out” in the context of PBF interventions. These are (1) impaired self-determination and (2) impaired self-esteem. External interventions such as PBF may impair self-determination if individuals feel compelled to behave in a specific way by an external intervention. In this case, intrinsic motivation is substituted by extrinsic motivation. Additionally, external interventions may also impair self-esteem when an individual feels their involvement is not appreciated. Intrinsically motivated persons may reduce effort when a monetary reward is offered because they are deprived of the chance to display their interest and involvement. Given these two
processes, Frey and Jegen (2001) theorize that external interventions such as PBF may crowd out intrinsic motivation if individuals perceive them to be controlling and may crowd in intrinsic motivation if individuals perceive them to be supportive.

While the phenomenon of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out” has been confirmed by studies in behavioral economics and social psychology, these are largely confined to high-income contexts or those involving the introduction of payments to hitherto non-incentivized tasks such as blood donation (Lohmann, Houlfort, and De Allegri 2016; Gneezy and Rustichini 2000; Ariely, Bracha, and Meier 2009; Deci, Koestner, and Ryan 1999). To date, beyond a few studies, there is little and inconclusive evidence on this issue in the context of health systems in LMICs (Binyaruka, Lohmann, and De Allegri 2020). One exception is the Malawian PBF pilot whose effect on intrinsic health worker motivation has been studied by Lohmann et al. (2018). The authors report that PBF did not affect health workers’ intrinsic motivation levels. Shen et al. (2017) also find similar results in Zambia. There is a need for a larger number of field experiments that study this phenomenon in the context of payments to health workers (Renmans et al. 2016).

Beyond the study of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out,” there is at best mixed evidence that paying health workers for performance improves health worker motivation in low-income settings. A systematic review of 35 peer-reviewed articles (Renmans et al. 2016) points toward contradictory findings from evaluations and calls for more research on the influence of the context and design of PBF schemes. Further, considering that PBF intervention packages often consist of many elements in addition to financial incentives, it has been difficult to disentangle the effects of pure incentives from increased autonomy (Ireland, Paul, and Dujardin 2011; Lohmann et al. 2018). Renmans et al. (2017) argue that viewing PBF exclusively as a payment-related incentive is inadequate and the different aspects and implications of the broad PBF package should be explained to unpack the effects on worker motivation. Binyaruka, Lohmann, and De Allegri (2020) emphasize the need to assess how PBF works across settings as well as within settings, by studying the heterogeneous effects of PBF on different cadres of health workers and health facilities.

Against this background, the rest of this section presents experimental evidence (from five randomized controlled trials and one nonrandomized controlled trial experiment) of the impact of PBF on health worker motivation, satisfaction, and well-being in four countries in Sub-Saharan Africa
(Cameroon, Nigeria, Zambia, and Zimbabwe) and two in Central Asia (the Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan), using data from health worker surveys. Aside from the contrast with PBF, these experimental settings also enable a comparison of pure control facilities with PBF, using difference-in-differences across multiple contexts. Box 5.3 presents the details on how worker motivation and satisfaction were measured and standardized across these six studies.

The section also examines whether there is any evidence of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out” in the context of PBF given the salience that this phenomenon has attained in the field. This is investigated by unpacking the overall measure of motivation into subconstructs of motivation for each of the six countries.

**Box 5.3 In Focus: Measurement of worker motivation and satisfaction**

The six-country study consistently measured health worker motivation and satisfaction using Likert scales and their well-being using the WHO-5 Well-Being Index. For the motivation scale, respondents were asked to what extent they agreed with statements such as “staff willingly share their expertise with other members” and could respond with (1) most of the time (=5), (2) more than half the time (=4), (3) less than half the time (=3), (4) only rarely (=2), and (5) never (=1). Similarly, to assess job satisfaction, respondents were asked to what extent they were satisfied with different aspects of their life while working in a health facility.

To demonstrate, an example of a statement for the satisfaction scale is “working relationships with other facility staff,” to which respondents could respond with (1) extremely dissatisfied (=1), (2) dissatisfied (=2), (3) indifferent (=3), (4) satisfied (=4), or (5) extremely satisfied (=5). Although many of the items overlap across countries, these scales were adapted to local contexts and languages for each country and therefore differ at the individual item level as well as the total number of items in each scale. The motivation and satisfaction of health workers are treated as multidimensional constructs so that the effects of performance-based financing (PBF) schemes on different sources of motivation can be estimated.

**Motivation subconstructs**

The analysis takes a multidimensional approach, or a compositional approach, to motivation in order to unpack the sources of motivation and examine the phenomenon of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out” in the context of the six countries. The motivation scales in the six countries were not designed to capture the entire continuum of the types of motivation in self-determination theory—extracted constructs of motivation consist of elements that are autonomous (intrinsic) and controlled (extrinsic) and can at best be considered to be partly controlled and partly autonomous. Therefore, the motivation subconstructs are named based on the source of the motivation, such as empowerment or support from leadership, rather than the extent to which they are
The results indicate that compared with the control facilities, PBF did not have any systematic demotivating effects for each of the six study contexts. In Nigeria and Zimbabwe, health workers in PBF facilities experienced an approximately 5 percent statistically significant increase in motivation between baseline and endline compared with health workers in control facilities (figure 5.3). The analysis also found increases of 14 and 17 percent in health worker satisfaction between baseline and endline among health workers in PBF facilities compared with health workers in control facilities in Nigeria and Tajikistan (figure 5.4). In contrast, the analysis did not find any significant increase or decrease in health worker well-being between baseline and endline among health workers in PBF facilities compared with control facilities in five of the six countries. There is a small negative effect of PBF on health worker well-being in Zimbabwe (figure 5.5).

There is a positive effect of PBF on overall health worker motivation in Nigeria, driven by a positive impact of PBF on almost all the extracted subconstructs of (1) workplace relationships and job content, (2) self-concept, (3) procedures and performance, (4) risk taking among supervisors and peers, (5) changes, and (6) difficulties with supervisors and peers. Workplace relationships and job content consist of motivation from sources such as staff and supervisor relationships, sharing and treating each other as family, perceived complexity of the job, and perceived benefits of the job to the community. The results suggest that compared with health workers in control facilities, health workers in PBF facilities experienced a 3.8 percent increase in motivation, driven by workplace relationships and job content between baseline and endline. Self-concept consists of...
Figure 5.3   Impact of PBF on health worker motivation: Treatment effect (%), PBF vs. control

Source: Lamba, Friedman, and Kandpal 2022.

Note: The figure shows 99 and 95 percent confidence intervals. Coefficient rescaled to show percent. The individual-level controls are sex, marital status, education, cadre, and salary receipt. PBF = performance-based financing.

Figure 5.4   Impact of PBF on health worker satisfaction: Treatment effect (%), PBF vs. control

Source: Lamba, Friedman, and Kandpal 2022.

Note: The figure shows 99 and 95 percent confidence intervals. Coefficient rescaled to show percent. The individual-level controls are sex, marital status, education, cadre, and salary receipt. PBF = performance-based financing.
statements such as “I always wanted to be a health worker,” “I am proud to tell others that I am a health worker,” and “I am confident about my ability to do my job.” The findings show that health workers in Nigerian health facilities that were part of the PBF intervention experienced a 5.3 percent increase in motivation, driven by self-concept between the baseline and endline surveys compared with health workers in control facilities. Hence, among Nigerian health workers, there is no evidence of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out.” Instead, motivation driven by self-concept—a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors—increased. Similarly, health worker motivation driven by procedures and performance, risk taking among supervisors and peers, changes, and difficulties with supervisors and peers increased by 5, 8.1, and 8.7 percent, respectively. Box 5.4 examines the characteristics of the health workers who showed greater motivation between the baseline and endline in PBF facilities, to understand whether performance pay might be used to target certain types of workers effectively.
**Box 5.4  In Focus: Heterogeneous effects of performance-based financing on motivation and satisfaction: An example from Nigeria**

One way to understand how these performance-based financing (PBF) interventions affected health worker motivation, satisfaction, and well-being is through examining the heterogeneity of treatment effects among health workers in different cadres. This box presents the findings of heterogeneous effects for health workers in Nigeria. It uses difference-in-difference regression models with the addition of an interaction between broad cadres with the PBF treatment variable, to investigate the heterogeneity of effects by cadre of the health worker. This analysis helps to break down who among the health workers exhibited an improvement in motivation between the baseline and endline in PBF facilities compared with control facilities. The following broad cadres are defined: (1) doctors/medical officers, (2) nurses/midwives, (3) community health workers, and (4) others (pharmacists, laboratory technicians, and other clinical officers).

Figure B5.4.1 shows the differences in treatment effects between doctors/medical officers (reference category) and other cadres of health workers. The findings show that overall motivation for community health workers working in

![Figure B5.4.1](image)

**Figure B5.4.1** Impact of PBF on health worker motivation: Heterogeneity in treatment effects (%), by cadre, PBF vs. control

*Source:* Lamba, Friedman, and Kandpal 2022.

*Note:* The figure shows 99 and 95 percent confidence intervals. The individual-level controls are sex, marital status, education, cadre, and salary receipt. CHWs = community health workers; MOs = medical officers; PBF = performance-based financing.

(Continued)
In contrast, in Zimbabwe, the positive effect of PBF on overall health worker motivation is solely driven by recognition (6.9 percent increase) and inspiring work environment (8.5 percent increase). The results also show a positive effect of PBF on motivation driven by self-concept. Although these constructs are not comparable, the results conclusively do not provide any evidence of “intrinsic motivation crowding-out” in Nigeria and Zimbabwe. In addition, there is no statistically significant effect of PBF on the subconstructs of motivation in the other four countries—Cameroon, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, and Zambia—except for a reduction in motivation from negative peer attitudes in Tajikistan.

Among the countries where increases are observed in health worker satisfaction in PBF facilities between baseline and endline compared with the control facilities in figure 5.2, these appear to be driven by increases in health worker satisfaction with working conditions. There are very large increases in health worker satisfaction with working conditions of 32 percent in Nigeria and 20 percent in Zambia. Although there is no increase in overall health worker satisfaction in Cameroon, when the analysis unpacks satisfaction into subconstructs, the findings show that health workers in PBF facilities reported an increase in satisfaction with working conditions between baseline and endline compared with those in the control facilities. Finally, the analysis estimates a 10 percent increase in health worker satisfaction with rewards and benefits among health workers in PBF facilities compared with the control facilities in Nigeria.
PBF, quality of care, and idle capacity

Having established that PBF does not appear to reduce health worker motivation or satisfaction, this section turns to estimating the impact of PBF approaches on quality of care. In theory, PBF may increase quality of care by improving structural quality, increasing health worker knowledge, and eliciting greater effort. PBF programs explicitly provide funding for structural quality improvements, through enhanced financing to the facility and typically by including some measures of structural quality in the checklist. For instance, most PBF programs financially reward facilities for having correctly stored and available drugs and supplies, functioning essential equipment, and even essential infrastructure like running water and electricity. Concomitantly, the PBF pilots give facilities an infrastructure budget and autonomy over the budget so that they may respond to stockouts or equipment failure in a timely manner. Theoretically, PBF pilots could also improve health knowledge by increasing the salience of certain protocols or through supportive supervision or verification visits. In addition, most PBF pilots include at least some measures of process quality that are directly incentivized.

As reviewed above in the discussion of the impacts of PBF on the quantity of health service delivery, the literature shows that PBF significantly improves at least some measures of structural capacity across the board, highlighting the need for continued investments in facility infrastructure. However, the literature finds little evidence of impact on health worker knowledge. Finally, the evidence on the effectiveness of PBF on effective coverage or process quality is mixed. As such, although PBF may have alleviated some structural constraints, it has not lifted knowledge constraints.

This section uses the know-can-do gap framework to assess the impact of PBF on idle capacity. There are sufficient endline data—that is, surveys that included health facility assessments and direct clinical observations of patient-provider interactions—for Cameroon and Nigeria. The results are presented in figure 5.6. Idle capacity represents the scope for improvement, and a reduction in idle capacity is desirable from a quality of care standpoint. Thus, reductions in idle capacity would lie to the left of the zero vertical line in the figure, and increases in idle capacity, that is, a worsening of quality, would lie to the right. Further, a summary index of idle capacity is represented above the dotted line. Below the dotted line are the subcomponents that go into the summary index.
Overall, the findings do not show that PBF reduces idle capacity compared with business-as-usual. If anything, they show a small increase in idle capacity in Cameroon. Unpacking these overall estimates, significant and large increases are estimated for idle capacity in both Cameroon and Nigeria for some dimensions of clinical quality. For instance, in Cameroon, a large increase is estimated in idle capacity in nutrition counseling, although the analysis also estimates a sizable reduction in idle capacity for counseling for danger signs. In Nigeria, there are increases in idle capacity for essential testing, including for HIV and syphilis. While the increases in idle capacity may be cause for concern, they may at least partially be explained by the role played by out-of-pocket payments at baseline. For instance, in Nigeria, at baseline the average out-of-pocket payment was US$2.40 (Kandpal et al. 2019), although in Cameroon out-of-pocket payments are not typically made for ANC (de Walque et al. 2021). The PBF
intervention in both countries included the removal of user fees, but this displaced a greater source of revenue in Nigeria. To some extent, health workers may have compensated by cutting back on some dimensions of the quality of care, including tests for which they may have received additional payments from the patients, as the health workers’ income was less dependent on these payments.

Conclusions

This chapter considered the evidence available from impact evaluations of PBF pilots, as well as from the academic literature, to shed light on several questions about the use of PBF to improve effective coverage. It began with a stylized theoretical discussion of the various channels through which PBF interacts with the health system to possibly produce changes in population health. The channels discussed are consistent with an early hypothesis that PBF would improve health worker effort and thus the quality of care provided in primary health care settings (Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014). At the same time, these PBF programs have come under criticism on several counts, in particular their complexity of design and implementation, donor-driven backing, and potential to degrade health systems by crowding out intrinsic health worker motivation (Shroff, Bigdeli, and Meessen 2017; Ireland, Paul, and Dujardin 2011; Meessen, Soucat, and Sekabaraga 2011; Paul et al. 2018; Paul, Brown, and Ridde 2020). The chapter thus considered impacts on service utilization and quality of care as well as health worker motivation and satisfaction.

A review of the evidence and results from the primary analysis showed that PBF improves at least some measures of structural capacity, highlighting the need for continued investments in facility infrastructure. Then, the chapter delved further into the evidence on PBF schemes and their impacts on effective coverage. It found that in most contexts, PBF leads to some improvements in terms of coverage. However, the chapter found limited and mixed evidence that PBF has a significant impact on effective coverage or quality of care, although it did not find that PBF negatively impacts health worker motivation. Perhaps the most salient takeaway from this analysis is that heterogeneity in impact highlights the complexity of implementation. Chapter 6 further investigates the impact of PBF and compares it with policy alternatives such as demand-side incentives and direct facility financing.
Notes

1. As discussed in chapter 3, idle capacity is the proportion of all necessary components of antenatal care that are not provided by workers despite having all the equipment, supplies, and knowledge necessary to provide the care.

2. Recognition consists of the statements “it is important for me that the community recognizes my work as a professional” and “it is important for me that my peers recognize my work as a professional.” Inspiring work environment consists of the statements “I am proud to be working for this health facility,” “I am glad that I am working for this facility rather than in other facilities,” and “this health facility inspires me to do my very best on the job.” Self-concept in the Zimbabwean context is composed of the statements “I complete my tasks efficiently and effectively,” “I am a hard worker,” and “I am punctual about coming to work.” Note the difference between the composition of the subconstruct self-concept across Nigeria and Zimbabwe.
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Introduction

The literature provides evidence of some gains in coverage and effective coverage from the introduction of performance-based financing (PBF), typically when compared with business-as-usual. However, these are not ordinarily the only two alternatives available to policy makers. When assessing the overall evidence on PBF interventions, a relevant question thus becomes, what are the policy alternatives or complements to PBF? As this chapter shows, many of the gains from PBF interventions become less salient when the impacts of other policy alternatives are considered. For instance, a growing body of high-quality evidence demonstrates the importance of approaches such as user-fee removal and engaging the local community in overseeing the local health facility, whether in combination with financial incentives on the supply side or alone (Falisse et al. 2014; Björkman and Svensson 2009). A demand-side alternative or complement to PBF may be cash transfers to patients or care seekers. Similarly, studies in Cameroon (de Walque et al. 2021) and the Kyrgyz Republic (Friedman and Kandpal 2021) examine the potential of supportive supervision. In Cameroon, additional financing, whether performance based or unconditional, drove program gains, but in the Kyrgyz Republic pilot (box 6.1), supervision, even without financial incentives, improved process quality, although health outcomes only improved in the PBF arm.

This chapter thus investigates the evidence on PBF’s impact relative to other key interventions designed to increase effective coverage in health. It first presents results from a systematic review and meta-analysis of demand- and supply-side financial incentives to increase the use of reproductive, maternal, and child health services. Next, the chapter conducts a detailed
In the Kyrgyz Republic performance-based financing (PBF) pilot—as well as in an additional study arm in Cameroon—a similar supervision approach was used in the PBF and enhanced supervision arms (Friedman and Kandpal 2021). It included a hospital-level PBF intervention that paid only for the quality of maternal and child health services. In both the Kyrgyz Republic and Cameroon, the enhanced supervision received no additional funding whatsoever. The hypothesis behind such a supportive supervision arm was that performance monitoring and supervision may affect health worker performance by increasing information about best practices and signaling to staff that their work is deserving of supervisor attention. Supportive supervision, if found effective at improving quality and outcomes, could thus represent an attractive nonpecuniary alternative to PBF, particularly in under-resourced settings.

The impact evaluation in the Kyrgyz Republic assessed the effectiveness of enhanced supervision against enhanced supervision plus PBF as well as business-as-usual in improving the quality of labor and delivery services in the country. It used rich, facility-level data on quality of care from two rounds of facility surveys with administrative data from the Kyrgyz National Birth Registry on the outcomes of all births in the study hospitals (all 63 secondary hospitals in the country participated in the trial) during the study period. The facility-level data include direct observations of labor and delivery services, allowing the researchers to link provider practices to changes observed in birth outcomes.

The results suggest that while benchmarking performance and supportive feedback can improve clinical process quality, only by linking these efforts to financial incentives through PBF did population health outcomes significantly increase. These results contrast with the findings of many of the other studies discussed in this report. This may not be surprising—the Kyrgyz Republic context is different from the low-income settings that form the bulk of the evidence. It is a lower-middle-income country with the pilot being implemented in secondary hospitals rather than at the primary level. This setup makes it considerably closer to that found in high- and middle-income countries where performance pay has been shown to be more effective (Doran and Roland 2011; Gertler, Giovagnoli, and Martinez 2014). The fact that the Kyrgyz Republic PBF pilot led to significant gains suggests that as countries—and their health systems—develop, PBF approaches may become a more suitable policy option than direct financing of health facilities.
consideration of PBF’s impacts on health systems and how these impacts may be better understood. This discussion touches on why typical intervention evaluations may not successfully capture the entirety of a PBF program’s impacts—particularly those at the system level—and how policy makers and researchers can begin to understand these impacts in the absence of standard evaluative evidence.

**Systematic review and meta-analysis of demand- and supply-side financial incentives**

The push toward performance-linked financing, such as through PBF, in the health sector is occurring in an environment where demand-side financial incentive mechanisms aimed at households, such as maternity care vouchers and conditional cash transfer (CCT) schemes, are also being introduced and scaled up. For example, faced with low screening rates for noncommunicable diseases despite the introduction of incentives on the supply side and mass communication campaigns, the Armenian government piloted and tested demand-side incentives and interventions to increase screening rates for hypertension and diabetes (box 6.2).

The different financing approaches have the common aim to lower the relative price of accessing or providing care relative to income. Supply- and demand-side financial incentives are to some degree complementary but not perfectly. They can be complements if they relieve different financial or behavioral constraints, but they may also serve as substitutes. For example, incentivizing patients might also reduce effort by providers to perform outreach activities, or it might reduce quality by increasing volumes at the facilities.

Thus, policy makers can legitimately ask whether it is wiser to use supply- or demand-side financial incentives. As illustrated in figure 6.1 and acknowledging that in practice some of the distinctions across programs can be less clear-cut, financial incentives can be described as varying by whether they operate on the supply or demand side and whether they reduce the patient’s user fees, increase the household’s income, or affect the provider’s income (Neelsen et al. 2021). For example, performance pay approaches, including PBF programs, reward providers of primary or secondary care reproductive, maternal, and child health (RMCH) services. Vouchers give beneficiaries free or subsidized access to RMCH services for which providers are reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis, while CCTs
Box 6.2  **In Focus: Demand-side interventions and incentives for increasing preventive screening for noncommunicable diseases in Armenia**

More people around the world are dying from non-communicable diseases than ever before. These diseases, which include cancer, chronic respiratory diseases, diabetes, and heart disease, prematurely kill more than 15 million people between ages 30 and 69 each year. The largest disease burden of noncommunicable diseases is in low- and middle-income countries, where 85 percent of related deaths now occur (WHO 2020), putting an extra strain on governments’ health budgets—and families—due to medical expenditures, productivity losses, disability, and deaths. Although early screenings can lead to life-saving treatment, screening rates tend to be low, and discovery of these diseases thus often occurs too late for effective and efficient treatment.

Many countries, such as Armenia, have made efforts in recent years to tackle noncommunicable diseases by launching mass media campaigns and equipping medical providers to detect and treat these diseases. Despite these efforts, most people are still not getting tested. Policy makers are therefore looking for cost-effective approaches to motivate people to go to the doctor and get screened, and they are teaming up with behavioral scientists to answer key questions such as the following: Are people more compelled to get tested if they know how many of their peers have done so? Do they respond to a personal invitation? What about a small financial incentive?

In an individually randomized controlled trial designed to shed light on these questions, researchers tested the impact of four approaches: (1) a personal invitation for patients to come in for screening, (2) a personal invitation that also conveyed statistics on how many of the patient’s peers have been screened, (3) a personal invitation with an unconditional pharmacy voucher labeled as an encouragement to get screened, and (4) a personal invitation and conditional pharmacy voucher that could only be used after the patient went for screening (de Walque, Chukwuma et al. 2022). The study participants were individuals ages 35–68 who had not been screened in the past 12 months.

After five months, people in the control group had very low screening rates: a mere 3.5 percent of people got screened for diabetes and hypertension. The personal invitation increased this rate to about 18.5 percent, with no additional impact from the unconditional voucher or the statistics about peers’ screening. The pharmacy voucher that was conditional on screening, however, was the most effective, nearly doubling the percentage of people who got screened, to 34.7 percent. Since it was more expensive to implement, however, the conditional voucher and the personal invitation alone were equally cost-effective. Overall, the findings suggest that very simple personalized invitations and conditional financial incentives can lead to more lifesaving health screenings in Armenia.

This research finds that conditional incentives and personalized invitations can substantially increase screening for diabetes and hypertension for those who have not been screened recently. Adding a conditional incentive to the personal invitation doubled its effectiveness. The two approaches were equally cost-effective. It is likely that these interventions would also be effective in other settings where screening rates are low and people have not responded to the usual mass communication campaigns encouraging them to go for preventive health screenings.
financially reward enrollees for complying with maternal and child health (MCH) service use conditions.

Performance pay, included in PBF programs, is thus essentially a supply-side intervention that increases health providers’ income when more and higher quality–targeted services are provided to patients, but it does not directly affect the user fees paid by households or their income. CCTs act on the demand side by increasing the household’s income when they use targeted services, but they do not directly increase providers’ incomes. Vouchers play a role on both the supply and demand sides: when a voucher is redeemed for specific services, the fee paid by patients is reduced and the income received by providers increases.

A growing evaluative literature has explored the effectiveness of financial incentive interventions on health service coverage in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), and an increasing number of reviews are available that synthesize this growing evidence base. For the emerging literature on PBF, the most recent comprehensive review (Diaconu et al. 2020), for
which literature searches were conducted in 2018, finds the evidence on RMCH service coverage to be inconsistent and of low overall certainty. The literature on demand-side financial incentive schemes, including CCT programs and maternal voucher schemes, is older and more extensive, and some of those studies have already been the subject of systematic reviews (see, for example, Gaarder, Glassman, and Todd 2010; Bellows et al. 2016; Bassani et al. 2013; Glassman et al. 2013; Gopalan et al. 2014). The latest reviews of voucher and CCT programs—for which literature searches date back five years or longer—find more consistent positive impacts, particularly on family planning (vouchers) and maternity care, whereas effects on childhood vaccination are inconclusive (de Souza Cruz, Azevedo de Moura, and Soares Neto 2017; Hunter et al. 2017; Taaffe, Longosz, and Wilson 2017).

Except for a small number of CCT program reviews (Gaarder, Glassman, and Todd 2010; Bassani et al. 2013; Glassman et al. 2013; Oyo-Ita et al. 2016) and one review of voucher impacts on family planning (Belaid et al. 2016), the available reviews are narrative in nature. Due to this absence of quantitative syntheses, the average magnitude and heterogeneity of effect sizes of financial incentive interventions, which form important parameters for policy decisions, remain unknown to date. This section summarizes the findings of a recent systematic review and meta-analysis that attempts to close this knowledge gap as follows (Neelsen et al. 2021). First, conducting a meta-analysis across PBF, voucher, and CCT schemes can determine whether financial incentives, on average, improve access to RMCH service utilization. Next, the meta-analysis allows estimation of the mean effects of PBF, voucher, and CCT interventions for increasing RMCH service utilization. Finally, the analysis investigates selected contextual and program features of financial incentive programs for RMCH service utilization impacts.

Previous systematic reviews of financial incentives for RMCH have typically cited dissimilarities across interventions as a reason not to conduct quantitative syntheses of program impacts. However, if outcomes and interventions are similar enough, meta-analysis is indicated as soon as two studies are available (Valentine, Pigott, and Rothstein 2010; Higgins and Green 2011; Ryan and Cochrane Consumers and Communication Review Group 2016). As discussed in this chapter, although the outcome variable definitions are very similar across the studies in this review, differences in intervention designs and contexts can be substantial even within the three intervention types.
While cognizant of this limitation, a quantitative synthesis of individual studies is still useful and timely, as financial incentive interventions as a whole, and each of the three intervention groups individually, have well-defined common characteristics (figure 6.1). Because of these common features, policy discussions typically aggregate “financial incentives in health” into three general groups: PBF, vouchers, and CCT programs. Obtaining mean effect sizes through meta-analysis of all available evidence is therefore preferable over the ad-hoc, implicit aggregation of often selective study results, which is frequently undertaken.

Methodology

This chapter’s results were obtained using systematic reviews and meta-analysis methodology (see, for example, Higgins and Green 2011; Waddington et al. 2012; Card 2015). Table 6.1 summarizes the main inclusion criteria that were used to identify relevant studies.

Table 6.1  Inclusion criteria for the systematic review and meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Criteria used in this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication format</td>
<td>Studies in English that were published in peer-reviewed scientific journals, as part of a working paper series, in books (with ISBN numbers), as doctoral dissertations, or official research or project reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td>Performance-based financing, voucher, and conditional cash transfer schemes(^a) occurring in countries classified as low or middle income by the World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Six indicators that represent the official and supplemental reproductive, maternal, and child health indicators of the Millennium Development Goals (Wagstaff and Claeson 2004) or are intermediate indicators critical to their achievement, namely, the shares of (1) women of fertile age who use modern contraceptives, (2) pregnancies with four or more antenatal care checks, (3) pregnant women receiving tetanus vaccinations, (4) births occurring in health facilities, (5) births with postnatal care, and (6) children receiving the full course of vaccinations recommended for the first year of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data source</td>
<td>Only evidence from household survey data due to sample selectivity and reporting bias concerns in health facility and administrative data sets from low- and middle-income countries (Chiba, Ogutu, and Nakayama 2012; Hahn, Wanjala, and Marx 2013; Sharma et al. 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trials as well as evaluations of nonrandomized interventions that identify impacts using regression discontinuity design, instrumental variables, or double difference and triple difference models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^a\) Because they are based on a different theory of change, the review does not consider interventions that affect the monetary price of providing or using MCH services only indirectly or implicitly. On the supply side, omitted interventions include health worker training, provider performance tournaments, and the introduction of mobile health units or health worker home visits. On the demand side, excluded interventions include information campaigns, unconditional cash transfers, and conditional cash transfer schemes that do not condition on MCH service use or employ soft conditions or co-responsibilities. MCH = maternal and child health.
The outcomes included are mainly service indicators because they are the ones most often and most uniformly reported by the studies included in the analysis. However, some of the indicators considered, such as tetanus vaccination during antenatal care (ANC), at least four ANC visits, and full vaccination, also have a quality component. Importantly, the analysis only includes impact estimates of outcomes whose provision is financially incentivized by the interventions under study. This incentivization may be direct (for example, a fee a health facility receives for each birth taking place in it) or indirect (for example, a maternal tetanus vaccination being incentivized in a CCT that rewards pregnant women for ANC visits during which maternal tetanus vaccinations are carried out). By contrast, the analysis excludes impact estimates of outcomes without financial incentivization, for example, those measuring an intervention’s unintended consequences.

Further, the parameter of interest in this review is a program’s intention-to-treat effect—the impact on its full target population that consists of both compliers and noncompliers. Thus, the excluded effects are estimated only for compliers, for example, only for enrollees in a CCT scheme as opposed to its entire target group. As a requirement for the meta-analysis, impact estimates are only included if they are presented with a measure of statistical uncertainty.

**Intervention characteristics**

The results of the search are described in greater detail in box 6.3. Table 6A.1, in annex 6A, provides an overview of the 52 programs in the review and their underlying reports. The study design, program characteristics, and implementation contexts vary both across and within the three intervention groups. About 55 percent of the studies in the review have randomized designs, which are most common for CCT programs, and only three studies rely on instrumental variable and regression discontinuity design models to identify program impacts. Due to the review’s strict methodological inclusion criteria, the share of studies with high bias risk is only 29 percent, 45 percent of studies are classified as having medium bias risk, and 26 percent as having low bias risk.

In terms of implementation context, the geographic coverage of the review is illustrated in map 6.1. Among the PBF programs in the review, 82 percent are in Sub-Saharan Africa, compared with 40 percent of the voucher programs and 35 percent of the CCT programs. The distribution is more balanced across country income groups, where 55 percent of PBF,
Box 6.3 In Focus: Systematic review search results

Several comprehensive literature searches were conducted between September 2016 and March 2021. The repeated searches produced a total of 58 included references, with 24 reporting on PBF programs, one on vouchers and performance-based financing (PBF), eight on vouchers alone, and 25 on conditional cash transfer (CCT) programs alone. From the 58 references, 212 impact estimates were extracted across the six outcomes of interest: (1) women of fertile age who use modern contraceptives, (2) pregnancies with four or more antenatal care checks, (3) pregnant women receiving tetanus vaccinations, (4) births occurring in health facilities, (5) births with postnatal care, and (6) children receiving the full course of vaccinations recommended for the first year of life. Aggregating these estimates to the program level yields 130 program-specific effect sizes, of which 75 come from 22 PBF programs, 31 from 10 voucher programs, and 34 from 20 CCT programs (for interventions with multiple treatment arms, the review considers as separate the treatment arms those that differ in terms of having status quo as opposed to income equalized control groups, and in terms of introducing complementary demand- or supply-side financial incentives).

Figure B6.3.1 provides a breakdown of the references, impact estimates, and program-specific effect sizes per maternal and child health outcome. Figure B6.3.2 displays the number of programs included per outcome and by financial incentive intervention type.

![Figure B6.3.1](image-url)
Box 6.3 continued

Figure B6.3.2 Programs per outcome, by financial incentive intervention type


Note: ANC = antenatal care; CCT = conditional cash transfer; PBF = performance-based financing; PNC = postnatal care.

70 percent of voucher, and 50 percent of CCT programs are in low-income countries. With a median first implementation year of 2011, PBF programs are somewhat younger than vouchers and CCT schemes, where the median year is 2009.

Key program characteristics are summarized in Neelsen et al. (2021, table 2). Three PBF, five CCT, and, by definition, all 10 voucher programs combine demand- and supply-side financial incentives instead of incentivizing either the supply or demand side alone.

Overall effects of financial incentives

Details on the statistical methods used to compute overall effect sizes and for the subgroup analyses are included in box 6.4. Figure 6.2 shows the overall mean effects of all the financial incentive interventions on the demand and supply sides, aggregating the results for PBF, voucher, and CCT schemes.
For the six main outcomes, the analysis estimates a statistically significant mean effect size: 3.7 percentage points for modern family planning, 1.4 percentage points for pregnant women completing four or more ANC checks, 2.7 percentage points for maternal tetanus vaccination, 5.3 percentage points for facility delivery, 2.7 percentage points for postnatal care checks, and 4.4 percentage points for full childhood vaccination.

Effects by intervention type: PBF, vouchers, and CCTs

Figure 6.3 compares the mean effects of PBF, voucher, and CCT schemes on the same six outcomes. For modern family planning, the PBF mean effect size amounts to a statistically significant 2.4 percentage points. For the four voucher programs, the mean effect size is 6.2 percentage points, but it is statistically indistinguishable from zero.

Breaking programs down by intervention type for four or more ANC checks, the mean effect size for PBF is close to zero. For vouchers, the mean effect size amounts to a nonsignificant 2.7 percentage points, and the CCT effect size is a significant 4.4 percentage points.
Box 6.4  In Focus: Mean effect size computation and subgroup analysis

For the quantitative synthesis of intervention impacts, overall financial incentive and performance-based financing (PBF), voucher, and conditional cash transfer (CCT) mean effect sizes and confidence intervals were obtained using random effects models that take into account that differences between impact estimates across incentive intervention types may result from not only sampling error, but also genuine differences in program effectiveness (Borenstein, Hedges, and Higgins 2009). Because the review shows effect sizes in percentage points, impact estimates reported in other units—such as log odds ratios, odds ratios, or risk ratios—were converted to percentage points.

The analysis further estimates differences between mean effect sizes of different types of financial incentive interventions, namely, between the PBF, voucher, and CCT intervention groups. The intervention group–specific mean effect size estimates give the relative effectiveness of PBF, voucher, and CCT programs. Comparisons of the statistical significance of mean effect sizes across groups should be avoided, however, as variation in the number of underlying program-specific effect sizes (and, in turn, the number of observations underlying them) can make such comparisons highly misleading. Instead, the chapter reports the statistical significance of mean effect size differences between subgroups from bivariate, random effects meta-regressions, assuming similar between-study variances across subgroups (Higgins and Green 2011). Because a relatively large number of meta-regression subgroup analyses are carried out, there is a risk of type I error (false positives) from multiple hypothesis testing. Following Borenstein, Hedges, and Higgins (2009), this risk is addressed by using the 99 percent instead of the 95 percent threshold to determine statistical significance.

Figure 6.2    Mean effect sizes for all incentive interventions combined

![Chart showing mean effect sizes for different interventions](chart.png)


Note: Mean effect sizes were obtained with random effects meta-analysis. ANC = antenatal care; PNC = postnatal care.

***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < 0.1.
For maternal tetanus vaccination, for PBF programs, the mean effect size is 3 percentage points, with a \( p \)-value just above the 5 percent level. For CCTs, the mean effect size is similar, at 2.4 percentage points, but there is substantial heterogeneity, driven by the significant negative impact of Indonesia’s Program Keluarga Harapan, which contrasts with the positive effect sizes of the four other CCT programs.

For facility delivery, all the intervention group–specific mean effect sizes are statistically significant, with the PBF mean effect size being the smallest, at 4.4 percentage points, followed by the voucher mean effect of 6.4 percentage points and the CCT mean effect of 7.3 percentage points.

The mean effect size across all the financial incentive interventions for postnatal care checks is a modest but statistically significant 2.7 percentage points. A low degree of effect size heterogeneity across programs is mirrored in intervention type–specific mean effect sizes of similar magnitude: a nonsignificant 2.2 percentage points for PBF, 3.2 percentage points—and significant—for vouchers, and 3.1 percentage points and not significant for CCTs.

For PBF schemes, the mean effect size for full childhood vaccination is a significant 3.9 percentage points, and for CCTs, it is a significant 5 percentage points. Random effects meta-regressions were conducted to establish whether the differences between the mean effect sizes of the intervention
Box 6.5 In Focus: Effect size heterogeneity

The dispersion of program-specific impact estimates around their estimated mean effect is an important policy parameter as it conveys a sense of how certain policy makers can be about the expected effects of a new program. To assess the degree of effect size heterogeneity across financial incentive intervention types and within intervention groups, $I^2$ statistics and their $p$ values were calculated. The $I^2$ statistic represents the share of the variation around the mean effect size that is explained by genuine differences in program-specific effect sizes (“between-study variance”) as opposed to mere sampling error (“within-study variance”) (Borenstein, Hedges, and Higgins 2009). Following Cochrane collaboration guidelines, this study considers $I^2$ statistics of 0–40 percent, 40–60 percent, and 60+ percent to indicate low, moderate, and substantial heterogeneity, respectively (Borenstein, Hedges, and Higgins 2009). Table B6.5.1 displays the level of effect size heterogeneity for each outcome and each intervention. Except for maternal tetanus vaccination (overall and for CCT) and modern family planning for vouchers, heterogeneity is low to moderate for all the outcomes and intervention types. This indicates that despite the variation in contexts and intervention designs, the impact estimates tend to be similar across the financial incentive interventions.

Table B6.5.1 Level of effect size heterogeneity, measured by $I^2$ statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maternal and child health outcome</th>
<th>Type of incentive intervention</th>
<th>PBF</th>
<th>Vouchers</th>
<th>CCT</th>
<th>All interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modern family planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+ ANC checks</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal tetanus vaccination</td>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility delivery</td>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+ PNC checks</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full child vaccination</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Low = 0% ≤ $I^2 < 40$%; Moderate = 40% ≤ $I^2 < 60$%; Substantial = $I^2 ≥ 60%$. ANC = antenatal care; CCT = conditional cash transfer; n.a. = not applicable; PBF = performance-based financing; PNC = postnatal care.
**Box 6.6  In Focus: Combining supply- and demand-side incentives**

A reasonable hypothesis is that there exist complementarities between demand- and supply-side interventions. To test this hypothesis, this box examines whether the effect sizes of schemes that combine supply- and demand-side financial incentives are larger than those of schemes that only incentivize either the demand or supply side. While acknowledging the limited power in this subgroup analysis, the meta-regression results displayed in figure B6.6.1 provide little evidence for such complementarities. In no case is there a statistically significant difference between combined and single interventions, and for the three outcomes—maternal tetanus vaccination, facility delivery, and postnatal care—for which meaningful differences in effect size magnitudes are estimated, they indicate smaller effect sizes for programs combining supply- and demand-side interventions.

**Figure B6.6.1  Difference in mean effect size between schemes combining supply- and demand-side interventions and schemes intervening only on the supply or demand side**

![Graph showing difference in mean effect size](image)

**Source:** World Bank.

**Note:** The labels on the bars indicate the magnitude and p-value (in parentheses) of the difference in mean effect size between schemes combining supply- and demand-side interventions and schemes intervening only on the supply or demand side from meta-regressions of the respective service utilization variable on an indicator variable that equals one if a program combines supply- and demand-side interventions and zero if a scheme affects only the supply or demand side, as well as on a categorical variable for intervention type (performance-based financing, voucher, and conditional cash transfer) and a constant. ANC = antenatal care; PNC = postnatal care.

whether programs combining supply- and demand-side incentives have larger impacts.

**Comparing the PBF and DFF approaches**

A key policy counterfactual to PBF is the direct financing of health facilities, also known as direct facility financing (DFF). Indeed, several
evaluations of PBF programs have found that resource neutrality with decentralization can lead to equivalent gains in coverage albeit with differential impacts on quality of care (de Walque et al. 2021; Kandpal et al. 2019; Friedman et al. 2016; Friedman, Das, and Mutasa 2017). While PBF interventions provide an unconditional core budget and additional financial incentives conditional on performance, DFF interventions only provide additional unconditional financing. Often the financing—whether conditional or unconditional—is accompanied by autonomy, community engagement, and supportive supervision. In addition, PBF and DFF are perhaps best viewed as mechanisms that leverage input financing and user fees (Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014). In PBF facilities, providers were actively encouraged to lower user fees as a strategy to boost demand and in some cases to waive out-of-pocket fees. In addition to the strategic purchasing, a key difference between these two types of interventions, of course, is in the verification of facility performance reports. In the PBF arm, typically the quantity of services reported by the health facility was verified at fixed intervals, often quarterly, by an external verification agency. In DFF facilities, there was no such verification because there was no strategic purchasing (there were no prices attached to certain services).

The following is an example of how these two interventions work. Both sets of facilities can typically use the operating budget provided by the intervention, which is not conditional on performance, for health facility operating costs (at least 50 percent). Such costs include maintaining and repairing essential equipment; purchasing drugs, supplies, and consumables; engaging in outreach; and carrying out other related aspects of quality enhancement. In DFF facilities, none of the budget could be used for staff incentives. However, in PBF facilities, performance bonuses added about 10–20 percent to health worker salaries.

Whether comparing PBF with DFF that disbursed as much as PBF but had lower administrative costs, such as in Cameroon, or with DFF that had significantly lower disbursements to facilities, as in Nigeria and Zambia, the evidence suggests that different models of DFF may be as effective as PBF in increasing health service coverage. Further, DFF may be a cost-effective alternative to PBF because it does not entail directly measuring and verifying outputs. As such verification takes the form of routine third-party verification visits to all the treated facilities, by avoiding these visits, DFF can have significantly lower administrative costs (Zeng et al. 2021). DFF also has the benefit of causing fewer unintended effects, for instance, by not incentivizing gaming of the system (Petersen et al. 2006) or by not
POLICY ALTERNATIVES TO PERFORMANCE-BASED FINANCING

rewarding relatively easy but measurable tasks, like dispensing pills, while leaving aside tasks that are more difficult to measure (Bridges and Woolcock 2019). Further, in the PBF arm, the additional payments for salary “top-ups” or performance-based bonuses often do not have clear rules for allocation between facility staff. Different countries use different rules to divide these bonuses between staff, which in turn creates the potential for free riding, particularly as health workers operate in teams and individual performance can be difficult to observe (Leonard and Masatu 2010).

Another appealing aspect of DFF is that it is deemed to be easier to implement than PBF—not only cheaper—because it does not require selecting indicators for payment or routinely verifying facility performance, and there is almost mechanically less heterogeneity in payment schemes and program design. Finally, because DFF does not link payments to performance on specific tasks, some critics of PBF argue that DFF has fewer sustained impacts on worker motivation, in turn limiting any potential detriments caused by such effects (Paul et al. 2018; Ireland, Paul, and Dujardin 2011). As DFF is seen as a less radical approach at the facility level, it is argued to have fewer systemwide and long-term impacts than PBF programs (Paul et al. 2018; Riddle et al. 2018). Of course, often such health system impacts are typically a desired, or even an intended, part of the PBF intervention (Meessen, Soucat, and Sekabaraga 2011).

In the Health Results Innovation Trust Fund (HRITF) portfolio, five countries successfully piloted a DFF approach in addition to PBF: Cameroon, Nigeria, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and the initial Rwanda pilot (de Walque et al. 2021; Kandpal et al. 2019; Friedman, Das, and Mutasa 2017; Friedman et al. 2016; Basinga et al. 2011). The rest of this section pools the data from these five countries to assess the relative effectiveness of the PBF and DFF approaches when implemented side by side.

Table 6A.2, in annex 6A, summarizes the two interventions in each of these countries. In general, as implemented in the five countries, the DFF approaches were similar or even identical to PBF except that the payments to the health facilities were explicitly decoupled from the quantity or quality of services that were delivered, and no performance bonuses were paid to the health workers. In Cameroon, Zimbabwe, and Rwanda, the DFF and PBF arms received, on average, the same amounts. However, in Nigeria and Zambia, the amount of funds transferred to the DFF facilities was set, by design, to be exactly half the average of what PBF facilities in the same state earned. Broadly speaking, the budget
equalization was implemented retrospectively. In other words, DFF income depended on the actual disbursements to PBF facilities for the past quarter.

In all these countries, DFF facilities were subject to the same reporting requirements as PBF facilities without the additional monthly third-party verification of quantity or quality. In addition, DFF facilities typically received the same level of autonomy in using their funds as the PBF facilities. In Nigeria, where community engagement was a part of the PBF intervention, the DFF facilities were also exposed to the same level of participation from the local ward development committees. In all the countries, the supervision and disbursement of funds were also comparable between PBF and DFF and distinct from business-as-usual. For instance, in Nigeria, in both the PBF and DFF arms, all income sources—including user fees and PBF or DFF disbursements—were managed collectively and even stored in the same bank account.

PBF and DFF interventions can often also serve as conduits for additional staff training. For example, in Cameroon and Nigeria, the quality of care provided was an additional target for the program, so a quality checklist that aimed to measure facility quality was implemented in both PBF and DFF facilities on a quarterly basis. The visit to implement this quality checklist was at the center of the enhanced supervision provided in these two countries. Both PBF and DFF facilities thus received a quarterly training visit for MCH staff. During this visit, district health supervisors implemented the quality checklist at the facility, calculating and communicating the scores to the facility. They then worked with the facility to identify areas for improvement and provided hands-on training on issues identified through this process. Thus, in some ways, this process resembled a continuous quality improvement approach whereby supervisors worked with facility staff to identify key challenges to the quality of care, aided facility staff in problem solving, and provided hands-on training in areas of need. In the PBF arm, the score was tied to an additional quality bonus; in the DFF arm, no additional funds were provided.

The Nigerian experience illustrates why PBF verification costs can be substantial: in addition to the verification of the quantities of services, the quality score was independently verified by an external verification agency. Since the quality visit and the verification were not on the same day, an algorithm to detect and address misreporting was needed. If the verification reports were more than 10 percent off the scores reported in the quality visit, the facility received a financial penalty. If a discrepancy of more than 10 percent happened
more than three months in a row, the facility faced a punitive audit by the Federal Ministry of Health. DFF interventions, by design, provide unconditional funding, thereby avoiding all such administrative costs.

There were also important transparency and accountability interventions in all the PBF and DFF arms studied here. For instance, in all five countries, in both the PBF and DFF arms, the amount earned by the facility was transferred electronically to the facility’s bank account. In cases like Nigeria, where community engagement was a central pillar of the intervention, the chair of the local area development committee was a co-signatory of the bank account.3

Table 6.2, reproduced from Khanna et al. (2021), summarizes the differences and similarities in the PBF, DFF, and business-as-usual arms in Nigeria, which is representative of the two approaches as implemented in the five countries studied. As the table illustrates, the DFF intervention was identical to the PBF intervention except for the strategic purchasing element. PBF facilities received a quarterly payment based on the quantity of targeted MCH services they reported providing over the previous quarter. Each of these targeted indicators had a predetermined price assigned to it, and the indicators and prices were provided to the facility ahead of time through a checklist. At the end of each quarter, the total payment for each participating health facility in the PBF arm was calculated by multiplying the number of people to whom each targeted service was provided by the price of that service plus the quality bonus calculated using a quality scorecard (see Khanna et al. (2021) for further details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>PBF</th>
<th>DFF</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funds electronically transferred to health facility account</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy of facility to allocate funds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community engagement in facility management</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced supervision using quantitative supervisory checklist</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility payment linked to quantity and quality of services</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remoteness bonus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary bonuses to health workers based on performance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of overall incremental funding (US$ per capita per year)</td>
<td>$3.49</td>
<td>$1.74</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Kandpal et al. 2019.

Note: DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing.
To provide an overall comparison of PBF and DFF as well as gain statistical power in comparing the impacts, a pooled analysis of the data from the five HRITF funded impact evaluations that allowed such a comparison is conducted. The results presented in figure 6.4 show that apart from institutional deliveries in public facilities, PBF does not lead to incremental gains over DFF—indeed, in aggregate, not even compared with business-as-usual. Even when the DFF arm disbursed significantly less than the PBF arm, with the additional resources in the PBF arm being used solely for performance pay, there is limited evidence of additional impact of PBF.

The fact that little evidence is found of a differential impact of PBF over DFF is indicative that in these LIC contexts, performance pay to health workers may not lead to greater impact than DFF. Further, although the analysis finds that PBF increases deliveries at public institutions, given that

**Figure 6.4** Comparison of the pooled impact of performance-based and unconditional facility financing in five Sub-Saharan African countries (Cameroon, Nigeria, Rwanda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe)

Sources: World Bank, based on de Walque, Friedman, et al. 2022.

Note: Solid markers indicate statistically significant estimates ($p < .05$); markers that are open indicate imprecise estimates. “Whiskers” around markers represent 95% confidence intervals. DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing.
facility quality is not observed, the welfare implications of this effect are unclear. If public institutions are of lower quality than private institutions, then, if anything, patients may be worse off due to this shift. It is also noteworthy that the analysis of pooled data from these five countries leads to a different finding than what might be suggested by individual impact evaluations. For example, in Nigeria, Rwanda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, the findings show that PBF outperformed DFF for institutional delivery, while the pooled analysis does not find an aggregate effect of PBF on institutional deliveries. This difference between the individual impact evaluations and the pooled analysis highlights the salience of context as a mediator of PBF’s impact.

Figure 6.5 compares the impacts of PBF and DFF on idle capacity. As discussed in chapter 3, idle capacity measures the potential for

Figure 6.5 Impacts of PBF relative to DFF on idle capacity in antenatal care consultations in Cameroon and Nigeria


Note: Markers above the dashed line indicate a summary effect. Solid markers indicate statistically significant estimates ($p < .05$); markers that are open indicate imprecise estimates. “Whiskers” around markers represent 95% confidence intervals. DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing.
improvement in clinical quality that is truly in the health worker’s locus of control. Because idle capacity should be zero in a normative sense, positive impacts, that is, where PBF reduced idle capacity compared with DFF, would be to the left of the zero line in the figure, and increases in idle capacity would be to the right. An overall index of idle capacity is presented above the dotted line, and the various subcomponents of the overall index of idle capacity are below the dotted line. In both countries, most of the impacts are on the right, suggesting that PBF increased idle capacity over DFF—although not all of the impacts are precisely estimated. Indeed, with the exception of counseling for danger signs, there are no significant reductions in idle capacity from PBF compared with DFF. Returning to the theme of equity in access to care, Box 6.7 explores whether these impacts on idle capacity vary by the socioeconomic status of the patient accessing care.

**Box 6.7 In Focus: PBF and equity**

As discussed in chapter 4, evidence suggests the presence of a wealth-quality gradient in antenatal care, including in many of the settings studied in this report. Figures B6.7.1 and B6.7.2 present baseline and endline concentration curves of the idle capacity (or know-can-do gaps) for Nigeria and Cameroon, respectively. In Nigeria, care at baseline is close to the line of equality, suggesting an equitable distribution. At endline, if anything, the intervention arms held constant while the business-as-usual arm became less equitable, with the poor facing greater idle capacity. In Cameroon, the performance-based financing (PBF) and business-as-usual arms became less pro-poor over the study period. Notably, however, the greatest detriments from PBF to the know-can-do gap often come from the middle of the wealth distribution rather than from the poorest of the poor.

In contrast, there were few changes in idle capacity in direct facility financing (DFF), and it ended the study period as the most pro-poor of the study arms. In particular, the DFF gains in quality came from the poorest wealth quintiles relative to PBF. This may be because the wealthy are (can be) more quality sensitive—which may take the form of being able to pay for additional tests, demand better care, travel further to better facilities, and live in wealthier areas. As a result, PBF facilities may have faced greater volume from relatively well-off patients. Indeed, the Nigeria impact evaluation documents that 40 percent of PBF’s impact on institutional deliveries was actually a displacement from private to public facilities—by relatively wealthy women returning to the public sector in response to perceived improvements in public facilities (Kandpal et al. 2019).

*(Continued)*
Box 6.7 continued

Figure B6.7.1  Patient socioeconomic status, PBF, DFF, and know-can-do gaps in Nigeria

![Graph showing know-can-do gaps in Nigeria](image1)


Note: DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing.

Figure B6.7.2  Patient socioeconomic status, PBF, DFF, and know-can-do gaps in Cameroon

![Graph showing know-can-do gaps in Cameroon](image2)


Note: Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing.
In many of the PBF pilots discussed in this chapter, including some where the PBF arm had little other impact on service utilization or quality of care, an indicator that PBF improves with respect to business-as-usual is the rate of institutional deliveries. For instance, in Rwanda, the PBF pilot increased institutional deliveries by 23 percent; in Nigeria, compared with business-as-usual, the PBF arm increased institutional deliveries by 7 percent; and in Zambia, where the PBF pilot had no other impacts, it also increased institutional deliveries by 7 percent.

This systematic impact of PBF on the rate of institutional deliveries raises the question of why these pilots are effective at increasing this one indicator even if the overall impact is otherwise muted. An explanation may be that the price for deliveries is often higher than for other services. For instance, in Nigeria, a vaginal birth earned the facility US$12 in performance pay, while a standard ANC visit earned it US$1.20. In Rwanda, a delivery earned US$4.60, while a standard ANC visit earned US$0.09. Although it appears that these prices substantially favor deliveries, deliveries also require more time and effort on the part of the health worker than a standard ANC visit. In addition, ANC visits are predictable, and facilities often offer ANC services on a given day of the week. In contrast, deliveries have unknown durations and uncertain outcomes. Therefore, even at these relatively nominal prices, the price per unit of effort may not necessarily be different for ANC visits and deliveries.

Further, often DFF interventions can lead to significant gains to institutional deliveries without paying specifically for the outcome (for instance, see the Nigerian example reported in Khanna et al. 2021). If the indicator price truly led to the disproportionate success of PBF programs, then it would not be the case that DFF performs almost as well as PBF in Nigeria. Further, assuming that health workers adjust effort in response to the price implies that they understand the incentive structure. In contrast, in Nigeria, where the PBF pilot increased the institutional delivery rate by 7 percent over business-as-usual and 10 percent over DFF (Khanna et al. 2021), it was found that approximately 60 percent of the workers did not understand how to increase their payment, and a quarter of those who worked in a PBF health facility were not even aware of the PBF program (Kandpal et al. 2019).

Bauhoff and Kandpal (2021) study the same set of health workers sampled in the impact evaluation of the Nigeria pilot. They show that even in a simple lab-in-the-field setup, health workers do not respond linearly
to price. In their experiment, health workers received the incentives directly and in response to a simple payout structure. Despite this, as demonstrated in figure 6.6, most of the gains from incentives accrue from going from zero to a small positive price, and the authors estimate few additional gains from going from low to high prices. Although their estimated effort response is different from one canonical estimate of wage elasticity (Fehr and Goette 2007), it is broadly consistent with others (Oettinger 1999; Goldberg 2016). This result of the price acting as a signal is also in line with some of the literature on CCTs (Filmer and Schady 2011) and transfers acting as nudges (Baird, McIntosh, and Özler 2011; Benhassine et al. 2015). In turn, this lack of response by providers to the price highlights the potential slack in PBF payment schedules and suggests that PBF payments largely work to increase the salience of the information provided by the checklist. PBF may thus be made more cost-effective by reducing the prices of salient indicators like institutional deliveries.

**Figure 6.6** Lab-in-the-field evidence on prices and provider effort

![Graph showing percentage point difference relative to information arm against payment amount (Nigerian Naira). Whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals.](image)

*Source: Bauhoff and Kandpal 2021.*

*Note: “Whiskers” around point estimates represent 95% confidence intervals.*
In addition, institutional delivery may be a particularly salient task, especially in primary care settings. It is also a task that may be intrinsically important and well aligned with the overall mission of providing care. Midwifing a new life may be seen as the culmination of the chain of care in maternity services (Cullen et al. 2016). As a result, nonpecuniary signals or incentives for deliveries may have a disproportionate impact on deliveries relative to their impact on other services because deliveries are a task of unusual salience to health workers. There are also important potential complementarities in the production of institutional deliveries with ANC but not vice versa. To be specific, whether a woman visits a facility for the first ANC visit is not within a health worker’s control. Demand-side factors may keep women from seeking ANC, thus limiting the impact of the strategic purchasing of ANC services. However, once a woman decides to seek ANC in a health facility, the health worker may be able to convince her to come back to the facility for delivery. Indeed, such a pattern has been studied and established in several previous studies, including Basinga et al. (2011) in Rwanda and Van de Poel et al. (2016) in Cambodia. This discussion thus highlights the importance of considering the variety of factors to which health workers are required to respond in addition to the performance pay provided by the PBF pilot. Simply finding that PBF programs increase the utilization of a certain service does not necessarily imply that the impact is driven by the performance pay.

The literature presents evidence of other interventions, such as transportation vouchers and CCTs, increasing institutional deliveries, perhaps at a much lower cost and with less uncertainty in implementation. For indicators where baseline coverage is particularly low, demand-side barriers may be salient and at least partially addressed using low-cost cash transfers to patients/households. Many of the constraints to effective coverage are not in the health worker’s locus of control and thus do not necessarily respond well to PBF incentives. As a result, perhaps unsurprisingly, the findings indicate that DFF, typically paired with facility-level autonomy and supervision reforms, can improve coverage and effective coverage to a similar degree as PBF—often at a lower cost since DFF does not require a verification mechanism.

**PBF, DFF, and baseline effort**

With the objective of increasing coverage or effective coverage of targeted health services, PBF programs are designed under the assumption that financial incentives will increase providers’ effort toward delivering the
incentivized services. If there is idle capacity in effort, providers may work more once the return to effort is higher. To prevent providers from increasing the provision of lower quality services, the PBF transfers typically also depend on indicators of quality of care, although the evidence provided in the previous chapter suggests that at least in Cameroon and Nigeria, PBF may have increased idle capacity anyway. Evaluations of PBF programs in low- and middle-income countries overall have found positive impacts on quality of care.

While performance pay for a single task provides a signal of the salience of the task and increases the marginal return to effort on that purchased task, PBF programs typically incentivize the provision of a set of services, each at a different rate, meaning the relative marginal return to effort on different actions is changed. The marginal return to effort on a specific service depends on whether the service is incentivized, the incentive size, and the amount of effort required to provide an additional service. The marginal return to effort exerted on one service might also depend on the number of other services provided if the services have common effort inputs, in other words, if they are complements in production (Mullen, Frank, and Rosenthal 2010; Bauhoff and Kandpal 2021). Consider, for example, the link between ANC and delivery services. Facilities establish contact with pregnant women during consultations, and preparation for delivery is one of the counseling topics that should be covered. Therefore, the effort exerted on outreach for ANC can reduce the effort required to bring women in for deliveries.

The effort required to provide an additional unit of service might also depend on other factors. For example, the marginal return to effort might not be constant but increasing. Consider a facility serving a large catchment area. The effort required to bring in individuals from nearby residences could be lower than that required to attract individuals from further villages. The characteristics of the catchment area a facility serves might also affect the marginal return to effort. For example, population density and poverty rates might affect the amount of effort required to bring in more individuals to receive services. Simply put, at high levels of coverage, the marginal effort required to increase service delivery may be higher than the performance pay offered for that service. It may also be the case that demand-side factors, not supply-side ones, keep some women from seeking care. In response, providers may reallocate effort to a lower effort task, that is, one for which existing coverage levels are low, even if that task has lower performance pay associated with it.

Figure 6.7 presents a preliminary analysis of data from the Nigeria PBF project’s impact evaluation. Using triple differences to account for
differences in time trends, the figure compares the impacts of the PBF intervention on the coverage rates of timely uptake of ANC and institutional delivery, by baseline levels of coverage of the two services. This analysis allows teasing out the effects of the levels of performance pay for the two services, as otherwise the two impacts arose from the same PBF package—the only difference was in the levels of performance pay. The figure plots the coefficient on the interaction of the indicators for (1) PBF (versus DFF), (2) endline (versus baseline), and (3) above (or below) median baseline coverage of that indicator. The PBF program had an overall significant impact on in-facility deliveries but not on ANC coverage. When the coverage rates of both services were below median before the project was launched, as in case 1, there is a positive and statistically significant impact on both services, with a marginally greater impact on the service with a higher price, that is, institutional deliveries. When the rate of institutional deliveries was below median, but the ANC rate was above median, as in case 2, the estimates show a positive impact on deliveries and a negative one on ANC, perhaps suggesting a reallocation of resources to deliveries. When the baseline rate was high for deliveries but low for ANC, as in case 3, there is a significant impact only on ANC. However, when the coverage rates of the services were above median at baseline, as in case 4,
the estimates reveal similarly negative impacts on both services, again perhaps indicating a reallocation of resources to other services.

These findings are consistent with an increasing marginal cost of providing additional services. When the rates of both services were below median, the performance pay amounts were higher than the marginal cost and the providers increased their effort on both services. When the provision of both services was already high at baseline, the providers might have shifted effort to other services. The facilities with low delivery coverage and high ANC coverage at baseline responded to the PBF intervention by increasing effort on deliveries and reducing effort on ANC. The overall similarity in results across PBF and DFF in Nigeria hides this heterogeneity in response to performance pay. This finding suggests that providers reallocate effort across tasks in response to the performance pay; similar but only indicative evidence is found from the data used in the meta-analysis presented in box 6.8.

### Box 6.8 In Focus: How do impacts depend on the baseline outcome values?

**Results from the meta-analysis**

Figure B6.8.1 uses the meta-analysis framework and data and shows the association of effect sizes with the targeted outcome values at baseline. The baseline value serves as a measure of pre-intervention health system effectiveness in reaching mothers and children with health services—a possible proxy for country income level and overall implementation context. In theory, a possible association can go in either direction. A negative relationship would result if, for instance, low baseline outcome levels indicated low capacity to implement financial incentives successfully. By contrast, a positive relationship would arise if, for example, a low baseline outcome level indicated larger populations within reach of marginal changes in effort induced by financial incentives. The results displayed in figure B6.8.1, using a binary variable indicating if the baseline value is below or above the sample median, show a mixed picture: for modern family planning, facility delivery, and childhood vaccinations, the point estimates indicate that baseline values below the median are associated with better outcomes, whereas for maternal tetanus vaccination and postnatal care, the reverse applies.

This pattern highlights that service provision may depend not only on the price, but also on the marginal effort required—and that performance-based financing (PBF) may be fruitfully deployed for indicators where coverage levels are relatively low and there is room for improvement. Further, this finding suggests a way to think about the potential complementarities between cash transfers, PBF, and direct facility financing. Policy makers may wish to view household cash transfers conditioned on service utilization and PBF as lying on a continuum. For instance, a low-cost option may be to identify areas where baseline demand is particularly weak for certain types of services, implement household-level conditional cash transfers (CCTs) to see how much they increase a given indicator, and only then consider PBF payments. Although PBF may be most effective at low levels of coverage, CCTs may be cheaper for increasing coverage when levels are especially low.

(Continued)
Complementarities in the PBF and DFF approaches

The evidence presented above, linking the impact of performance pay to baseline coverage levels and the salience of the task, raises a broader point about the relationship between the PBF and DFF approaches. While thus far the chapter has explored the differences in the design, implementation, and impact of PBF and DFF, there may be important complementarities between the two approaches. For example, a crucial similarity is that both PBF and DFF disburse money directly to the frontlines, which can be an important difference in health system financing from the status quo. Indeed, without such approaches as DFF, primary health facilities in much of Sub-Saharan Africa (but also South Asia and parts of East Asia and the Pacific) often do not have a budget over which they have autonomous
control. As discussed in chapter 1, health facilities in centralized systems have a staff roster, and typically the salary rolls are paid centrally, leaving facilities with limited ability to hire contract workers in response to demand increases or quality of care requirements. In addition, based on the size of the catchment area they serve, which is often documented through old and incomplete data, facilities receive a certain set of drugs and supplies at preset intervals. Beyond this, if something breaks or there is a stockout, procurement must proceed through centralized processes and can lead to sustained gaps in equipment and drug availability (Fritsche, Soeters, and Meessen 2014).

In contrast, both PBF and DFF approaches give health facilities a budget over which they have some autonomous control, which provides them a core fund for infrastructure. In addition, the DFF interventions studied here do not just send money to facilities without accountability—indeed, most incorporated the same accountability measures, such as business plans and dashboards, as the PBF arms in the same trial. Plus, like in the PBF arms, many of the DFF arms received additional supervision in the form of training visits. Finally, most of these interventions led to sustained effects on the Public Expenditure Tracking System (PETS), leading to downstream improvements in the regularity of disbursements (see Kandpal et al. (2019) for a discussion of the effects of the Nigerian PBF pilot on the local PETS; chapters 7 and 8 return to this topic).

All the DFF arms studied were nested within well-known PBF trials. As such, there may have been some anticipation effects among the DFF facilities that if they performed well, they too would receive the performance pay, which was almost always additional to the base salary. Of course, the exact contribution of such anticipation effects to the success of DFF interventions cannot be quantified, and it should not necessarily be expected that most or even all of the relative success of the DFF programs came from these effects rather than from the additional financing, autonomy, accountability, and PETS-level changes. However, even for DFF, a central point remains that it is unknown how much of the observed impact comes from the additional budget versus autonomy or the related changes. Indeed, the supervision-only intervention in the Kyrgyz Republic suggests that financing reform may not always be necessary to improve health service delivery. A fruitful channel for further inquiry may be to understand the role of these aspects of the DFF intervention.

Thus, the evidence presented here suggests that PBF and DFF have important complementarities. Ultimately, the question is what is feasible
within the government system. PBF budgets are unpredictable because the payments vary by facility performance, making them difficult to reconcile with government systems that lack a dedicated purchasing agency. In many ways, this mirrors the discussion in the debate around CCTs and unconditional cash transfers (UCTs). On the one hand, the link to results might make PBF more politically palatable in some settings and may have attracted additional donor funding, which is the same reason offered for government preferences for CCTs relative to UCTs. On the other hand, with DFF and UCTs, governments know exactly how much to disburse to recipient facilities, and there is no need for verification, making implementation easier and less expensive.

One way of reducing the budget unpredictability imposed by PBF may be to use PBF and DFF together, with DFF as a core level of decentralized funding and PBF in selected areas for targeted indicators. This approach was scaled up in Nigeria because of the PBF impact evaluation finding that PBF only had an incremental impact on institutional deliveries relative to DFF. As a result, the project's national scale-up provides facilities a core budget and DFF as baseline, and it uses PBF for a small number of indicators, including institutional deliveries. Paying for a small number of indicators limits the uncertainty for government budgets.

A large source of the administrative expenses from PBF interventions comes from third-party verification, which is conducted in person at each participating facility at regular intervals, often quarterly or more frequently. Such costs can be substantial: in Nigeria, for instance, PBF administrative costs were 24 percent of all program expenditures (Zeng et al. 2021). The DFF arm did not entail these costs. Even with the hybrid PBF-DFF approach, verification may incur substantial costs, especially if it is conducted in person at all facilities with any regularity. However, recent work suggests that a risk-based algorithm may substantially reduce the need for in-person verification, in turn reducing verification costs by up to two-thirds (Grover, Bauhoff, and Friedman 2019).

On the issue of performance pay amounts, two sources of evidence suggest that the service-specific amount might not be central to any observed impacts on service delivery. First, a study on the Misiones province in Argentina estimates the effect of a threefold temporary increase in the level of performance pay for health care providers on the initiation of prenatal care in the first trimester of pregnancy. The increased pay led to a 34 percent increase in early initiation of prenatal care in the treatment group relative to business-as-usual during the treatment period. Notably,
however, this effect persisted 12 months after the increase in performance pay ended, suggesting that providers respond to more than just the price. However, the study also finds that the quality of care may have remained a constraint to improving health outcomes as the increase in the early initiation of prenatal care did not have any effect on birth outcomes. Second, lab-in-the-field experimental price elasticity estimates from Nigeria (Bauhoff and Kandpal 2021) cast some doubt on the degree to which providers respond to increases in performance pay. This result suggests that the primary role of the price may be to increase the salience of the information conveyed by the checklist. This in turn suggests another way—instead of risk-based verification—in which PBF programs can be made more cost-effective, which is by simply providing token prices. Finally, it is also important to recognize that PBF can be difficult to implement (Paul et al. 2018), making it an expensive and perhaps risky way of getting money to the frontlines.

Discussion and conclusions

Several insights emerge from the analysis presented in this chapter. The results from the meta-analysis indicate that while on average financial incentives increase the coverage of all included RMCH service indicators, the effect sizes are relatively modest, ranging between 2 and 6 percentage points, with the largest effects being for facility delivery and full childhood vaccination (about 5 percentage points). Effect size heterogeneity across financial incentive programs is estimated to be low to moderate for all the indicators except maternal tetanus vaccination.

The low to moderate levels of effect size heterogeneity across financial incentive interventions is reflected in generally small differences in mean effect sizes across the PBF, voucher, and CCT interventions. The analysis is not sufficiently powered to determine precisely the magnitudes of these differences, but, overall, the results indicate that PBF might be slightly less effective in improving RMCH coverage than voucher and CCT schemes.

When testing for other possible drivers of effect size heterogeneity across financial incentive programs, the analysis finds neither systematic evidence of complementarities between supply- and demand-side incentives nor systematic evidence of an influence of baseline indicator levels. The results of the systematic review and meta-analysis are subject to limitations. The methodological inclusion criteria are demanding, which can be considered
a strength of the analysis. The exclusion of studies with less rigorous empirical methods and study designs, however, further limits the statistical power, which, despite a growing evidence base, remains insufficient for conducting a more detailed analysis of the roles of intervention design features and implementation contexts. This limitation applies to comparisons of PBF, voucher, and CCT effect sizes—the differences reported should be given a strictly associational interpretation as the analysis cannot control for confounding factors. To allow more fine-grained subgroup comparisons going forward, future studies of financial incentive interventions should rely on rigorous impact evaluation methods, reduce avoidable heterogeneity by using standard outcome variable definitions, and include detailed information about program design features.

Another limitation is that the scope of indicators targeted by financial incentive interventions is usually larger than the narrow set of outcomes in this review. Many programs incentivize other health coverage indicators in and outside the RMCH domain (for a review and summary of the evidence on the demand side, see, for example, Neelsen et al. (2021)). CCT programs often also include education and job training conditionalities and, like vouchers, can have additional effects on household consumption and welfare. Similarly, incentives to improve the quality of facility equipment and cleanliness and to streamline administrative processes are almost always included in PBF programs, whose impacts on transparency, provider accountability, and data usage are often hoped to have a transformational effect on overall health systems (Friedman and Scheffler 2016; Ma-Nitu et al. 2018). For these reasons, it is important to stress that the results of the meta-analysis only support conclusions about the effects of financial incentives on the six included indicators but not about the overall (cost-) effectiveness of specific programs or entire intervention types.

Beyond the meta-analysis, evidence from the Nigeria impact evaluation suggests that performance pay may be most effective at improving coverage where the baseline levels of the indicator are low, suggesting that paying for indicators where baseline coverage is high may not be effective since the effort required to increase coverage is not commensurate with the price paid. For indicators where baseline coverage is particularly low, demand-side barriers may be salient and at least partially addressed using low-cost cash transfers to patients/households.

Many of the constraints to effective coverage are not in the health worker’s locus of control and thus do not respond well to pay-for-performance incentives. As a result, perhaps unsurprisingly, the analysis finds that
DFF, typically paired with facility-level autonomy and supervision reforms, can improve coverage and effective coverage to a similar degree as PBF—often at lower cost, since DFF does not require a verification mechanism. This mixed evidence of effectiveness is a reminder that PBF, as probably any complex intervention, may fail to improve effective coverage, and this failure can be driven by a variety of reasons.

The mixed results on the effectiveness of PBF interventions presented in this chapter highlight the complexities of a PBF intervention and suggest that thinking of DFF, PBF, and demand-side cash transfers as a menu of potentially reinforcing policy options may be a fruitful means for increasing effective coverage. The evidence also raises questions about the appeal of PBF as the primary attempt at health financing in most of the developing world. It also begs the question as to whether the substantial donor finances channeled into PBF could be used more fruitfully—at least partially—in other types of health financing approaches. DFF or direct transfers to households may attain much of the progress achieved through PBF at a lower administrative cost and with less heterogeneity in impact. Even when PBF is used, it may make sense to purchase only a small number of targeted indicators. These may be selected for such strategic purchasing if they are within the health worker’s locus of control. For instance, health workers may not be in a position to respond to incentives for ANC visits because of demand-side constraints, but once a woman uses ANC services, health workers may be able to use quality of care during those visits to convince her to come back for delivery (Basinga et al. 2011; Bonfrer, Van de Poel, and Doorslaer 2014). The chapter also provided several reasons that suggest caution in attributing the observed impact of PBF on institutional deliveries entirely to the price set in the PBF system. It further discussed suggestive evidence that a token price might capture much of the benefit of performance pay, suggesting that even effective PBF programs might be made more cost-effective.

The evidence brought to bear in this report comes, in large part, from a unique effort at systematically learning about the impact of PBF approaches. In 2008, at the onset of the first trust fund, HRITF, that funded these PBF trials and impact evaluations, there were many unanswered questions about the use of PBF to improve effective coverage in LMICs. As this chapter has demonstrated, the large number of pilot projects and impact evaluations funded by the HRITF has led to substantial learning about where, when, and why PBF approaches might work and how they can be strengthened.
Nonetheless, this body of evidence also highlights that PBF is far from the only, or even the most uniformly appealing, option on the path to sustainable health facility financing and universal health coverage. By shedding light on a menu of viable policy options available for health system financing and strengthening, this report aims to provide options for policymakers. Both PBF and DFF represent notable improvements over business-as-usual in moving forward with the desired transformation of health systems. Compared with PBF, the ease of implementation and low administrative costs of DFF may make it particularly appealing to country governments in responding to the health system challenges imposed by COVID-19, but the link to results in PBF approaches may make it more appealing to donors. Even with the gains from PBF or DFF, the end levels of effective coverage remain poor and much work remains to be done to meet the Sustainable Development Goal of good health and well-being for all. PBF or DFF alone is unlikely to close the entirety of the gap that remains. Thus, the report closes with two chapters that look ahead by building on the findings presented here. Chapter 7 presents a research agenda and cautionary evidence on the risks of overutilization of care on using PBF to develop health systems; chapter 8 closes with a discussion of the operational implications of the research reviewed here.
Table 6A.1  Characteristics of included reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Modern family planning</th>
<th>4+ ANC checks</th>
<th>Maternal tetanus vaccination</th>
<th>Facility delivery</th>
<th>1+ PNC checks</th>
<th>Full child vaccination</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>System Enhancement for Health Action in Transition</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Engineer et al. (2016)</td>
<td>2010–2012</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>PBF Scheme</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Bonfrer et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2007–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bonfrer et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2006–2011</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gage and Bauhoff (2021)</td>
<td>2006–2017</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rudasingwa, Soeters, and Basenya (2017)</td>
<td>2007–2008</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Contracting-in</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Van de Poel et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2004–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Government Scheme</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Van de Poel et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2004–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Health Sector Support Investment Project I</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>de Walque et al. (2021)</td>
<td>2013–2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Health Sector Support Investment Project II</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>de Walque et al. (2021)</td>
<td>2013–2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>Health System Performance Enhancement Project</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Gage and Bauhoff (2021)</td>
<td>2016–2018</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Continued)*
Table 6A.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Indicators with impact estimates</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>State Health Investment Project II</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Kandpal et al. (2016)</td>
<td>2015–2017</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       No</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>PBF scheme</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Basinga et al. (2011)</td>
<td>2006–2008</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       No</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gertler and Vermeersch (2013)</td>
<td>2006–2008</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       No</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lannes et al. (2016)</td>
<td>2006–2008</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       No</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Priedeman Skiles et al. (2013)</td>
<td>2006–2008</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       No</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sherry, Bauhoff, and Mohanan (2017)</td>
<td>2006–2008</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       No</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>Community Living Standards Grant</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Shapira et al. (2018)</td>
<td>2010–2014</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       Yes</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>Health Services Improvement Project</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Ahmed et al. (2006); Ahmed et al. (2022)</td>
<td>2015–2018</td>
<td>X      X      X      X       Yes</td>
<td>DID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6A.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Modern family planning</th>
<th>4+ ANC checks</th>
<th>Maternal tetanus vaccination</th>
<th>Facility delivery</th>
<th>1+ PNC checks</th>
<th>Full child vaccination</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Zambia Health Services Improvement Project I</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Gage and Bauhoff (2021)</td>
<td>2012–2018</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>World Bank (2016a, 2016b)</td>
<td>2012–2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Zambia Health Services Improvement Project II</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>World Bank (2016a, 2016b)</td>
<td>2012–2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Health Sector Development Support Project</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Gage and Bauhoff (2021)</td>
<td>2012–2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>World Bank (2016a, 2016b)</td>
<td>2012–2014</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Table 6A.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Modern family planning</th>
<th>Maternal tetanus vaccination</th>
<th>Facility delivery</th>
<th>1+ PNC checks</th>
<th>Full child vaccination</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Reproductive Health Voucher</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Bajracharya et al. (2016)</td>
<td>2012–2013</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Targeted Maternal and Child Health Voucher</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Van de Poel et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2007–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Universal Maternal and Child Health Voucher</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Van de Poel et al. (2014)</td>
<td>2008–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Maternal Voucher Experiment</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Grépin, Habyarimana, and Jack (2019)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Suraj</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Azmat et al. (2016)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Table 6A.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Modern family planning</th>
<th>4+ ANC checks</th>
<th>Maternal tetanus vaccination</th>
<th>Facility delivery</th>
<th>1+ PNC checks</th>
<th>Full child vaccination</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>Ministry of Public Health Scheme</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Edmond et al. (2019)</td>
<td>2016–2017</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Bono 10,000</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Benedetti, Ibarra, and McEwan (2016)</td>
<td>2012–2013</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Indira Gandhi Motherhood Support Scheme</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>von Haaren and Klonner (2020)</td>
<td>2012–2016</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Powell-Jackson, Mazumdar, and Mills</td>
<td>2005–2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Modern family planning</th>
<th>4+ ANC checks</th>
<th>Maternal tetanus vaccination</th>
<th>Facility delivery</th>
<th>1+ PNC checks</th>
<th>Full child vaccination</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cahyadi et al. (2018)</td>
<td>2007–2013</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium/High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kusuma et al. (2016)</td>
<td>2008–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kusuma et al. (2017)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Triyana (2013)</td>
<td>2008–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 6A.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handa and Maluccio (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Social Risk Mitigation Project</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Ahmed et al. (2006); Ahmed et al. (2022)</td>
<td>2005–2006</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Manicaland HIV/STD Project</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Robertson et al. (2013)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Statistical model: DDD = triple difference; DID = double difference; IV = instrumental variables; SD = single difference. ANC = antenatal care; PBF = performance-based financing; PNC = postnatal care.
Table 6A.1  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Indicators with impact estimates</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
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<th>Country Intervention name</th>
<th>Start year</th>
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<th>Years post-treatment data collected</th>
<th>Indicators with impact estimates</th>
<th>Randomized</th>
<th>Statistical model</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
</tr>
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</table>


Note: Statistical model: DDD = triple difference; DID = double difference; IV = instrumental variables; SD = single difference. ANC = antenatal care; PBF = performance-based financing; PNC = postnatal care.

Table 6A.2  
PBF and DFF interventions, by country, in the five countries in the pooled analysis of PBF versus DFF (Cameroon, Nigeria, Rwanda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe): Comparison of alternative financing approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>T1: PBF</td>
<td>Complete PBF with performance bonuses for medical personnel</td>
<td>Yes, classic PBF contract</td>
<td>PBF payments can be used based on priorities identified in their business plans, including to offer health worker performance or retention bonuses or to purchase inputs</td>
<td>Quality evaluation and feedback, accounting for quality in bonus payment</td>
<td>Payments tied to performance</td>
<td>Management autonomy with control over all revenues</td>
<td>Monthly activity report submitted to district</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>C1: Direct financing</td>
<td>PBF with subsidies that are not linked to performance</td>
<td>Yes, contract stipulating the conditions of PBF for verification and supervision</td>
<td>Facilities develop business plans</td>
<td>Quality evaluation with feedback as in T1, but no effect on payment</td>
<td>Payments not tied to performance</td>
<td>Management autonomy with control over all revenues</td>
<td>Monthly activity report submitted to district</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>C2: Enhanced supervision and monitoring</td>
<td>Only supervision, without bonuses or autonomy</td>
<td>Yes, contract stipulating technical support in the form of supervision</td>
<td>Simple business plan focused on intensified supervision</td>
<td>Quality evaluation with feedback as in T1</td>
<td>No payment</td>
<td>No management autonomy, continuation of the status quo system</td>
<td>Monthly activity report submitted to district</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>C3: Control group</td>
<td>Status quo</td>
<td>No contract</td>
<td>No business plan</td>
<td>Quality evaluation with written feedback twice a year</td>
<td>No payment</td>
<td>No management autonomy, continuation of the status quo system</td>
<td>Monthly activity report submitted to district</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>PBF</td>
<td>PBF as part of the Nigeria State Health Investment Project</td>
<td>Yes, classic PBF contract</td>
<td>Yes, facilities could use these funds for: (1) health facility operational costs (about 50%), including maintenance and repair, drugs and consumables, outreach, and other quality enhancement measures; and (2) performance bonuses for health workers (up to 50%)</td>
<td>A quantitative supervisory checklist (QSC) that assessed structural and process quality of care was used by local government area supervisors and formed the basis of a quality bonus. The QSC was also verified by the external verification agency. An additional bonus was tied to the remoteness of the facility.</td>
<td>Health services indicators were reported monthly by the health facilities and verified quarterly by an external verification agency. A quarterly audit assessed structural and process quality at each facility using a comprehensive checklist. Bonuses were tied to quality indicators as measured through a comprehensive quality checklist, with further bonuses for facility remoteness.</td>
<td>Yes, quarterly payment contingent upon the delivery of a predefined set of health services under PBF</td>
<td>Money would be transferred electronically to the facility's bank account. The amount earned by the facility was transferred electronically to the facility's bank account for which the signatories were the officer in charge and the chair of the Ward Development Committee</td>
<td>Monthly and verified quarterly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DFF</td>
<td>DFF as part of the Nigeria State Health Investment Project</td>
<td>Yes, facilities were paid after the conditions, such as management arrangements, previous period fund utilization, and transparent use of funds had been met</td>
<td>Yes, the funds could be used to finance operational costs but not performance bonuses for staff</td>
<td>DFF facilities were not subject to third-party verification of quantity or quality</td>
<td>DFF facilities were not subject to third-party verification of quantity or quality</td>
<td>Yes, quarterly DFF payments were calculated to be equal to the average funds earned by the PBF facilities net of the performance bonuses (50% of the average PBF payment). DFF facilities received half the amount the PBF facilities earned since DFF facilities were not allowed to pay performance bonuses to their staff.</td>
<td>The payments were provided directly to the facilities. DFF facilities had the same level of autonomy in using their funds as PBF facilities, they were supervised in a similar way, and they received funds into their bank accounts through electronic transfer.</td>
<td>As is the case for PBF facilities, DFF facilities send monthly reports of a comprehensive quality score checklist, but these reports were not verified on a quarterly basis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>PBF</td>
<td>Performance pay: provides financial incentives for providers to increase the use and quality of care of maternal and child services</td>
<td>No contract. The government of Rwanda implemented a national performance pay scheme to supplement primary health care centers’ input-based budgets with bonus payments based on the quantity and quality of key services.</td>
<td>No business plan</td>
<td>Every quarter, supervisors from the district hospital assess quality indicators through direct observation and review of patient records. At the end of the visit, they discuss their findings with the facility’s personnel and provide recommendations to improve quality of services. The facility’s overall quality is measured as an index of both structural and process measures of quality of care for various types of services. The quality indicators are assessed through the regular monitoring system, in which district hospitals monitor and supervise the quality of health centers in their districts.</td>
<td>Third-party auditors review the utilization registry and facility records each quarter. A comparison of facility records with face-to-face interviews of a random sample of patients reported very little false reporting.</td>
<td>Payment tied to performance</td>
<td>Performance payments go directly to facilities and are used at each facility’s discretion</td>
<td>Facilities report their monthly indicators to the district PBF steering committee responsible for authorizing payment. For the referral indicators, the facility must also submit verification from the hospital that the referral was appropriate and the referred patient was treated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>C2 (“pure control” arm) group received nothing.</td>
<td>No contract</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Business-as-usual in Rwanda includes enhanced facility financing</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>PBF</td>
<td>PBF facilities received emergency obstetric and neonatal care equipment and PBF performance-based grants</td>
<td>Yes, “contracting-in” public health system using the existing government systems and structures in Zambia</td>
<td>Health facilities in the PBF districts were allowed to use a maximum of 60% of their PBF funds for staff incentives, and a minimum of 40% for investments and other recurrent/operational costs at the health facilities and communities. The percentages allocated varied by health facility, both across districts and over time.</td>
<td>Monthly visits from district health teams to health facilities for quantity audit. Hospital quarterly visits to health facilities for quality audit. The evaluation was unannounced to the health facility teams and could take place anytime during a particular quarterly period. Hospital submits quality report to district medical offices.</td>
<td>For internal and external verification processes, reported data were extensively audited. District Results-Based Financing (RBF) Steering Committees were the internal verifiers, Provincial RBF Steering Committees were the purchasers, and the Ministry of Health headquarters was both the fund holder and regulator.</td>
<td>Payments were tied to performance. Ministry of Health facilitates payment after verifying data.</td>
<td>To promote fiscal decentralization and support autonomy of resources, PBF health facilities received performance-based payments directly into their bank accounts after the delivery of the pre-agreed indicators on quantity and quality.</td>
<td>District medical offices compile quality and quantity reports and submit provisional invoices to the district steering committee (DSC). District medical offices compile quality and quantity reports and submit provisional invoices to DSC. DSC verifies provisional invoices and submits validated invoices to Provincial RBF Steering Committee for approval.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6A.2 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DFF</td>
<td>C1 group (&quot;enhanced financing&quot; arm) received emergency obstetric and neonatal care equipment exactly as in the PBF and the equivalent in money of the average PBF performance-related grants as input financing</td>
<td>Yes, “contracting-in” public health system using the existing government systems and structures in Zambia</td>
<td>The PBF matching grants that were disbursed to C1 districts had some restrictions on their spending, namely: (1) resources could only be used for meal allowances or per diems according to the number of days worked, and (2) activities had to be related to the delivery of maternal and child health interventions at the health facility level. The manner in which health facilities in C1 districts used the PBF matching grant was also dependent on how much was disbursed to the health facility by the district medical office.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Payments not tied to performance</td>
<td>Money disbursed to the health facilities in C1 districts was required to be spent down before replenishment. This was contrary to health facilities in the PBF arm where PBF payments were disbursed directly into the health center bank accounts and spending down previous funds was not required.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>C2 (&quot;pure control&quot; arm) group received nothing</td>
<td>No contract</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No payment</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>PBF</td>
<td>PBF in Zimbabwe consists of three components: payment for quantity of services, payment for quality of services, and, if applicable, a remoteness bonus. For rural health centers, the quantity component consists of payment on a unit price basis for provision of selected indicators identified by the Ministry of Health and Child Care as mother and child health priorities. A facility’s enrollment in the PBF intervention component was conditional on removing or waiving user fees for the partial package of services that are incentivized. Waiving of user fees was verified by an independent firm in implementing facilities.</td>
<td>Yes, contracting “pay for service conditional on quality” is done not only with the health facilities, but also other stakeholders such as the district and provincial health executives.</td>
<td>A financial plan has been prepared, including adequate community arrangements, user charges for different services, transfer of funds to districts, allocation of premiums, and application of funds.</td>
<td>The quality of services was measured using a balanced scorecard covering numerous aspects of structural and process quality, as well as organizational and management systems.</td>
<td>Balanced scorecard filled out during verification visits by the District Health Executive for rural health centers, or the Province Health Executive for district hospitals every quarter.</td>
<td>Payments for service conditional on quality.</td>
<td>No autonomy over hiring and firing staff, but decentralized planning and decision making for investments at the facility level. The PBF facilities had the autonomy to utilize the PBF earnings in consultation with the Health Center Committees.</td>
<td>Reporting to supervision and verification by the health managers. Reporting to and verification by the beneficiary of the community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6A.2 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arm of intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Business plan</th>
<th>Quality evaluation</th>
<th>Review/verification of service amounts</th>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Management autonomy</th>
<th>Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DFF</td>
<td>Control: for the last 18 months of the 24-month study period, facilities in control districts received equivalent fixed funding each quarter through the UNICEF-administered Health Transitions Fund, which was not tied to performance. User fees were also waived under the Health Transitions Fund.</td>
<td>No contract</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Equivalent fixed payment not tied to performance</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: C1 = direct financing; C2 = enhanced supervision and monitoring; C3 = control group; DFF = direct facility financing; DSC = district steering committee; PBF = performance-based financing; QSC = quantitative supervisory checklist; RBF = results-based financing; T1 = PBF arm of the intervention; UNICEF = United Nations Children’s Fund.
Notes

1. Across intervention types, most programs were in various stages of piloting during evaluation, with only two PBF programs (Burundi’s PBF and Rwanda’s pay-for-performance scheme) and four CCT programs (India’s Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY), Mexico’s Progresa, Peru’s Juntos, and Turkey’s Social Risk Mitigation programs) having nationwide or near nationwide scope. There is only a small number of programs (India’s JSY, Kenya’s Mobile Solutions for Immunization CCT pilot, and the Suraj and Chakwal vouchers in Pakistan) that incentivize only a single health service, as the other programs typically target a broad range of family planning and MCH indicators. Information on the magnitudes of incentives relative to baseline facility, health worker, and household incomes is often lacking or difficult to compare across programs, but where they are available, they indicate substantial variation. In the Tajik PBF pilot, for instance, incentive payments amount to 70 percent of base health worker salaries—more than twice the rate in the Afghanistan PBF pilot.

2. Moreover, relatively narrow service coverage variable definitions were used to identify the effect sizes eligible for this review, to minimize the risk of outcome variable heterogeneity as a confounding factor. Nevertheless, a degree of variation in—and uncertainty about—coverage variable definitions remains (see Neelsen et al. 2021, table 3). For instance, reports estimating impacts on modern family planning sometimes do not list the specific contraceptive types they include, and among studies with explicit reporting of contraceptive types, some differences (for example, whether condoms are included) can exist. However, examining the robustness of overall and subgroup-specific mean effect sizes to the omission of effect sizes with diverging indicator definitions does not lead to meaningful changes on effect size magnitudes or significance.

3. The Nigerian pilot leveraged the local Ward Development Committee for community oversight. This committee is a “pre-existing community group that addresses development challenges for a population of 10,000–20,000 people” (Khanna et al. 2021, 4).
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CHAPTER 7

Performance-Based Financing as a Health System Reform and Cautionary Evidence on Performance Pay and Irrelevant Care

Introduction

Performance-based financing (PBF) is often just one component of a broader health system reform. As health systems develop, not just the quantity, but also the quality of care dispensed and the cost of delivering such care play a central role in improving health outcomes and ensuring that public health care provision remains sustainable. This chapter points to emerging issues and open questions that it foresees arising as this health system transformation occurs.

First, the chapter draws attention to a topic on which there is comparatively little research: the problem of provision of irrelevant or nonindicated care in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). In the early stages of health system development, when capacities and coverage are low, many quality improvement measures rightly focus on increasing insufficient levels of care. As a result, in typical pay-for-performance schemes in LMICs, there can be few safeguards against overprovision. However, the provision of unnecessary care and misallocated resources are widespread even in health care systems in low-income countries. Moreover, as health budgets become less constrained and demand-side interventions decrease the cost of care to patients, the misuse of prescription medications, expensive diagnostics, and overall cost inflation are likely to become more prevalent and in the long run affect sustainability: the pressing problem of steeply rising health care
costs is well known from high-income countries. When PBF programs are being scaled up, they should therefore be designed to counter both the underuse of needed care and the provision of nonindicated care, with adjustments over time toward a greater focus on the latter to ensure the continued sustainability and cost efficiency of delivering effective coverage for all.

In this context, the chapter briefly discusses to what extent the quality measurement methods introduced in chapter 3 may be used in designing effective performance incentives for providers. Such incentives should counteract both the underprovision of needed care and the overprovision of nonindicated care. The chapter argues that measuring effective coverage and quality of care should become an integral part of both health policy research and any health system reform, and quality measurement should be built into health data collection systems, with an eye to supporting health financing initiatives as well as continued policy research to expand the evidence base.

Second, the chapter discusses the timing and design of evaluations that aim to inform policy makers on the health system impacts of PBF programs at scale. As PBF reaches scale, it is important to move beyond proof-of-concept studies based on time-limited pilots, toward understanding PBF’s full impact on the health system. For example, even in national-level pilots, there might sometimes be insufficient capacity building on the ground due to a project-based approach that is not always conducive to decentralized implementation and management. Given that PBF approaches influence the entire health system, a criticism of impact evaluations of PBF pilots is that they fail to assess the entirety of the impacts generated. The chapter therefore also discusses the timing and design of evaluations that aim to inform policy makers on the health system impacts of PBF programs at scale.

**Provision of nonindicated treatment in the context of financial incentives**

Many times, low quality of care leads not only to the undersupply of needed treatment, but also to the provision of nonindicated or “mismatched” treatment; that is, the patient receives treatment other than what is needed, or in excess of what is needed. The unnecessary prescription and supply of medications and diagnostics are increasingly recognized as
affecting not only high-income countries, but also LMICs (Brownlee et al. 2017; Busfield 2015; Holloway et al. 2013; WHO 2009).

While the main priority of any quality of care initiative in LMICs is typically to reduce undertreatment and expand coverage, there are several reasons why policy makers and researchers should not lose sight of overprovision in these settings. For one, the evidence summarized below shows that nonindicated care often occurs alongside insufficient care. Thus, when budgets are tight and human capital and materials are in short supply, there is a real concern that providing unnecessary care in one part of the health care system diverts resources away from patients elsewhere who urgently need them. Preventing unnecessary treatment may therefore directly contribute to reducing underuse. In addition to wasting resources, nonindicated care may also cause medical harm: to the patients themselves, by causing side effects, drug interactions, or trauma from invasive procedures, and to the public at large, by furthering resistant pathogens. Indeed, the World Health Organization (WHO) has declared antimicrobial resistance “one of the top 10 global public health threats facing humanity” (WHO 2020). Last, the chapter argues that preexisting incentives to supply nonindicated care may increase as countries become wealthier and their health systems less budget constrained, and these drivers may be reinforced by pay-for-performance schemes that reward the quantity of care without verifying whether such care is needed.

The problem of nonindicated or overly expensive treatment may be more familiar, and perhaps considered more pressing, in high-income countries, but it is pervasive across health care systems and a widespread problem for many conditions and medications. As early as 2009, the WHO compiled a database of 679 studies published from 1990 to 2006 reporting on common medicine use indicators in 97 countries. The findings were summarized in a Fact Book (WHO 2009) that was later updated to include studies until 2009 (Holloway et al. 2013). Most of the cited studies focus on public sector care,² where it might be expected that the minimum standards for the availability of diagnostic tools, provider training, and medicine use would be poor. For example, over 40 percent of pneumonia cases were not treated with an antibiotic (as they should be in almost all cases), while nearly 50 percent of upper respiratory tract infections received one (constituting nonindicated care). Analogously, irrelevant care was provided for malaria and diarrhea, most often simultaneously with substantial undertreatment. Overall, 40 percent or fewer cases were treated according to the standard guidelines (Holloway et al. 2013).
This chapter begins by summarizing the evidence on nonindicated treatment in LMICs, especially in curative care, drawing frequently on data collected for a study of malaria treatment at community health clinics in Bamako, Mali in 2016, which is described in box 3.1, in chapter 3 (Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022a, 2022b). It then turns to a discussion of how performance pay interacts with the provision of nonindicated care. Finally, the data on antenatal care (ANC) from chapter 4 are used to show that PBF may worsen the provision of preventive measures such as vaccines, including in ways that could harm the patient.

**Incorrect diagnosis and nonindicated treatment in LMICs**

Nonindicated care is an important manifestation of low health care quality. Many arms in the “effective coverage tree” lead to the patient receiving irrelevant care, instead of or in addition to relevant care for their condition, as illustrated in figure 7.1. Relative to preventive care, where the needs
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**Figure 7.1 Nonindicated care for a specific condition in the effective coverage tree**


*Note:* At the end of each branch of the tree, the green color denotes a desirable outcome, and orange denotes an undesirable outcome. Purple border around box indicates irrelevant care that uses scarce resources without health benefits or even causing harm.
assessment is often comparatively straightforward (for example, all children under five should be vaccinated), curative care is particularly at risk of misdiagnosis and consequently nonindicated care. Thus, an important task of the health care system is to provide an accurate diagnosis ensuring that each condition receives the appropriate treatment. Nonindicated care occurs (often alongside undertreatment) when the patient is misdiagnosed and treated for the wrong condition, when the provider treats several conditions at once to “cover their bases,” or when the provider reaches for a more powerful, more invasive, or more expensive treatment than is needed, such as giving an injection instead of an oral tablet.

Consider the example of treatment for *P. falciparum* malaria. The treatment for uncomplicated or *simple malaria* is artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT), usually given in tablet form. In *severe malaria* cases, the patient will initially receive parenteral (intravenous or intramuscular) antimalarials and should be admitted to intensive care (Pasvol 2005; Trampuz et al. 2003). Nonindicated treatment for malaria can occur in multiple ways. A patient may be mistakenly diagnosed with malaria, for example, if the provider conducts a microscopy test and misinterprets the result (branch 1 in figure 7.1). Even if the patient has malaria and is correctly diagnosed, the doctor may provide nonindicated care, such as treatment for severe malaria in the case of an uncomplicated malaria infection (branch 2). The provider might even knowingly substitute irrelevant for relevant care, for example, by giving an antibiotic instead of an antimalarial because the clinic is stocked out of ACTs (branch 3). Last, the provider might mistake the diffuse symptoms of uncomplicated malaria for a different illness, such as a bacterial infection, and wrongly prescribe an antibiotic (branch 4).

Identifying misuse of care requires a third-party diagnosis for verification, which is not always possible. An exception is presented by malaria rapid detection tests (RDTs), which can be easily and quickly administered with minimal training and detect parasite antigens even after treatment has started. This approach makes it possible to measure treatment received conditional on true malaria status. Researchers took advantage of this in the studies that form the basis of the case study in box 3.1, in chapter 3 (Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022a, 2022b).

The malaria data from Mali are used as a case study and referred to throughout the chapter. Patient intake and exit interviews were conducted at 60 community health clinics in the capital of Mali, Bamako. Table 7.1 summarizes the characteristics of the clinics. Although some of the clinics
are large, during a given shift there are typically one to three physicians on
staff, along with nurses, midwives, a pharmacist, a lab technician, and some
nonmedical staff. In a novel approach to measuring the misallocation of
treatment, the patients with acute symptoms were “re-diagnosed” by con-
ducting a malaria test in a follow-up visit at the patient’s home one day after
their clinic visit. The RDT used in these visits, CareStart HRP2(Pf), per-
formed well in quality checks, with less than 1 percent false positives and
91 and 100 percent correct detection rates for low and high parasite loads,
respectively (WHO 2015).

Figure 7.2 shows the results for the correct allocation of treatment. The
quality of malaria care that patients receive is worryingly low. On the one
hand, there is a large amount of nonindicated care, corresponding to
branches 1 and 2 in figure 7.1. Although purchase rates are lower than
prescription rates, 40 percent of patients with a negative malaria test at
domestic took a malaria treatment, and nearly 50 percent of them received an
intravenous line or injection, which, according to official treatment guide-
lines, is only indicated for severe malaria cases (Ministère de la Santé 2013).

Table 7.1 Overview of clinics in the malaria case study in Mali

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported patient load per day</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic has a laboratory for malaria microscopy</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic has a pharmacy/dispensary</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of staff who can prescribe antimalarials</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days with stockouts of any malaria test materials</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days with stockouts of all malaria test materials</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days with stockouts of any malaria drugs</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days with stockouts of all malaria drugs</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Bank, using data from Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022a, 2022b.

Note: The study included 60 public clinics (Centres de Santé Communautaire) in Bamako, Mali. Data
were collected in a baseline survey and on six observation days per clinic. Baseline information is miss-
ing for one study clinic. n.a. = not applicable; SD = standard deviation.
malaria test at home did not receive an antimalarial prescription, and an even greater share did not purchase malaria treatment (branch 3 or 4). These numbers suggest a sizable gap between malaria care coverage and effective coverage.

The mismatch of need for care and care received can have grave consequences for individual and societal welfare. For example, treatment, especially for severe malaria, can have dangerous side effects, and the overuse of antimalarial medication furthers microbial resistance.\textsuperscript{3} Exact numbers on the share of doctor-patient interactions where this type of medical harm occurs are often not available. However, in a standardized patient study on respiratory illness in 227 health facilities in Tanzania in 2018, King et al. (2021) estimate that the care received was clinically harmful to the patient in 6 percent of the cases and harmful to public health in 67 percent of the cases because the patient received nonindicated antibacterial or antimalarial drugs.\textsuperscript{4} An audit study on diarrhea treatment in Bihar (India) showed that 72 percent of health care providers prescribed potentially harmful treatments (Mohanan et al. 2015). Research summarized in Hussam et al. (2020) using standardized patients from China, India, and Kenya shows that between 48 and 89 percent of cases receive entirely incorrect treatment
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**Figure 7.2** Malaria treatment prescriptions and purchases, conditional on a positive (left) or negative malaria RDT taken at home

- **a. Malaria treatment prescriptions**
  - RDT (+) at home:
    - Simple: 20%
    - Severe: 10%
    - No treatment: 70%
  - RDT (–) at home:
    - Simple: 60%
    - Severe: 20%
    - No treatment: 20%

- **b. Malaria treatment purchases**
  - RDT (+) at home:
    - Simple: 70%
    - Severe: 10%
    - No treatment: 20%
  - RDT (–) at home:
    - Simple: 30%
    - Severe: 10%
    - No treatment: 60%


Note: “Simple treatment” refers to the recommended treatment course of artemisinin combination therapy, given orally. “Severe treatment” refers to any treatment involving antimalarial injections, usually reserved for severe malaria, which occurs in approximately 10 percent of cases. RDT = rapid detection test.

Even if there are no negative health consequences for the patient or the public, nonindicated treatment uses up valuable resources. In the Tanzania study, for example, fully 81 percent of the patients received such wasteful care, and in the standardized patient studies in Hussam et al. (2020), more than 70 percent of health care expenses were medically not indicated. In LMICs, where basic health care coverage continues to be low, unnecessary care for one person may imply that another person does not receive the care they need. The regular stockouts in Bamako’s public clinics demonstrate that even in urban areas, medication and materials are often scarce (table 7.1).

To capture the opportunity costs of nonindicated care, this chapter proposes a back-of-the-envelope calculation of the “efficiency” of providing effective coverage, as illustrated in figure 7.3. This measure expresses what

**Figure 7.3  Efficiency of effective coverage provision**

![Diagram](image)

(i) Individuals who consult and receive appropriate care (%)  
(ii) Actual per person cost of care  
(iii) Per person cost of appropriate care

*Source: World Bank.*

*Note: The efficiency of effective coverage provision is calculated based on (i) the share of patients who consult and do (versus do not) receive the correct care, (ii) the actual cost of health care per person, and (iii) the cost of providing the optimal level of care per person. The product of (i) and (iii) divided by (ii) gives the share of total expenditure going toward appropriate care.*
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A proportion of health care expenditure goes toward care that fills a correctly identified health care need. As touched on in chapter 3, it is generally very difficult to calculate this share without data specifically gathered for this purpose. However, table 7.2 illustrates the idea using the malaria case study, with approximations from the data. Table 7.2 shows the share of patients who tested positive for malaria and received malaria treatment as well as the share of patients who tested negative and did not receive malaria treatment. These are the patients who (in approximation) received appropriate care. The table shows that these are only 51 percent of all patients. In addition, exit interview data on payments were used to obtain the per-person price of care for these two groups. The lower per-person price of care of patients who (correctly) did not receive an antimalarial reflects that malaria care is relatively expensive. In these data, the average per-person price for all patients was CFA 5,396, or approximately US$8.99 at 2016 exchange rates (CFA 600 per US dollar). Using this number in the denominator, the share of expenses going toward treatment that correctly matches malaria status is approximately 45 percent, implying that 55 percent of health care spending by patients is at least partially wasteful.

The calculation uses patient prices rather than true cost, and the observed price of care when malaria treatment choices match malaria status rather than the true price of appropriate care. Several caveats are therefore in order. First, public health care in Mali is at least partly subsidized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appropriate treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive match: malaria test was positive and the patient received malaria treatment as part of the prescription.</td>
<td>19% of patients, at visit cost of CFA 5,507 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative match: malaria test was negative and the patient did not receive malaria treatment.</td>
<td>32% of patients, at visit cost of CFA 4,312 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per person average visit cost</td>
<td>CFA 5,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Share of patient expenditure going to appropriate care</strong></td>
<td>Calculation: ((19% \times 5,507 + 32% \times 4,312) / 5,396)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* World Bank, using data from Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022a, 2022b.

*Note:* This table uses data from clinic exit interviews on prescriptions received and the price paid for treatment, combined with information from a malaria test conducted in a follow-up visit at home. The average exchange rate was approximately CFA 600 per US$. 
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**Table 7.2** Approximating the efficiency of health care provision using data from 60 community health centers in Bamako, Mali
Unless the prices that patients pay are proportional to the true cost of services, the 45 percent expenditure share may not represent the share of the total social cost that goes toward providing appropriate care. Second, health care providers would likely have to spend more diagnostic effort per patient to improve the allocation of care for all patients. As a result, the labor cost of providing appropriate care is higher than the current labor cost per visit.

Last, the study assumed that the cost of care for appropriate malaria treatment is CFA 5,507, or equivalently what malaria-positive patients who receive an antimalarial spend. However, an unusually high share of these patients received treatment that indicates severe malaria (and this treatment tends to be more expensive than a simple ACT). Similarly, the study assumes that the cost of care for appropriate treatment for conditions other than malaria is given by the observed price of visits that did not include malaria. However, 63 percent of the patients in the study received an antibiotic, often prescribed for respiratory issues or diarrhea, and it is likely that some of these drug prescriptions were not indicated. Both factors imply that the cost of providing appropriate medications may be lower than the observed medication costs. Chapter 3 briefly discusses how the efficiency of care might be measured in a more complete manner.

Although these numbers are therefore not precise, a key takeaway from the efficiency-of-care indicator is that even in basic primary care in low-income countries, resources go to waste because patients are treated for illnesses they do not have. The problem of nonindicated care is even more serious in high-income countries, partly driven by differences in medicine use patterns due to epidemiology and age profiles. Overuse is particularly severe for high-cost diagnostic testing, such as colonoscopy (Kruse et al. 2015) and medical imaging (FDA 2010), and for surgical procedures (Chan et al. 2011), and there is systemic growth in the nonindicated use of medications for psychological and degenerative conditions. Busfield (2015) highlights that many drugs prescribed to large percentages of the population and heavily promoted by pharmaceutical companies may have few proven benefits, such as antihypertensives (Diao et al. 2012), antidepressants (Ioannidis 2008), and antipsychotics for dementia (Banerjee 2009). The evidence overwhelmingly shows that poor quality of care in the form of overprescription and overdiagnosis is a pressing problem in mature health systems. Correspondingly, it is likely that growing issues with nonindicated care will be seen in LMICs as their health systems begin to transform. The following subsections discuss the reasons in more detail.
What causes nonindicated care and what is the role of financial incentives?

Multiple factors contribute to the provision of unnecessary or inappropriate care. Building on the effective coverage framework, the patient may be incorrectly diagnosed (branch 1) and as a result receive a treatment that is not needed. Alternatively, the doctor’s diagnosis may be accurate—or at least, the doctor may be capable of accurately diagnosing—but he or she is choosing to provide inappropriate care (branches 2 and 3). Correspondingly, along the lines of chapter 3, the causes of nonindicated care are classified into knowledge and capacity gaps versus provider effort.

Knowledge and capacity gaps versus provider choice

Errors in diagnosis—or in prescription choice after diagnosis—may be the result of knowledge or capacity gaps. For example, the provider may not know the diagnostic protocols or may follow the protocols but draw faulty conclusions. Providers who are uncertain about the correct treatment often perceive the risks of overtreating to be lower than the risk of undertreating (see, for example, Krockow et al. 2019) and therefore tend to overprescribe. In the malaria case study, for example, there are many signs that diagnostics are poor and physicians overtreat as a result. Figure 7.4 splits treatment outcomes by the type of malaria test that was administered at the clinic: no test, RDT only, or microscopy test. In general, microscopy tests carried out by an experienced technician are considered the “gold standard” of malaria testing. However, in field conditions, microscopy can perform poorly, for example because dust particles may be mistaken for malaria parasites. Panel a in figure 7.4 shows the malaria rates for the home RDT test and the share of patients who bought an antimalarial. Panel b shows the match between malaria treatment received and malaria status. Patients who received a microscopy test at the clinic (alone or in combination with an RDT) had relatively low rates of malaria in the home test and yet in nearly 80 percent of the cases received an antimalarial. As a result, compared with patients who did not receive a test at all, patients who were tested with microscopy had very low match rates between malaria status and malaria treatment. This is largely due to very high rates of overtreatment and low shares of patients with a “negative match” (that is, patients who did not have malaria and correctly did not receive an antimalarial).

Interestingly, both positive and negative match rates are higher when only an RDT is used than when microscopy is conducted. Moreover, the study found that providing training to clinic staff on the accuracy of RDTs
reduces “duplicate testing” with both RDT and microscopy and significantly improves both positive and negative match rates (Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022a; see also figure 3.1, in chapter 3). This evidence, along with the high mismatch rates under microscopy testing, suggests that doctors may be treating based on incorrectly interpreted blood smears.

Of course, another explanation for nonindicated care may be that the facility simply does not have the required diagnostic tools and materials available. Table 7.1 shows that the clinics in the sample of the malaria case study were stocked out of some malaria test materials 31 percent of the time. Figure 7.4 shows that nearly 50 percent of patients without a malaria test nonetheless received an antimalarial, perhaps due to providers writing prescriptions when a test was unavailable. Knowledge gaps and capacity gaps may respond to PBF in the long run if facility directors respond to these incentives by training or hiring their staff more thoroughly and managing their supply chain better. These changes are likely to take time.
However, the treatment rates for untested patients in figure 7.4 could also indicate that at least some doctors choose not to carry out a test, even if the materials are available, and prescribe based on clinical diagnosis alone. Some doctors may also order lab or RDT tests but then ignore the results. This is the effort or provider choice component of quality of care. The providers in the case study clinics may not test or may override a test result that does not conform to their assessment and prescribe an antimalarial anyway, despite clear health policies requiring a positive malaria test for an antimalarial prescription (Ministère de la Santé 2013).5

Further evidence that doctors choose not to follow diagnostic protocol and provide care that is not needed, despite having the knowledge and resources to do so, comes from the audit and standardized patient studies. These studies compare the actual diagnostic steps taken in daily clinical practice with behavior in a hypothetical vignette. They show that doctors only complete a fraction of the essential case-specific checks and prescribe treatment for conditions the patient does not have, against their better knowledge (see, for example, Das and Hammer (2007) for an early such study). Strikingly, doctors in India who practice both in public facilities and their own private practices deliver very different quality of care in the two settings and are 15 percent more likely to diagnose the patient correctly and 37 percent more likely to offer the correct treatment in their private office (Das, Holla, et al. 2016). The authors argue that the fee-for-service provision of health care in the private sector holds doctors more accountable and incentivizes them to provide higher quality care. Lack of provider effort and misaligned incentives are clearly important contributors to low quality health care and specifically the provision of nonindicated care.

Financial and nonmonetary incentives to prescribe and the role of PBF

The role of provider incentives in connection with the overprovision of care is twofold. First, providers often lack incentives for diagnostic accuracy or low expenditure and therefore do not explicitly work to avoid overuse. Second, there is a range of external incentives that tend to encourage providers to sell medications or services that are not needed. In this context, PBF has the potential to improve incentives for accurate diagnosis and treatment allocation, but in practice the nature of the incentives offered often reinforces existing incentives to oversell. This problem relates to the challenges of evaluating the quality of health care allocation and accurately rewarding desired behavior. As health systems develop, outside incentives for overprovision may become even stronger.
and reinforce performance pay incentives further. This subsection discusses the evidence for incentives to provide nonindicated care in LMIC health systems and in economies in transition, using the examples of China and India. It also briefly points to the potential touchpoints with PBF. The next subsection returns to the example of ANC from chapter 4 and shows evidence of nonindicated care in response to PBF.

Financial incentives are most often cited as the main driver of what is termed “physician-induced demand.” Induced demand occurs when the provider “influences a patient’s demand for care against the physician’s interpretation of the best interests of the patient” (McGuire 2000, 504). The provider can influence what the patient wants because health care is, in many aspects, a credence good, meaning that the patient does not observe the benefits and harms of the treatment directly and must rely on the judgment of the “expert,” here the health care provider. Even professional and altruistic providers may act against what they deem is in the patient’s best interests if other interests strongly compel them. There is ample evidence that providers respond to direct or indirect financial incentives, for example, by increasing prescription rates to boost sales profits. In a standardized patient study in China, prescription rates were 55 percent when the provider’s clinic benefited from the sale, compared with 10 percent when the patient indicated they would purchase a prescribed antibiotic at a nonaffiliated pharmacy (Currie, Lin, and Meng 2014).

But even if the volume of sales is not financially incentivized, as in most public health facilities and for salaried physicians, providers may be tempted to furnish nonindicated care. Concern about their reputation may motivate them to offer treatment rather than asking the patient to “wait and see” (Das, Hammer, and Leonard 2008). This is related to an often reported, but less often rigorously studied, cause for overprescription, namely, patients’ demand for powerful treatment. The theory of “induced demand” assumes that doctors work to persuade reluctant patients to buy more than they need, yet providers often report that patients arrive at the consultations with expectations about receiving specific treatments (Kotwani, Chaudhury, and Holloway 2012; Linder et al. 2014; van Staa and Hardon 1996). In the malaria case study, 57 percent of the health workers reported pressure from patients to prescribe unnecessary medications, and many named antibiotics and antimalarials specifically. Meanwhile, 55 percent of the patients said they believed they had malaria even before consulting with a physician.
A main motivation of the research that forms the basis of the malaria case study was to test the effects of patient demand on provider prescription practices. The authors conducted an experiment where they gave out vouchers that reduced the price of a simple ACT for malaria but varied on randomly selected days whether patients were informed about this discount or whether doctors could mention it at their discretion (Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022b). In the treatment arm where patients knew about the discount, antimalarial prescription rates were significantly higher and the match between treatment and illness was worse. Moreover, among the randomly selected clinics where providers received training and the allocation of malaria treatment improved, patient satisfaction declined. This suggests that, at least in this context, some nonindicated care is the result of “induced demand”: a nonnegligible share of patients demand malaria care despite not having malaria, and it is doctors who reluctantly bend to patient preferences.

Performance-based incentives can reinforce financial or other external incentives and increase the problem of overprovision when they reward the volume of care provided, which is often the case (Miller and Babiarz 2014). An incentive based on carrying out a procedure without verifying its appropriateness acts as piece-rate pay and encourages quantity over quality. This is more of an issue in curative care, where an important aspect of quality of care is to allocate treatment to the right recipients rather than give it to as many recipients as possible; however, as the next subsection shows, it also occurs in preventive care (here using the example of ANC).

The experience of high-income countries provides a preview of the problems to come in the overprovision of care when health systems become less resource constrained. The incentives to provide nonindicated care are further reinforced when patients have high incomes and therefore a high willingness to pay. Moreover, health policies that increase access and protect patients from unexpected shocks, such as health insurance coverage and subsidized public health care, also create a wedge between the costs patients face and the value they receive. In this situation, patients are willing to accept expensive treatments or diagnostics even if they provide only moderate benefits.

To give an example, the high rates of medication use in China are often attributed to the pharmaceutical policy that was historically aimed at promoting local drug companies, leading to uneven price regulation and high markups (Sun et al. 2008). As a result, drug sale revenues at provider-owned pharmacies effectively cross-subsidized other health services (see also
Currie, Lin, and Meng 2014), and physicians were heavily incentivized to increase drug sales (Dupas and Miguel 2017). The abuse of antibiotics and corticosteroids was particularly severe, with between 55 and 85 percent of drug prescriptions containing an antibiotic (Currie, Lin, and Meng 2014; Currie, Lin, and Zhang 2011; Li et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2008). In a recent paper, Fang et al. (2021) describe the effects of the “zero markup policy” that was implemented in public hospitals to curb the problem. The policy was introduced in a staggered rollout across China starting in 2009, and in response, physicians shifted their treatment regimen so that patients’ drug expenses were substituted by nondrug expenses, keeping hospital revenues the same.

Another example is the ongoing shift in India to paying for health care with public health insurance but procuring it through private hospitals. Evidence from Rajasthan shows that changes in the fixed reimbursement rates for different types of services led to significant shifts in the supply of those services as well as to changes in (prohibited) charges to patients and rates of false claims (Jain 2021). These findings echo longstanding evidence, for example, from physician response to reimbursement policies in the US Medicare system (Cabral, Geruso, and Mahoney 2018; Rice 1983).

It is imperative to anticipate the rising costs of health care and the increased provision of nonindicated diagnostics and care in LMICs as their health systems transform and to design policies that can address both the underprovision and overprovision of health care. Pay-for-performance schemes can support these efforts if they can disincentivize nonindicated care while promoting needed care. An example of an intervention that had moderate success in reducing the use of antibiotics in rural China was a joint capitation and performance pay scheme piloted in Ningxia province (Yip et al. 2014).

Inappropriate or irrelevant care in ANC visits and the effects of PBF

An inherent danger of PBF is that paying for certain actions can cause health workers to do them even if they are not strictly necessary or even harmful (Cors et al. 2011; Lyu et al. 2017; Morgan et al. 2019). This subsection explores overuse in the context of ANC using the three-gap framework and data presented in chapter 4. As touched on in chapter 4, although the available ANC data were not geared toward picking up overuse, there are indications of unnecessary treatment even at baseline, before the introduction of any PBF interventions.
The subsection revisits the same indicators of overuse discussed in chapter 4—too early initiation of preventive malaria treatment and too early provision of the tetanus vaccine. These measures are defined as (1) initiating preventive malaria treatment and (2) providing the tetanus vaccine in the first trimester, while the WHO guidelines state that it should only be provided in the second trimester or later. Further, the too-early provision of preventive malaria treatment is not only an instance of unnecessary care that is an inefficient use of resources, but also harmful to the growing fetus (Peters et al. 2007; Hernandes-Diaz et al. 2000).

As discussed in detail in chapters 5 and 6, the Nigerian and Cameroonian PBF pilots included business-as-usual as well as a direct facility financing (DFF) arm for comparison. In the latter, facilities were provided enhanced financing and autonomy over the expenditure of the additional budget but were not allowed to use it for staff remuneration. Figure 7.5 presents the evidence from Cameroon and Nigeria on the impacts of PBF on overuse compared with the business-as-usual and DFF arms. Relative to business-as-usual, in Nigeria, the suggestions that the PBF intervention may have led to increases in the overuse of malaria treatment and tetanus shot provision were imprecisely estimated. Tetanus shots were explicitly incentivized

**Figure 7.5** Assessing the impact of PBF on indicators of overuse in antenatal care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Business-as-usual or DFF vs. PBF</th>
<th>DFF vs. PBF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preventative malaria treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus vaccine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: “Whiskers” represent 95% confidence intervals. SE clustered at the treatment level. DFF = direct facility financing; PBF = performance-based financing; SE = standard errors.
under the payment scheme (Khanna et al. 2021). In Cameroon, the intervention also purchased the provision of tetanus vaccines in pregnancy. Relative to both business-as-usual and DFF, PBF does not appear to increase the overuse of tetanus shots, although again neither effect is precisely estimated. Relative to DFF in Nigeria, PBF led to smaller and again insignificant impacts on malaria treatment as well as tetanus vaccination.

Quality measurement to inform incentives at scale

The chapter has argued that financial incentives that reward quantity indiscriminately can actually lower the quality of care. This implies that well-designed incentive schemes must appropriately measure and reward quality rather than quantity. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the various ways of measuring quality of care used in research; when adapting such measures to implement performance-based incentives, policy makers must carefully consider two things: first, what aspect of quality and effort to reward and how; and second, what the potential advantages and drawbacks of the various measurement methods are in the context of implementing incentives. The optimal at-scale design of performance-based incentives in health care remains an important question for future research, but some lessons can be drawn from existing studies.

A series of seminal contributions in economics considers the problem of incentivizing performance by an “agent”—here, the health worker—in environments where effort is hard to assess and the agent performs multiple complex tasks (Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy 1994; Holmström 1979; Holmström and Milgrom 1991, 1994). Some of the lessons are useful for thinking about incentives in health care. The first insight is that it is usually best to reward the ultimate outcome of interest, such as the population’s overall health and happiness, especially when it is difficult to observe and evaluate the “inputs” into this output—such as the quality of the individual provider-patient interaction. However, when the output is only very indirectly related to the agent’s actions, an outcome-based incentive effectively holds the agent responsible for bad outcomes that they have no power to prevent (say, the outbreak of a viral disease), and this risk puts limits on making pay dependent on outcomes. In this setting, it is best to use all the information that contributes to a more complete picture of the agent’s actions, including directly observing them (for example, via standardized patient visits). Subjective assessments, such as patient satisfaction surveys or supervisor evaluations, may be preferred
to objective, quantitative metrics when some aspects of performance are much harder to measure than others, such as pain levels or care for chronic illness.

Finally, when important aspects of care cannot be measured, financial incentives can be counterproductive because they divert the health worker’s attention away from the unmeasured quality aspects to the measured ones. A well-calibrated system of financial incentives therefore likely combines a variety of subjective as well as objective quality measures, such as patient interviews, population surveys, and standardized patient visits, and may provide a variety of incentive structures for different types or specialties of providers, depending on the tasks these groups are expected to perform. In addition, performance metrics should be adjustable over time and account for overuse as an aspect of quality. Each specific implementation should be accompanied by research that assesses long-run health outcomes and may trigger a readjustment.

An important consideration for the practical implementation will also be whether a specific measurement approach can assess quality of care in a reliable and unbiased manner. As an example, when using direct clinical observation for research purposes, researchers find that physicians seem to return quickly to their usual conduct and practice (Leonard and Masatu 2010). However, this is likely not true in situations where the physician knows that she or he is being evaluated with the purpose of determining performance-based pay. Thus, basing the incentive on clinical observation will reward the provider’s knowledge and skill but not their day-to-day effort.

Another example is the use of patient satisfaction surveys to evaluate providers in the context of overuse. In many contexts, patient surveys can be very informative, for instance, about aspects of quality such as the provider’s general conduct and approachability or the time spent with the patient as well as the price of care. However, in the malaria case study, patient satisfaction was overall lower when patients received unnecessary malaria treatment less often (Lopez, Sautmann, and Schaner 2022a). More generally, patients may demand overtreatment and therefore paradoxically low quality of care. It is necessary to validate carefully whether a given indicator truly rewards the desired behavior by the physician. An important aspect of any performance-based incentive scheme should thus be the cost of providing a given level of care or the efficiency of care. Performance-linked payments may otherwise lead to misaligned incentives that generate rapid cost increases.
PBF as a health system reform

Chapters 5 and 6 in this report discuss how PBF pilot interventions affected the coverage and quality of care patients received. However, these studies may not capture the full effects of carrying out such pilots on the health system as a whole. Even temporary PBF interventions can have a considerable impact on the development of health systems. They provide examples of what can work, how, and why. Input-based financing of health systems has historically performed poorly (Leslie et al. 2018; Kutzin 2012), and it has not been designed to incentivize efficiency, access, or quality of service provision. In this historical context, introducing PBF, even if through a vertical financing modality—where a central purchaser channels payment through the public financial management system all the way down to individual facilities and workers—can offer policy makers a glimpse as to what can be achieved through system building.

For example, PBF reforms in many countries have shown that in most contexts, it is possible to provide access to financial services and build capacity for facility managers to use these resources prudently. Good accounting and reporting, although not health outputs per se, are important steps on the road toward a health system that delivers quality services efficiently. The PBF experience may also provide evidence that the increased fiduciary risk of delegating responsibility to facility managers may pay off as they can respond to changing needs. In addition, PBF can show that flexibility of resource use does not necessarily expose the public financial management system to greater fiduciary risk and at the same time allows for efficiency gains because spending is not locked into input-based categories. All these lessons can be integrated into the design of health systems. This does not mean that there needs to be a radical shift toward full fee for service, but the experience can inform what a transition away from a purely input-based system to a mixed payment system could look like.

Another benefit of PBF pilots is the introduction of data collection and data-sharing systems. Knowing what services were delivered where and to which patient is unequivocally an essential building block of health systems and thus should be tracked systematically, for instance, through a unified health management information system. Often, PBF systems provide such tracking data through dashboards or portals that facilities use to report performance. Of course, such portals can be adopted without the strategic purchasing component and simply be linked to the health management information system instead. Budget provisions to facilities should at least
in part reflect that such spending can be reoriented for greater efficiency, equity, and quality of services. Building such capacity takes time, but it can be part of the PBF verification process, through which a facility’s performance reports are audited or verified by a third party (neither the government purchasing agency nor the facility itself).

To reiterate, the PBF initiatives reviewed elsewhere in this report have meticulously documented their performance. Thanks to rigorous impact evaluations, it is clear where and to what degree the approach has worked. However, most of the impact evaluations of the PBF schemes reviewed in this report evaluate a handful of indicators of success—all measured at the health facility, worker, or population catchment level—whereas PBF is promoted as a health system intervention (Shroff et al. 2017). Indeed, the potentially transformative sectorwide impacts are often discussed as both a benefit (Meessen, Soucat, and Sekabaraga 2011) and a criticism (Paul et al. 2018) of PBF schemes. Among the reasons PBF is hypothesized to be a systemwide intervention are the autonomy, accountability, and transparency aspects, which may indeed accrue at a higher level than the health facility. There may be important effects on the Public Expenditure Tracking System, which are not captured by impact evaluations. Finally, there may also be important political economy considerations as governments must be willing to invest scarce resources in the health sector. Tying payments to results can make PBF politically feasible and a conduit for health sector investments—the so-called flypaper effect (Devarajan and Swaroop 1998).

A related question is whether it is possible to measure the effects of different components of PBF separately. What is known from the studies discussed earlier is the effect of the set of interventions implemented as part of the PBF package, vis-à-vis the status quo or other packages, like decentralized financing or supportive supervision and autonomy. What a health system practitioner might be most interested in, however, is the marginal effect of any one of the above-mentioned changes since they might be interested in pursuing individual measures separately. For example, what is the effect of allowing greater facility autonomy, and what might it take to get there? Can facilities be introduced one by one into the government chart of accounts? Sending funds to providers might require training them in accounting and reporting. Is this realistic, and what would be the effect on accountability and service delivery? It may be most useful for practitioners to understand these individual effects, rather than the effect of the PBF package as a whole, to pursue meaningful reforms in the public financial management space. These may mimic specific PBF processes and would
affect health system reform and how the health budget is managed. At the same time, most LMIC health systems may face constraints at several points in the underlying production function for effective coverage. For instance, there may be inadequate training of health workers, insufficient capacity, or demand-side barriers. A PBF program intervenes at one point or constraint—the health facility. It may be the case, however, that alleviating some of these other constraints may also lead to improved effectiveness of the PBF intervention. Thus, understanding the time horizon and observational unit capturing all—or even most—of the PBF impacts and the complementarity with other approaches is key to documenting any system-level impacts of PBF interventions.

Another important question is what to measure as an end outcome. Improvements in health systems are believed to contribute to effective coverage at a lower cost down the line (Vaz et al. 2020). If this is the case, then seeing gains in intermediate steps to effective coverage could be indicative that down the line, enough system-level gains would accrue that would lead to improvements in effective coverage and health outcomes. Thus, changes in health systems—timeliness of payments, accountability, and transparency—may be worth tracking even without concomitant improvements in effective coverage or health outcomes. This challenge is essentially that of an incomplete time cycle in using impact evaluations to study an intervention that is trying to change a system—such changes take time to implement, but it is typically infeasible, possibly even unethical, to maintain a counterfactual for an extended period. Thus, if it is believed that PBF interventions have system-level impacts and that such impacts can improve effective coverage, then it is important to track health system development as an end goal in and of itself as part of evaluative research.

One way to understand a PBF pilot’s broader impact is to study what the government chooses to invest its resources in after a donor-funded PBF pilot has reached completion. Such an approach would assess concerns around the fungibility of donor aid and government resources. The concern with the fungibility of aid is identifying what the government would have spent resources on in the absence of donor aid. If donor aid is simply displacing government funding, then outcomes might have been identical even without the intervention (Devarajan and Swaroop 1998; van de Walle and Mu 2007). This of course presents a challenge for the sort of evaluative research discussed here. One way to assess the impact of a PBF pilot in the face of such fungibility concerns might be to examine what aspects of the pilot are scaled up. Sometimes, even when the PBF intervention is not scaled up, individual
elements may be. Policy makers must then decide whether the PBF pilot can be deemed to have been a success. This was the case, for example, in Tanzania, where the accountability mechanism was adopted at scale even as the strategic purchasing of services was not (Binyaruka, Lohmann, and De Allegri 2020; Binyaruka 2020). However, as Wagstaff (2011) shows, given diminishing returns to spending and that not all areas—or sectors—are equally funded, it is possible even for fully fungible aid to increase total benefits relative to when aid is completely nonfungible.

In summary, individual impact evaluations may encounter difficulties in capturing issues surrounding the fungibility of aid, the flypaper effect, and incomplete time cycles. Evaluative research could fruitfully broaden its scope for a better understanding of whether health financing reforms such as PBF and DFF indeed have any system-level effects.

**Conclusion**

It is important to understand the optimal design of financial incentives in health care and the best way to measure quality of care at scale to support such incentive schemes. Aligning performance incentives in a manner so that it is in the provider’s best financial interest to arrive at the correct diagnosis and administer the appropriate level of care, with neither undersupplying nor oversupplying, is a difficult policy problem in which many open questions remain. However, in the long run, performance-based incentives can only be successful if they can solve this problem. An important area of research in this context is the question of how to prevent the provision of nonindicated care more effectively. The reason that nonindicated care is damaging, especially in LMIC contexts, is partly that overprovision and underuse are directly connected. Mechanically, when resources are scare, nonindicated care for one patient means a lack of indicated care for another. But patients also may lose trust in the health care system when they feel that the quality of care is low and they are being frequently overcharged, and then they may opt not to seek care (Hussam et al. 2020). They may also simply not be able to afford care if the average doctor visit is prohibitively expensive. Another gap in the literature relates to the potential effects of PBF reforms that go beyond immediate improvements in quality of care and effective coverage due to the provider response to incentives. As this chapter laid out, the health system changes initiated by PBF interventions may have additional impacts that only manifest indirectly or more slowly than typical impact evaluations last.
Even with many questions still unanswered, a key contribution of this report is to highlight research findings on the limits to the impacts of PBF interventions, particularly in isolation and when compared with policy options that include DFF and cash transfers to bolster demand. The final chapter of the report provides some concluding thoughts on how to translate these research findings into operational implications for the design of health system financing interventions.

Notes

1. Even though microscopy is often treated as the gold standard, overdiagnosis is common in blood smear testing in clinical practice, especially with inexperienced technicians. For example, evidence from Uganda shows very high false positive rates both in private and public facilities (Mutabazi et al. 2021; Nankabirwa et al. 2009).

2. Only about 15 percent of the studies in the Fact Book look at medicine use in pharmacy shops or non-licensed shops.

3. Resistant parasites have already rendered past generations of malaria drugs ineffective (Arrow, Panosian, and Gelband 2004).

4. The study used standardized patients who completed 909 visits and presented cases of asthma, nonmalarial fever, tuberculosis, and upper respiratory tract infection.

5. Providers are likely to choose if and how to test for malaria partly based on their a priori assessment of how likely the patient is to have malaria. In the malaria case study, survey evidence indicates that doctors believe that RDTs only reliably detect high parasite loads and therefore use them more often on “obvious” malaria cases. This is consistent with the differences in malaria prevalence across tests, and it implies once more that providers may often not follow up a negative test result.

6. An example is the doctors and nurses in the malaria case study. In Mali, most providers receive a salary, although the clinic director’s remuneration may depend on the performance of the clinic overall. Salaried employees may also feel responsible for the clinic’s financial health.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion and Operational Implications

This report has provided a frank overview of the evidence. Yet, it has not taken a firm position for or against the continuation of performance-based financing (PBF) operations. Instead, it recognized the importance of nuance, context, and the principles underlying health financing reform. The nature of health financing is complex, with multiple fund flows, actors, and institutional relationships. In many such settings, PBF has introduced and fostered principles around sending funds to the frontlines, provider autonomy, financial management capacity, accountability, and an output orientation of the payment system. These are all fundamental to the efficient functioning of a health system that provides quality health services.

The report presented several key findings on the topic of financing for effective coverage in primary health care in low- and middle-income country (LMIC) settings. It revealed that gaps in effective coverage are driven by low utilization and poor content of care. Focusing on the determinants of the content of care, it showed that poor clinical quality is driven by three factors: (1) structural constraints (inadequate infrastructure, drugs, supplies, and equipment), (2) poor health worker knowledge, and (3) low effort by health workers. It then proceeded to study interventions that financially incentivize improvements in effective coverage: focusing first on PBF of health facilities.

Taking a deep dive into the PBF schemes implemented by the World Bank in primary maternal and neonatal health care, the report found
that PBF schemes remove structural capacity constraints across the board but have limited effects on content of care. A systematic review and meta-analysis of supply-side (PBF) and demand-side (conditional cash transfer) financial incentives show that incentives have significant but modest impacts on effective coverage. Supply-side incentives in the form of PBF may, if anything, lead to smaller impacts than vouchers and cash transfers would have. In addition, the comparison between PBF and direct facility financing (DFF) shows that budget equalization providing unconditional increases in facility financing as well as autonomy may lead to comparable impacts at lower cost than PBF. The findings thus highlight the complexities of a PBF intervention and suggest that thinking of DFF, PBF, and demand-side cash transfers as a menu of potentially reinforcing policy options, rather than substitutes for each other, may be a fruitful means for increasing effective coverage.

However, as discussed in chapters 6 and 7, a fundamental change brought about by PBF, relative to other methods of health system financing, is the autonomous role of the health facility. The central role of the facility as an autonomous unit, with a budget to control, is a marked difference in paradigm and has had significant impacts on health systems across many LMICs. Since PBF requires health facilities to be able to receive and use funds directly, the health facility as an entity has received renewed attention. This is an important departure for many countries where health facilities previously only received in-kind support from higher levels of the administration. Recognizing health facilities as stand-alone entities explicitly means that these facilities must have access to financial services and requires facility managers to account for and report on the use of funds. This requires some information and communications technology investments and capacity-building efforts. Therefore, many PBF designs accommodate greater flexibility of resource use than was commonplace in many countries in the prevailing public financial management (PFM) structures. For example, facility managers generally do not require an onerous approval process to reallocate PBF funds as long as these remain within given parameters. Another change is that facilities now receive budgetary allocations against performance measures instead of on an input basis. This has several important consequences. One is that the facility receives funds as reimbursement after the services are provided, and another is that the budgetary allocation is contingent on outputs or services delivered. Sending funds directly to facilities and including an output orientation has stimulated a purchasing reform dialogue in many countries that can incentivize
efficiency and access to quality services. Finally, rigorous third-party verification of results is another introduction by PBF that is necessitated by its direct relationship to the subsequent budget and the risks of gaming associated with the use of self-reported administrative data for making payments. Linking payments to verified outputs can be costly, but it has been particularly popular among donors who appreciate the direct relationship between payment, results, and accountability. Because of the popularity of the PBF mechanisms among donors, the overall investment in health in LMICs is likely to have increased.

This chapter builds on past experience to provide a forward-looking perspective. The following four messages emerge: (1) sustainability of interventions, particularly those geared at revamping the financing of entire health systems, is critical and about more than just money; (2) the four facility tenets—provider autonomy, financial management capacity, unified payment systems, and output orientation—should be systematically supported to build health systems; (3) PBF incentives should be understood in the broader health financing context; and (4) the potential of technological advances to facilitate provider payment reform should be better examined and exploited. These key messages call for the development of a new research agenda that is more focused on the design and implementation of PBF reforms and their role in health systems strengthening.

Message 1: Recognize that sustainability is about more than just money

Fiscal space for health is always constrained, but this is particularly the case as countries are struggling with the economic consequences of COVID-19 and increased expenditure pressures across all sectors. Domestic contributions to PBF engagements may therefore become more difficult to mobilize, although they may provide essential contributions to basic primary care services, and many of these reforms are recognized as quintessential for health system reform by academics and practitioners alike (Barroy et al. 2019). As long as the PBF engagement is conducted in parallel to regular PFM processes, such financial contributions may be at risk. As governments can no longer afford to finance both the regular budget and off-budget schemes, the off-budget schemes are likely to be cut. If PBF reforms were financed through off-budget schemes, this risks the sustainability of the reforms. If all the aforementioned changes (provider autonomy,
flexibility of fund use, output orientation of budget, and so forth) relate only to the PBF financing streams, all of this risks being undone and the health system might return to the legacy PFM processes.

Therefore, sustainability is not only about whether funds are directed to off-budget PBF schemes and whether such PBF schemes have been “institutionalized” in a systematic manner. Rather, the question should be whether PBF principles (or, more broadly, facility financing principles) are mainstreamed into general PFM practices. PFM reform is a longer term endeavor, and changes tend to occur incrementally (Diamond 2013). However, once changes are made, they become difficult to reverse; therefore, if PBF principles can be mainstreamed into PFM structures, these will likely be sustainable. For example, on the one hand, a facility may receive funds directly through an off-budget PBF scheme, which empowers the facility while this financing modality is in place, but it also disappoints when it is undone. On the other hand, if facilities are recognized explicitly in the budget, it becomes necessary to discuss facility budget allocations through the legislative process, and decisions must be made that carry the force of law. The budget is a legal instrument and should be implemented; if it is not, questions will be asked by the legislature. Once this process is set up, it will become difficult to reverse, especially once facility managers and communities realize the benefits.

It will be important to understand the current PFM environment and how facility financing principles can be aligned. A recent paper proposes a diagnostic framework on how to identify the current state of alignment to PFM systems and how to develop a reform roadmap (Piaatti-Fünfkirchen, Hadley, and Mathivet 2021). Exploring where and how PBF differs from PFM systems and identifying what reforms could be pursued offer an opportunity for mainstreaming PBF principles and therefore strengthening sustainability. Some PFM reforms, such as the introduction of program budgeting, may lend themselves particularly well to mainstreaming PBF principles. Careful attention will be required for fully understanding how a program budgeting reform will be implemented and how it can reflect PBF principles. This will require active collaboration of PFM and health finance practitioners.

For countries with off-budget social health insurance (SHI) schemes, the PBF experience can be fully absorbed within the SHI. In this case, it may not be necessary to align PBF with the PFM system, but clear separation of functions is necessary to facilitate sustainability. It is then necessary to determine clearly what services can be financed through PFM structures
and what can be financed through the SHI. However, if the SHI is not better at raising funds or pooling risks than is done by tax authorities or through the budget, it may not be advisable to support such a system (Yazbeck et al. 2020; Yazbeck 2021). The only advantage of the SHI remains that it gives authorities greater flexibility in terms of purchasing than a typical PFM system allows. Rather than retaining an entirely separate scheme, it may be more efficient to reform the PFM system to mimic purchasing functions.

Concerns about sustainability differ depending on countries’ public health budgets and health systems. In countries such as Tanzania, for example, the PBF experience contributed to a process of rethinking facility financing through government channels. In other, more fragile and donor-dependent countries, such as the Central African Republic or Chad, for example, the sustainability agenda—at least in the short term—should revolve much more around reducing the government’s transaction costs in dealing with external resources and reducing the risk of discontinuation of services due to donor-specific funding cycles or budget cuts through greater use of pooled financing mechanisms.

**Message 2: Support the four facility financing tenets**

How health facilities operate within a health system is a central aspect of health financing reform. Therefore, creating an enabling environment is key and can lead to important gains in efficiency and access to quality services. This can be done by supporting the facility financing tenets identified in a forthcoming WHO paper on direct facility financing (O’Dougherty et al. 2022).

**Tenet A: Health facilities require budget autonomy and spending flexibility**

Incentives can only be effective if facilities have the decision space to react to them. Whether facilities will promote utilization or efficiency will be a function of their ability to react to the incentives set by the purchasing mechanism. Therefore, provider autonomy is a fundamental facility financing tenet, including for PBF. This does not mean that facilities need to be private, as they can have autonomy within a public sector setting. Autonomy is also not binary. Issues that affect autonomy relate to a facility’s legal status, its ability to receive and spend funds, and its ability to make
decisions on human resource management, including hiring, firing, provision of incentive payments, and taking corrective action.

On the use of funds, there are significant variations and the level of autonomy may differ by expenditure type. For example, salaries may be paid centrally, drugs procured by a central medical store, and investment spending managed by the district administration. This would only leave autonomy over other nonwage recurrent spending. The degree to which facilities should have autonomy over various spending items will vary by country context, but it is an important factor to consider. Facilities should be limited in purchasing items that fall outside the remits of their level of care (for example, a primary care provider should not have the autonomy to procure a magnetic resonance imaging scanner).

**Tenet B: Health facilities require adequate financial management capacity**

It is important that facilities can manage funds prudently and carefully account for and report on the use of funds to ensure accountability and inform decision making. Although it is preferred that facilities are paid against outputs, this does not relieve them of the need to account for and report on spending against inputs. Ledgers on revenue and expenditures must be maintained carefully and audited periodically. Further, due process is required for the procurement of products and services to ensure value for money. These aspects are akin to basic business management. As financial management capacity at the facility level grows, ministries of finance are likely to be more willing to extend greater degrees of autonomy to facilities. As such, this is likely a sequential reform process over the medium term.

Emerging technologies can be explored to minimize capacity-building needs. For example, it may not be desirable to hire accountants at every facility. Instead, payments made through smartcards or mobile money that automatically captures spending categories would greatly reduce the financial management burden on facility managers who in turn can focus on patients instead.

**Tenet C: A unified payment system supports facility management**

Health facilities often draw on multiple sources for payment. These may include input-based budget provisions from the government budget, revenue from user fees, payment from insurance funds, and support from various development partners. These multiple sources fragment the
payment environment and can lead to conflicting incentives and inefficiencies. They also place an undue burden of accounting and reporting requirements on health service providers and make strategic planning difficult (Piatti-Fünfkirchen, O’Dougherty, and Ally 2020). Unifying payment streams therefore becomes critical. If pooling resources at a higher level is not possible, it may be desirable to ensure that there is a common facility plan that includes anticipated revenue from all the financing sources and that budget execution protocols are harmonized such that there are no significant differences in how money can be used across financing sources. Furthermore, unifying the payment system is important to make the output orientation of the budget effective as the design of the payment system and underpinning incentive structures need to consider all financing sources.

**Tenet D: Health facility payments should be output oriented**

Input-based budget provisions alone cannot adequately serve health sector needs as they are designed to ensure financial accountability and budget control rather than incentivize the behavior of health providers. An output-oriented payment system, in contrast, reimburses facilities based on the number of people served and the types and volumes of services provided. This can help incentivize the efficiency of provider management and utilization of services. Relating payments to outputs also shifts the accountability relationship from accountability of financing inputs to accountability of the provision of services.

An output-oriented payment system introduces significant flexibility. First, the facility operating budget becomes a function of the workload rather than being predetermined at the beginning of the year. Second, there are inherently fewer input-based controls, and facilities can reorient spending according to need. Transitioning toward an output-based payment system is therefore desirable. In practice this may not be possible for all spending items. For example, the wage bill may still be paid on an input basis, and there are inherent economy of scale advantages in purchasing drugs in bulk. In addition, most payment systems are mixed payment systems. To make these effective, it is critical to make it a purposeful mixed payment system with incentive structures that are mutually supportive. The output orientation can inform the operational budget and be a combination of simple capitation supported by performance indicators.
Message 3: Understand PBF incentives in a broader health system context

Typically, financial incentives are most efficiently used at the margin to incentivize behavior changes that are not possible with other, simpler financing mechanisms. However, many low-income countries suffer from underfunded health systems: low salaries, low (or sometimes even inexistent) operational budgets, shortages of key inputs, and so forth. Flexible resources from PBF are often used to fill these gaps, and hence the question arises whether the results could be provided through less transaction-heavy mechanisms (see the PBF-DFF comparison in chapter 6). For a better understanding of the potential for direct financing approaches, it is important to consider the full scope of facility financing mechanisms before designing any incentive-based formulas on top of them. This will require a careful analysis of public expenditure data combined with survey data to map out the relative importance of different financing mechanisms and the cause behind low coverage of certain service interventions.

The broader health system context also includes the role of development partners. Especially in low- and lower-middle-income countries, they can contribute to a sizable amount of total health spending, often matching or exceeding government contributions. Therefore, understanding how various external financing flows are reaching facilities is important. To reduce transaction costs and foster efficiency, an effort should be made to utilize government systems to the extent possible. PBF is most effective at the margin. To understand where the margin lies and introduce a purposeful performance orientation to the payment system, it is critical to have a full overview of financing flows to facilities, domestic and external alike.

Message 4: Explore opportunities of maturing technologies

Many technologies have matured and become readily available at low cost (O’Dougherty et al. 2022). The choice of technology and their deployment can directly affect the design and implementation of PBF operations. Innovations in the fintech space could, for example, change how facilities receive funds and make accounting and reporting easier, thereby alleviating nursing staff from an undue financial management burden. Mobile money has penetrated many parts of Africa, which provides opportunities for
extending financial services to remote and rural health facilities. Blockchain technology has become increasingly affordable and available to low-capacity environments and can create accountability and transparency in payment and supply chain management processes (Talary et al., forthcoming). Machine learning algorithms can be deployed to automate data analyses and facilitate risk-based verification for reduced costs. Smart contracts can be set up that automate contractual arrangements between parties that could, for example, trigger PBF payments upon fulfillment of certain terms. Last, rapid advances in identity management and the low-cost availability of fingerprint technology are significant since they can facilitate the foundation for patient history records.

To look for examples of how these technologies have been successfully deployed requires looking beyond the health sector. For example, there are few examples of governments using mobile money to extend financial access to remote health facilities. However, there are plenty of examples of governments sending cash transfers to the poor and vulnerable in remote locations through mobile money balances. Important lessons can be drawn from social protection programs on how that was made possible and what challenges had to be overcome. This is the approach the Zimbabwe health sector is taking in exploring opportunities in health finance by learning from the experience of a cash transfer program. Similarly, blockchain technology is being used increasingly in the agriculture sector. Last-mile verification of farm equipment is being done in a low-capacity environment in Pakistan (Hanna, Mullainathan, and Schwartzstein 2012), suggesting that a similar process could be done for last-mile verification of drugs or personal protective equipment in the health sector to prevent leakage. Insurance agencies in the United States are already exploring blockchain technology to support claims management.

Building on this experience, management in the Côte d’Ivoire health sector is looking to minimize the cost of verification of services and build a health management information system with data integrity. Finding solutions for a particular problem may require looking beyond the obvious health sector experience or hard evidence from clinical trials. It may require looking at how other sectors and countries deal with administrative processes, identifying opportunities, working with small-scale pilots to explore what a technological solution may look like, and determining how this would address the problem at hand. It may also require exploring a set of different tools. Box 8.1 explores an example drawing on a set of innovations in Côte d’Ivoire and Zimbabwe.
Box 8.1 In Focus: Combining technological innovations to facilitate strategic purchasing

Data are essential for strategic purchasing, especially data on the types and volumes of services provided. Evidence based on data should be an important factor for determining budget allocations to health providers. However, routine data collection in prevailing systems is not always guaranteed, and if the service providers benefit directly from the data they report, there is an incentive to manipulate the data or overestimate expenditures and not be transparent about the use of the budget allocations. To ensure integrity of data and reporting, third-party data verification is often required, which can be prohibitively expensive and adds to the complexity of data audit processes.

This problem with routine data collection is inherent to performance-based financing. The following approach is explored to address this problem, drawing on a set of innovations in Côte d’Ivoire and Zimbabwe:

- Every registered patient needs to be identified, registered, and recorded as they enter a health facility.
- Electronic identification of all actors in the work process (patients and providers) can be enabled through fingerprint sensors and camera imaging technologies at low cost with minimal hardware investments.
- A mobile phone number associated with the SIM card of the mobile phone used to collect and transmit the data is linked to the use case actor’s account to enable communication and verification of transactions between the digital identities of the service providers and patients and to link this with the identity of the device that is collecting the data.
- Once a patient receives a service, the service provider enters information that describes the service provided digitally on a blockchain (for example, using a tablet connected to the web over the internet or via text messaging an application interface to the blockchain).
- A message is automatically sent to the patient to inquire whether this service was indeed provided. The patient can respond “yes” or “no” using their mobile phone to confirm when, where, and what services have been provided.
- If the patient responds with “yes,” the service provision is recorded as completed and verified on the blockchain.
- If the patient responds with “no,” the lack of service provision is recorded, and an alert is triggered to the administrator to investigate and verify.
- The information on what services were provided in which health facilities is subsequently stored in the health management information system and given the verification process and decentralized ledger, there is confidence in the integrity of the data.
- Payment to the providers can be triggered through a smart contract.
- Payment to remote providers can be made through the use of mobile money.

Through such a process, a health management information system with integrity is created. This can then form the basis for facility budget allocations or facility payments against an output-informed formula. Data are stored on decentralized ledgers and are immutable, minimizing the risk of gaming. Verification may still be necessary but would be much less costly as the system can identify high-risk transactions. If desired, patient utilization data can be recorded in the process of verification, which strengthens the basis for future diagnoses and efficiency in the health sector. Access to the information can be controlled by the permissioning features of blockchain technology so that patient data protection issues can be maintained.
The example in box 8.1 shows how processes can be supported through various technological innovations that together facilitate a more efficient, transparent, and accountable way to engage through means that were previously unimaginable. An important first step in this process is a feasibility assessment that explores the cost and realism of such an approach and identifies any potential downside risks. This assessment must also consider the policy environment, local capacity, political economy, and how such an approach would build on existing infrastructure.

While technological advances are rapid and hold promise, these should be explored with caution. An enabling policy environment is necessary for making such investments effective, and this is not always a given. Political economy and change management considerations are necessary as such investments can be disruptive and challenge power relationships. Further, there are potential downside risks, such as the use of personal identity data for the wrong purposes, that need to be fully understood and mitigated.

Building a forward-looking research agenda

Many PBF initiatives have meticulously documented their performance, and thanks to rigorous impact evaluations, it can be seen where the approach has worked. However, the PBF initiatives studied in these impact evaluations are a set of interventions that include aspects like autonomy, community engagement, decentralization, and enhanced supervision—not just the purchasing mechanism. These studies have revealed the effects of the set of interventions vis-à-vis the status quo or against another counterfactual package of interventions, such as DFF. However, a health system or PFM practitioner might be most interested in the marginal effect of any one of the above-mentioned changes. For example, what is the effect of allowing greater facility autonomy, and what might it take to get there? Can facilities be introduced one by one into the government’s chart of accounts? Sending funds to providers might require training them in accounting and reporting. Is this realistic, and how would it affect accountability and service delivery?

It may be most useful for practitioners to understand these individual effects and view PBF as a point on a continuum of DFF. When viewed as a continuum and broken down into its component parts, each aspect can be addressed and studied individually to pursue meaningful reforms in the PFM space. These may mimic specific PBF processes and would affect
health system reform and the way the health budget is managed. One such study was conducted in Malawi that explores how well the PFM system supports a purchasing environment through the budget and provides recommendations for a stepwise reform process (Piatti-Fünfkirchen, Chansa, and Nkhoma 2021). While this study does not address PBF specifically, the approach and principles apply more broadly.

PBF schemes offer strong accountability toward external donors, and this has been an important reason for their popularity in recent years in low-income countries. If, for above-mentioned reasons of sustainability and efficiency, “lighter” payment mechanisms such as DFF appear more appropriate, it will be important to consider alternative measures of accountability that satisfy the reporting demands of donors. This is especially the case in heavily donor-dependent countries where it could be argued that—at least in the short term—PBF schemes should serve as a tool for improving donor alignment around a package of services, much more than a tool for changing the public provider payment function. Although PBF-type schemes offer the potential for increased pooling and alignment of external resources, this potential has not been fully realized in many countries. Further research into what are the bottlenecks to aligning around these schemes would be important. Especially in the current macro-fiscal context with limited potential for raising more domestic revenue, increasing the efficiency of external resources is critical.
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In many low- and middle-income countries, health coverage has improved dramatically in the past two decades, but health outcomes have not. As such, effective coverage—a measure of service delivery that meets a minimum standard of quality—remains unacceptably low. Improving Effective Coverage in Health examines one specific policy approach to improving effective coverage: financial incentives in the form of performance-based financing (PBF), a package reform that typically includes performance pay to frontline health workers as well as facility autonomy, transparency, and community engagement.

This Policy Research Report draws on a rich set of rigorous studies and new analysis. When compared with business-as-usual, in low-income settings with centralized health systems PBF can result in substantial gains in effective coverage. However, the relative benefits of PBF—the performance pay component in particular—are less clear when it is compared with two alternative approaches, direct facility financing, which provides operating budgets to frontline health services with facility autonomy on allocation, but not performance pay, and demand-side financial support for health services (that is, conditional cash transfers and vouchers). Although PBF often results in improvements on the margins, closing the substantial gaps in effective health coverage is not yet within reach for many countries. Nonetheless, important lessons and experiences from the rollout of PBF over the past decade can guide health financing into the future. In particular, to be successful, health financing reform may need to pivot from performance pay while retaining the elements of direct facility financing, autonomy, transparency, and community engagement.